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Abstract
This thesis is centred around the role of non-Hermitian Hamiltonians in Physics both at
the quantum and classical levels. In our investigations of two-level models we demonstrate
[1] the phenomenon of fast transitions developed in the PT -symmetric quantum brachis-
tochrone problem may in fact be attributed to the non-Hermiticity of evolution operator
used, rather than to its invariance under PT operation. Transition probabilities are calcu-
lated for Hamiltonians which explicitly violate PT -symmetry. When it comes to Hilbert
spaces of infinite dimension, starting with non-Hermitian Hamiltonians expressed as linear
and quadratic combinations of the generators of the su(1, 1) Lie algebra, we construct [2]
Hermitian partners in the same similarity class. Alongside, metrics with respect to which
the original Hamiltonians are Hermitian are also constructed, allowing to assign meaning
to a large class of non-Hermitian Hamiltonians possessing real spectra. The finding of
exact results to establish the physical acceptability of other non-Hermitian models may be
pursued by other means, especially if the system of interest cannot be expressed in terms
of Lie algebraic elements. We also employ [3] a representation of the canonical commu-
tation relations for position and momentum operators in terms of real-valued functions
and a noncommutative product rule of differential form. Besides exact solutions, we also
compute in a perturbative fashion metrics and isospectral partners for systems of physical
interest. Classically, our efforts were concentrated on integrable models presenting PT -
symmetry. Because the latter can also establish the reality of energies in classical systems
described by Hamiltonian functions, we search for new families of nonlinear differential
equations for which the presence of hidden symmetries allows one to assemble exact solu-
tions. We use [4] the Painleve´ test to check whether deformations of integrable systems
preserve integrability. Moreover we compare [5] integrable deformed models, which are
thus likely to possess soliton solutions, to a broader class of systems presenting compacton
solutions. Finally we study [6] the pole structure of certain real valued nonlinear inte-
grable systems and establish that they behave as interacting particles whose motion can
be extended to the complex plane in a PT -symmetric way.
VIII
1 Introduction
Physical objects observed in nature can be characterized by certain properties which are
measurable with the employment of appropriate devices. Some of these intrinsic attributes,
like weight, are more tangible than others, such as time. From the very concrete idea of
carrying a bag full of feathers or one full of stones we can move to deeper ideas, say for
instance, why does time always increase? Despite all the conceptual differences between
physical quantities, one property is common to all: wherever you look, whatever you
measure, they are all specified by real numbers.
For this simple reason one tends to question the physical reality of descriptions based
on complex numbers, of the form z = x + ıy, with ı =
√−1 the imaginary number.
Nonetheless, ruling out all complex analysis formalism from the scope of physics is too
drastic an approach. Complex functions might be used perfectly well to formulate a
mathematical representation of natural phenomena. For example, a set of pendulums
disposed in a line side by side connected through elastic bands at their extremities is
governed by a sinusoidal interaction. Such a Hamiltonian system is known as the sine-
Gordon model which is one amongst many representatives of affine Ar (SU(r + 1)) Toda
field models with r ∈ N, corresponding to r = 1. The Hamiltonian density function is real
in such a case but for r > 1 this ceases to be true. For r = 2 for instance one has a system
defined by
H(x, t) = 1
2
[(
∂φ
∂t
)2
+
(
∂φ
∂x
)2]
− m
2
β2
r∑
j=0
(
eıβαj ·φ − 1
)
, (1.1)
where φ = (φ0(x, t), φ1(x, t), φ2(x, t)) is a three-component field, α0 = (−1, 0, 1), α1 =
(1,−1, 0), α2 = (0, 1,−1) and β,m ∈ R are constants.
The whole family of complex Ar affine Toda field theories
1 (1.1) have been proven [7, 8]
to have solitonic configurations with real mass, or equivalently, energy, regardless of the
reality of the Hamiltonian density. Therefore, the simple example just presented indicates
1Real affine Toda field theories are obtained from (1.1) by taking β → −ıβ.
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attention is required when classical Hamiltonians are complex-valued functions as they
might have physical meaning. This question however was not systematically investigated
until the results found in [9]. Curiously, the development in this area was originated
at a quantum level before the analogous problem was studied classically, differently from
what normally happens since the underlying structures of quantum theories are frequently
more involved and the traditional description of objects in terms of trajectories must be
replaced.
An important feature of the subatomic particles is that they behave in a very counterin-
tuitive way from a macroscopic perspective. A successful description of such systems relies
on a probabilistic interpretation attached to a vector space so that interference patterns
intrinsic to the particle-wave duality can be reproduced. The primordial assumption in
quantum mechanics is to assign a measurable physical configuration, or a quantum state,
to a vector living in a Hilbert space H. These vector spaces can be finite-dimensional,
like the one spanned by {(1, 0), (0, 1)}, or infinite-dimensional like the space spanned by
{sin (nx) , n ∈ N}.
By definition, the Hilbert space is a complete linear vector space H endowed with an
inner product defined on the set of complex numbers,
ξ, ψ ∈ H −→ 〈ξ|ψ〉 ∈ C, (1.2)
where |ψ〉 belongs to a vector space and 〈ξ| to its dual vector space.
Regarding the dynamics of quantum states, they evolve according to the Hamiltonian
operator,
Hˆ|ψ(t)〉 = ı ∂
∂t
|ψ(t)〉. (1.3)
Despite being governed by a deterministic equation as the one just above, unless a
measurement is made, quantum states can only be determined in a probabilistic sense
so that states are often described to be in a linear combination of measurable states, the
eigenstates. The vectors themselves have no physical significance but their scalar product is
fundamental when interpreting the probability of finding the system in a certain quantum
state.
These ideas make it natural to demand that elements in this Hilbert space must satisfy:
• P1. Positivity: 〈ψ|ψ〉 ≥ 0 and 〈ψ|ψ〉 = 0 ⇐⇒ ψ = 0.
• P2. Hermiticity: 〈ξ|ψ〉∗ = 〈ψ|ξ〉.
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• P3. Linearity: 〈ξ|c1ψ1 + c2ψ2〉 = c1〈ξ|ψ1〉+ c2〈ξ|ψ2〉, ci ∈ C.
In this vector space it is customary to define the norm of a vector ψ as ||ψ|| ≡√〈ψ|ψ〉,
and given a transition amplitude between two states, 〈ξ|ψ〉, one interprets the quantity
||〈ξ|ψ〉||2 = 〈ξ|ψ〉〈ψ|ξ〉 as the probability that such a transition occurs. Similarly, the
probability of having a measurement which indicates the system to be in the state |ψ〉
is given by ||〈ψ|ψ〉||2. Note that a whole ray of vectors, i.e. vectors differing by a phase
factor, can be used to describe the same physical state.
The Hermiticity property introduces the need of using Hermitian operators, e.g. [10,
11, 12]. Consider a linear operator L densely defined on a Hilbert space H which is also
bounded,
||L|ψ〉|| ≤ λ||ψ|| for some λ > 0 , ψ ∈ H. (1.4)
Then, L is said to be Hermitian if
〈ξ|L†|ξ〉 = 〈ξ|L|ψ〉, ψ, ξ ∈ H (1.5)
where the Hermitian conjugation, denoted by the symbol †, corresponds to the action of
the operator on the dual space,
〈ξ|L|ψ〉 = 〈ξ|Lψ〉 whereas 〈ψ|L†|ξ〉 = 〈Lψ|ξ〉. (1.6)
As such operators were discussed by Dirac in a matrix form, e.g. [13], they are sometimes
denoted Dirac Hermitian and the conjugation operation is just a transposition of the
matrix followed by a complex conjugation. The concept of Hermiticity is closely related
to that of self-adjointness. To observe the difference, let us first recall that L is symmetric
if
〈ξ|L†|ξ〉 = 〈ξ|L|ψ〉, ψ, ξ ∈ D(L), (1.7)
where D(L) indicates the domain of L. Bounded symmetric operators are then Hermi-
tian. Sometimes no distinction is made between Hermitian and symmetric and instead
call symmetric operators as Hermitian. The operator is classified as self-adjoint if it is
symmetric and the domain of L equals the domain of L†, i.e. a symmetric everywhere
defined operator is self-adjoint. When L is unbounded the Hilbert space is necessarily
infinite dimensional and the domain of L need not be all of the Hilbert space, whereas for
bounded operators D(L†) = D(L) and the distinction disappears. The importance of a
self-adjoint operator is that its spectrum is a subset of the real axis and all operators with
such spectra are self-adjoint.
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Self-adjoint operators in a Hilbert space can also be used to define the concept of
observables in quantum mechanics. Although the notion of generalized observables as
positive operator-valued measures in a Hilbert space can be introduced as discussed in
[14], one usually defines an observable simply as a self-adjoint operator in a Hilbert space.
The eigenvalues of an observable represent the possible values encountered during the
measurement procedure. The energy characteristic values are obtained by diagonalizing
the Hamiltonian operator Hˆ in (1.3) and similarly all physical quantities - position, mo-
mentum, spin, etc - are represented in quantum systems as observables, or self-adjoint
operators. Following the tradition in most of the physics community, we shall not distin-
guish between self-adjointness and Hermiticity from now on.
By non-Hermitian operators we mean those operators which are not self-adjoint and
consequently do not necessarily have real spectra. Non-Hermitian Hamiltonians appear
frequently in the study of quantum systems and are usually interpreted as effective Hamil-
tonians associated with dissipative models when they posses complex spectra. However,
also non-Hermitian Hamiltonians whose spectra were believe to be real have emerged spo-
radically in the literature. This illustrates that whereas Hermitian operators must have
real eigenvalues, so that complex characteristic values can only appear in non-Hermitian
systems, the latter can also present real spectra. In other words, by restricting their inves-
tigations to self-adjoint operators physicists miss out potentially significant setups. From
this observation rises the interest in determining under what conditions will non-Hermitian
Hamiltonians generate real eigenvalues.
This question had been neglected for decades until a deeper debate was set alight in
the last ten years. It has been understood recently that the reality of the spectra can be
explained in terms of a concept known as unbroken PT -symmetry [9], whose name stems
from the physical operation of simultaneous space and time reflection. In the occasion
when these ideas were proposed a whole class of non-Hermitian Hamiltonians with real
spectra, generalizing in a way the harmonic oscillator, were identified and analyzed. The
simultaneous invariance of the Hamiltonian and its eigenfunctions under parity and time
reversal transformations is a specific example of an anti-linear symmetry for which spectral
properties had already been established in a generic manner [15, 16]. PT -symmetry
however was conjectured [17] to be a reasonable candidate to substitute the Hermiticity
postulate of quantum mechanics and despite being a more appealing formulation of the
quantum theory, it has become more evident that it is not fundamental. However, in
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practical terms one is usually not in a position to know all eigenfunctions and eigenvalues
for a Hamiltonian and therefore PT -symmetry furnishes a convenient mechanism to single
out possibly relevant models just by examining the form of the Hamiltonian.
A broader approach to the microscopic world must instead deal with the use of vari-
ous metrics characterizing different Hilbert spaces. The inherent freedom of choosing the
metric in the quantum formalism may be used to redefine isospectral observable partners
which are Hermitian with respect to a nontrivial metric [18]. This opens up the possibility
that a non-Hermitian set of observables might be regarded as Hermitian with respect to
a new metric. Given a Hamiltonian which is not Hermitian, the construction of the asso-
ciated metric will guarantee not only the reality of its spectrum but also the existence of
a consistent quantum framework in which one has unitary time evolution. This last prop-
erty, essential in order to maintain the probabilistic interpretation of quantum mechanics
since it assures conservation of probability, cannot be established simply from the reality
of the spectrum. Such notions are the cornerstone of the framework known to some as
Quasi-Hermiticity and to others as Pseudo-Hermiticity. For reasons which will be clear
in the following chapter we call this Quasi-Pseudo-Hermiticity (sometimes abbreviated as
QP-Hermiticity in the text) in an attempt of being more precise. It becomes clear that
the determination of QP-metrics is fundamental in the study of non-Hermitian theories
but this is not an easy task, comparable in some situations to the complete knowledge of
the eigenstates, necessary in the approach based on PT -symmetry. The knowledge of the
metric can be useful to decide whether some of the examples of non-Hermitian Hamilto-
nians which have appeared in the literature in the past do indeed constitute consistent
quantum systems, e.g. [19] and references therein, or if the same applies to newly proposed
models, opening a vast universe of possibilities.
Many interesting non-Hermitian systems have been proposed, most of them theoreti-
cally but also experimentally. It still remains somewhat unclear how setups of this kind
can be best employed in a laboratory although initial attempts have been made, e.g.
[20, 21, 22]. Perhaps the most controversial consists of the quantum brachistochrone
problem for non-Hermitian systems, investigated initially in [23]. Not surprisingly it is
also one of the most exciting problems in the area. It consists of determining under which
conditions the evolution of a system between two pre-defined states occurs in the least
amount of time. By introducing PT -symmetric non-Hermitian Hamiltonians as the gen-
erators of the time evolution it was observed that in principle transitions faster than in
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Hermitian quantum mechanics could take place. Shortly after it was shown that such
phenomenon could also happen for non-PT -symmetric systems, even for dissipative ones,
[1]. The key feature of this peculiar behaviour is that one uses the eigenstates of an
equivalent Hermitian Hamiltonian as the initial and/or final states regarding the non-
Hermitian evolution. As all interesting problems, it generated not only answers but also
more fundamental questions, such as the intriguing possibility of mixing Hermitian and
non-Hermitian frameworks.
Involving only two terminal states, the quantum brachistochrone problem can be easily
formulated in terms a 2 × 2 system. For this reason it provides a favourable scheme to
explore the features of non-Hermitian systems in a very clear way. Nevertheless it is
crucial to understand quantum models with infinite dimensional representation as well,
e.g., the aforementioned harmonic oscillator and possible complex extensions of it. As a
simple example consider a Hamiltonian described by the following combinations of the
bosonic creation a† and annihilation a operators: a† a† and a a. Unless these terms
appear with the same coefficients the Hamiltonian will not be Hermitian. Surprisingly
there is a region in the parameter space defined by such coefficients where the model
admits real eigenvalues and a consistent quantum description with unitary time evolution.
The complete understanding of this problem requires the explicit construction of a pseudo-
quasi-metric and a Hermitian Hamiltonian partner in the same similarity class. This task
is considerably more intricate in infinite dimensional settings than it was in the 2 × 2
model and perturbation theory can always be employed. However, a more fundamental
comprehension resides on the knowledge of exact solutions and a few tools have been
employed in this thesis with this aim in mind, for instance Lie algebraic concepts and
Bogoliubov transformations [24, 25, 2] or Moyal products and a differential representation
of the problem [26, 27, 28, 3]. Each of these illustrative methods present their own qualities
and advantages depending on the situation, so that they allow one to tackle a considerable
part of the models encountered in the literature.
The importance of PT -symmetry, albeit originated in connection with subatomic ob-
jects, exceeds the realms of quantum physics. It is well understood for many decades that
most macroscopic effects observed are ultimately consequence of a limiting manifestation
of the quantum laws. One way of carrying out the transition from quantum to classical
mechanics may be obtained by replacing the commutation relations, denoted by [ · , · ], of
coordinate and momentum operators xˆ and pˆ by the classical Poisson brackets { · , · }PB
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of the generalized coordinates x and p in the limit ~→ 0. In this procedure PT -symmetry
survives and can be used to guarantee the reality of the energies without referring to eigen-
states anymore, provided assumptions on the fields are made. Therefore, as long as the
classical Hamiltonian function is invariant under parity and time reversal the energy of
the system will be real, for both point particles or field excitations, if surface terms are
appropriately chosen to vanish.
Complex extensions of classical theories can then be constructed in a controlled way so
as to preserve a physical meaning. PT -symmetric deformations of classical field theories
like the Korteweg - de Vries equation [29, 30, 31] have proved to be very promising as they
allow for the construction of conserved charges. These lead to the investigation of whether
such extensions can preserve integrability and, if so, under which conditions. In some of
the PT -deformed models the existence of compacton solutions, i.e., solitary waves with
compact support, has been observed and the determination of integrable deformations
indicate the system which allow for the existence of solitonic solutions. For this purpose,
the Painleve´ test [32] shows to be a very systematic way to discriminate between models
which are integrable and those which are not [4, 5]. Nevertheless, starting with classical
models and extending them to the complex plane in a PT -symmetric fashion is not the
only way to generate systems with such a symmetry. This natural occurrence is well
exemplified in nonlinear field equations which admit singular solutions [6].
1.1 Outline
The progress just described is only a sample of all the contribution made by many
authors in this area and corresponds to the objects investigated in this thesis, in a jour-
ney through non-Hermitian systems appearing in physical studies, both at quantum and
classical levels. In recent years much has been understood about the feasibility of work-
ing with observables which are not self-adjoint in a quantum theory. This however, does
not diminish the necessity of further investigations in this area or of disseminating the
knowledge accumulated in this period. This work intends to explore the formalism which
is becoming standard in the community to tackle some interesting points analyzed by the
author during a postgraduate programme.
The thesis is organized as follows:
In Chapter 2 we discuss the basic ideas behind non-Hermitian Hamiltonians, firstly
in connection with dissipative systems and then we explore the occurrence of real eigen-
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values for such operators and we give particular attention to the notion of PT -symmetric
quantum mechanics and its historical importance. In the sequence we present alterna-
tive, and in some occasions equivalent to PT -symmetry, methods which can be used to
establish the reality of spectrum of certain non-Hermitian Hamiltonians. The analysis
culminates with the concept of pseudo- and quasi-Hermiticity together with a redefinition
of the appropriate scalar product.
Chapter 3 provides a good opportunity to explore the features considered in the
previous chapter in a system which can be formulated easily in a two-dimensional Hilbert
space, namely the non-Hermitian quantum brachistochrone problem. Despite such a sim-
plicity the mathematical environment is far from trivial and the model discussed touches
deep conceptual questions and presents interesting consequences to physical applications.
We show that the use of non-Hermitian but PT -symmetric evolution operators can gener-
ate fast transition in an appropriate setting and we demonstrate this phenomenon is not
exclusive to PT -invariant models but that instead it could be attributed simply to the
inclusion of a non-Hermitian evolution. Section 3.4 represents the core ideas contained in
[1]. We also present controversial points discussed in recent literature as well as alternative
formulations.
Having explored the necessary ideas to investigate non-Hermitian Hamiltonians in the
previous chapter, Chapter 4 brings important concepts in our quest for exact results. We
argue about the power of symmetries in general with respect to such a goal and present
some basic ideas concerning Lie algebras. The latter are shown to be a fundamental
ingredient when studying integrable models, which are also discoursed about, followed by
the characterization of solitons and compactons. Finally we discuss a concept similar to
integrability, yet not directly related, namely solvability.
Then in Chapter 5 we investigate infinite-dimensional non-Hermitian Hamiltonians
with real spectra having in mind the construction of Hermitian counterparts. First we try
to do so with quasi-exactly solvable models formulated in terms of quadratic combinations
of the sl(2,R) Lie algebra by employing a similarity transformation. Then we discuss
an equivalent problem whose underlying algebraic structure is that of sl(1, 1) generators
represented in a Fock space. The mapping of the latter models onto Hermitian partners is
also addressed under the perspective of a generalized Bogoliubov transformation and the
different approaches are then compared. We conclude the chapter by presenting possible
realizations of the sl(1, 1) algebra and physical systems which fit into the category explored.
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Chapter 6 deals with a similar problem, namely of finding isospectral partners and
suitable corresponding metrics for non-Hermitian Hamiltonians, but not by solving oper-
ator equations. Instead, operators are replaced by commutative real-valued functions and
the usual noncommutative operator product is substituted by the so-called Moyal product.
In this way, the problem is transformed into a differential form and Hamiltonians of max-
imally cubic dependence on x and p can be solved. Examples of such models include the
imaginary cubic interaction and the Reggeon model, which cannot be expressed in terms
of the Lie algebras discussed in the previous chapter. Besides, they are also interesting to
discuss because for them no exact isospectral mapping is known even though the reality
of the spectrum can be assured by other methods, such as PT -symmetry.
The appearance of PT -symmetric Hamiltonian systems described by real-valued field
equations, with the use of Moyal brackets to recover the quantum uncertainty principle,
motivates us in the following studies exhibited in Chapter 7. There, we start with
systems described by Hamiltonian functions together with a Poisson bracket structure,
therefore classical in nature. The equations of motion used, nonlinear and normally used
to described hydrodynamical flow, are then deformed in a PT -symmetric fashion and we
investigate integrability properties in those systems by making use of the Painleve´ test
and searching for solitonic solutions.
Classical nonlinear dynamical systems remain the focus of our study throughout Chap-
ter 8 also in connection with structures which are invariant under a PT operation. We
show that poles in real solution of classical nonlinear differential equations behave as
interacting particles which can be made PT -symmetric if the Hamiltonian evolution is
imposed to be constrained. In order to obtain the exact solution of this restricted motion
for two- and three-particle systems, we develop a systematic procedure which enables us
to construct solitonic solutions for the nonlinear equation. Moreover, we compare the PT -
symmetric interacting model obtained in the way just described with other deformations
found in the literature.
We finish with Chapter 9, which summarizes our main results and brings concluding
discussions.
9
2 Aspects of
non-Hermitian Hamiltonians
2.1 Dissipative systems
Non-Hermitian Hamiltonians appear most frequently in the physics literature to de-
scribe dissipative systems, regarded as a result of an effective description. This picture
arises when one has a complicated physical configuration and judges that it is sensible
to isolate a handful of degrees of freedom from the totality. The outlined approach rep-
resents an initial step to have a tractable configuration formed only by the elements of
interest as opposed to the larger number, possibly infinite, composing the complete setup.
However, both subsystems, the smaller depicted structure and its complement, are usually
inherently coupled so that there will occur exchanges between them. Therefore from the
perspective of one of the subsystems one will find either loss or gain of particle number,
energy or any other physical quantity. Dissipation thus emanates in a natural way and is
an indication that the model used cannot be considered fundamental as a complementary
description becomes necessary for taking the remaining environment into account. This
is a crucial difference when compared to the non-Hermitian Hamiltonians which comprise
the main body of this thesis.
In classical mechanics it is long understood the universality of dissipation, as a con-
sequence of microscopic phenomena of increasing disorder. When the system is not in
thermodynamical equilibrium and energy and matter can be exchanged between the sys-
tem, considered open, and the environment, dissipation leads to heating. When extending
to quantum theory, ideas concerning dissipative systems appear promptly in the study of
open and closed channels in atomic physics, for instance [33, 34, 35]. To appreciate this,
let us start by considering a Hamiltonian system Hˆ whose physical state is described by
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two coexisting sets of variables, say X and Y , through a function ψ(X,Y ). More precisely,
according to the formalism of quantum mechanics, the Schro¨dinger equation reads
Hˆψ(X,Y ) = Eψ(X,Y ). (2.1)
Suppose there is one other observable Oˆ acting only on the subset of parameters Y .
Then the eigenvalue problem associated to such a new operator defines a complete set of
eigenfunctions, which in turn can be used as a basis to expand the complete wavefunction
of the system described by Hˆ,
Oˆφn(Y ) = ωnφn(Y ) =⇒ ψ(X,Y ) =
∑
n
ϕn(X)φn(Y ). (2.2)
It is customary to define a channel as being characterized by the eigenvalue ωn. If Oˆ is
a linear operator commuting with the Hamiltonian, [Oˆ, Hˆ] = 0, the Schro¨dinger equation
(2.1) can be solved separately for each channel ωn in a way that different channels are
independent. Conversely, if Oˆ and Hˆ do not commute, one observes the coupling of the
channels. Actually, it follows from (2.1) and (2.2) that
∑
n6=m
∫
dY φ∗m(Y ) H φn(Y ) ϕn(X) +
∫
dY φ∗m(Y ) H φm(Y ) ϕm(X) = E ϕm(X), (2.3)
so that only if φn(Y ) also diagonalize Hˆ will the terms n 6= m have no contribution.
Without loss of generality one can decompose the Hamiltonian as
Hˆ = HˆX + HˆY + V (X,Y ), (2.4)
where the coupling between the different sets of variables is concentrated in V (X,Y ). The
eigenvalues of HY will in this situation define channels,
HˆY φn(Y ) = enφn(Y ), (2.5)
so that the Schro¨dinger equation furnishes
∑
n6=m
Vm,nϕn(X) =
(
d2
dX2
+E − em − U(X)− Vm,m
)
ϕm(X). (2.6)
where Vm,n =
∫
dY φ∗m(Y ) V (X,Y ) φn(Y ) and HˆX has been explicitly expressed in terms
of a kinetic operator and a potential U(X). As the interaction vanishes asymptotically,(
d2
dX2
+ E − em
)
ϕm(X) = 0, (2.7)
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and two different kinds of channels appear depending on their relative values with respect
to E: if em < E then we have unbounded motion and the eigenstates ϕm(X) have an
oscillatory behaviour at large distances and they are called open channels; contrarily, if
em > E we refer to them as closed channels, with bound motion and asymptotically
attenuated eigenstates.
Considering a system of only two coupled channels equations(
d2
dX2
+ ǫ1 − V1(X)
)
ϕ1(X) = V1,2ϕ2(X) , (2.8)(
d2
dX2
+ ǫ2 − V2(X)
)
ϕ2(X) = V2,1ϕ1(X) , (2.9)
with E − ei = ǫi and Vi(X) = Ui(X) − Vi,i for i = 1, 2. We assume also channel 1 to be
open, ǫ1 > 0, whereas channel 2 is closed, ǫ2 < 0, and we take ϕ0(X) to be a bound state,
proportional 1λϕ2(X), in the closed channel with no coupling,(
d2
dX2
+ ǫ0 − V2(X)
)
ϕ0(X) = 0. (2.10)
Combining (2.8) with (2.10) one is able to determine the value of λ in terms of the
potentials and energies as well as to construct the asymptotic behaviour of open channel
wavefunction,
ϕ1(X) =
1√
πk1
sin (k1X + γ + δ) where ǫi = k
2
i . (2.11)
The phase γ is basically a constant determined by the potential V1(X) and depending
only very weakly on the energy level ǫ1. The phase δ on the other hand has a more dramatic
dependence on the energy levels,
δ = − arctan
(
π
2
Γ
ǫ2 − ǫ0 −∆
)
, (2.12)
where Γ, the decay width, is specified by the interaction potentials with, again, an insignif-
icant dependence on ǫ1 when compared to the pole structure above. The position of the
poles defines the resonance, ǫR = ǫ0+∆, around which the phase undergoes abrupt change.
Because ∆ is a transition element involving the interaction potentials, it is in general com-
plex, attenuating the wavefunction (2.11). This process of gain and loss can be described
by an effective Hamiltonian with complex eigenvalues, consequently non-Hermitian.
Dissipation then is shown to be a common feature in realistic problems not only at the
classical level but also at the quantum level. Metastable states, those in equilibrium but
susceptible to fall into lower-energy states with only slight interaction, for instance, were
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considered already in [36, 37]. Thus, dissipative phenomena constitute a very important
aspect of non-Hermitian quantum systems and these concepts can hardly be dissociated.
But the physical description of systems by Hamiltonians which are not self-adjoint go
beyond the scope of open systems.
Non-Hermitian Hamiltonians can be used as well to formulate a consistent conservative
theory, with real energy and unitary evolution. As we shall see, the equivalence established
between Hermitian and non-Hermitian Hamiltonians provides a mechanism to allow for
considerable simplification when dealing with a certain problem by changing the Hilbert
space metric. Although quantum models with real energies had been discussed in the
literature from time to time, e.g. [38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 7, 8, 46], it was only
with the introduction of PT -symmetry [9] to explain this occurrence that more articulate
investigations on this theme came to life.
2.2 The role of PT -symmetry in Physics
We start by presenting an important concept permeated in the whole of this work and
which serves as a background in our investigations: PT -symmetry. The study of PT -
symmetry is closely related to the desire of describing non-Hermitian quantum theories
in a consistent framework. This symmetry is associated to systems which are invariant
under simultaneous parity P and time reversal T operations, whence the name. Opera-
tionally these operators can be characterized by their action on elements of the quantum
description. Some of the simplest fundamental objects are the coordinate and momentum
operators, xˆ and pˆ, respectively. The result of PT on these operators is given by:
P xˆ P−1 = −xˆ , P pˆ P−1 = −pˆ,
T xˆ T −1 = xˆ , T pˆ T −1 = −pˆ,
(2.13)
and
T 2 = 1 , T −1 = T
P2 = 1 , P−1 = P.
(2.14)
The combined action of P and T can then be composed with the help of their com-
mutativity property,
[P, T ] = 0. (2.15)
But they are not yet fully determined and to complete the characterization one must
remember that the uncertainty principle, a central concept in the quantum world, implies
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the non-commutativity of the xˆ and pˆ operators, representing generators of the Heisenberg
algebra,
[xˆ, pˆ ] ≡ xˆpˆ− pˆ xˆ = ı~1, (2.16)
with ~ being the angular version of Planck’s constant2, ~ ≡ h2π , and 1 the identity operator.
The requirement that the expression above (2.16) is PT -symmetric indicates key properties
in PT -symmetric quantum mechanics, namely the linear and anti-linear nature of P and
T . The invariance of (1.3) under time-reversal leads to the choice that T should be the
anti-linear operator,
P ı P−1 = ı and T ı T −1 = −ı. (2.17)
Therefore,
PT : pˆ→ pˆ , xˆ→ −xˆ , ı→ −ı . (2.18)
The importance of PT -symmetry follows from the work of Bender and Boettcher [9],
where a whole new class of non-Hermitian but PT -symmetric Hamiltonians with real
eigenvalues were introduced, namely
H = pˆ2 +m2xˆ2 − (ıxˆ)N with N ∈ R, (2.19)
which was actually motivated by the conjecture by Bessis and Zinn-Justin that the spec-
trum of the cubic Hamiltonian H = p2 + ıx3 might be real [47].
An important and very familiar property of Hermitian operators is that their eigenval-
ues are always real, which means that complex eigenvalues can only arise in non-Hermitian
Hamiltonians. One sees an incompatibility between Hermitian operators and complex
eigenvalues, but no such statement relating non-Hermitian operators and real eigenvalues
can be made. That is exactly what became evident in [9]. There it was shown the existence
of a wide range in the parameter space (N ≥ 2) for which the spectra of the Hamiltonians
in (2.19) are real and positive, despite being associated to non-Hermitian operators.
As argued in section 2.1, non-Hermitian Hamiltonians have been treated in the lit-
erature often in the description of dissipative systems, with decaying wavefunctions and
complex eigenvalues coming from effective Hamiltonians. The presence of unstable parti-
cles with decaying probability of detection announces the violation of an important prop-
erty of a complete quantum theory: conservation of probability density, or equivalently,
unitarity of the evolution operator. For this reason, non-Hermitian models are frequently
2Henceforth, throughout this work we will consider ~ = 1.
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associated to incomplete portrayals of a larger Hermitian setup. However, non-Hermitian
Hamiltonians might in many cases be regarded as part of a fundamental description of
physical phenomena, with real eigenvalues and unitary time evolution.
The results in [9] had a big impact in the theoretical physics community. Although until
that point many examples of non-Hermitian systems whose energies were believed to be
real had appeared in the literature, in a vast range of fields, the interest in comprehending
and formulating a common framework for the unrelated existing examples had not yet
been ignited. After its publication in 1998, scientific effort has been put together in
order to clarify the description of quantum physics by non-Hermitian operators and to
abandon somewhat widespread myths and misperceptions regarding the (un)acceptability
of non-Hermitian systems as a description of fundamental theories. In [48] for example
one finds the following comments extracted from [49]: “A non-Hermitian Hamiltonian is
unacceptable partly because it may lead to complex energy eigenvalues, but chiefly because
it implies a non-unitary S matrix, which fails to conserve probability and makes a hash of
the physical interpretation”.
The observation of real spectra in non-Hermitian Hamiltonians can be found already in
the study of Reggeon field theory, for instance, [40, 41, 42]. Even examples closely related
to (2.19) had been analyzed earlier: anharmonic oscillators with imaginary cubic self-
interaction were investigated in [43] whereas in [44], the −x4 potential. The publication
of [18] also represented an important attempt in recent theory to attribute meaning to
non-Hermitian operators in physics. Such systems continued to appear in different areas,
establishing for example a real mass spectrum for affine Toda field theories [7, 8] and a
connection between field theories and quantum spin chains [46]. Also integrable quantum
spin chains described by Hamiltonians which are not self-adjoint were first studied by von
Gehlen [45].
However their non-Hermicity remained as a secondary remark. An interesting situation
where the non-Hermiticity had been observed is the Lee model. There exists a regime
for which ghost states appear, that is, states with negative norm, and this is related to
the need of a change in the metric used to approach this problem [50]. This general
question of indefinite metric can be traced back to works of Dirac [38] and Pauli [39] more
than six decades ago. In relatively old mathematical literature one also finds discussions
about changes of metric in order to establish the reality of the spectrum of operators, e.g.
[51, 52, 53], so that the recent activity puts an end to this long standing hiatus in this
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area.
The systematic study and revival of such type of Hamiltonians, initiated roughly ten
years ago, culminated with a formidable amount of contributions towards a better under-
standing of them, e.g, [54, 17, 55, 48, 56], as well as a periodic international conferences
programme [57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64]. More recently, experimental efforts have also
been put forward in the area of PT -symmetric quantum mechanics in order to clarify the
nature of such problem [20, 21].
As discussed above, the presence of PT -symmetry in a Hamiltonian theory defined by
H|ψn〉 = En|ψn〉 (2.20)
provides a good indication that the theory admits a real spectrum. This happens because
if both of the following expressions are valid,
[H,PT ] = 0 and PT |ψn〉 = |ψn〉, (2.21)
then one has, due to the anti-linearity of PT ,
En|ψn〉 = H|ψn〉 = HPT |ψn〉 = PT H|ψn〉 = E∗nPT |ψn〉 = E∗n|ψn〉. (2.22)
Unfortunately, the same anti-linearity implies that, althoughH and PT commute, the
second property above (2.21) does not necessarily hold. In the case where the eigenstates
of H are also invariant under PT , and (2.21) is valid, situation known as unbroken PT -
symmetry, the reality of the eigenvalues is guaranteed. Shortly after the introduction of
PT -symmetry, the behaviour of classical models governed by (ıxˆ)ǫ-potential were studied
in [54]. In a similar way as PT -symmetry can be imposed in a quantum system by the
requirement (2.21) one can have classical Hamiltonian functions invariant under the linear
parity action and the anti-linear time reversal operation. In this situation, we have [31]
E =
∫ a
−a
dx H [u(x, t)] = −
∫ −a
a
dx H [u(−x, t)] =
=
∫ a
−a
dx H [u(−x, t)] =
∫ a
−a
dx H∗ [u(x, t)] =
= E∗, (2.23)
so that the energies of classical PT -symmetric systems are real if the field configuration
satisfy H [u(−x, t)] = H∗ [u(x, t)]. This can only be checked once the solution u(x, t)
is constructed and it suggests the existence of broken and unbroken PT -symmetry for
classical models. Actually, it has been found [66, 67] that in some complexified dynamical
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systems the breaking of PT -symmetry can be felt as the corresponding real energy classical
trajectories, which are closed and periodic in the unbroken phase, become unconfined and
eventually run off to infinity.
Quantum theories present a further difficulty, which is the need to have unitary time
evolution. This feature is recovered in PT -symmetric non-Hermitian quantum mechanics
by the introduction of a new scalar product for the wavefunctions, denoted by the so-called
CPT inner product and defined by
〈ξ|ψ〉CPT ≡
∫
dx ξCPT (x) ψ(x), (2.24)
where
ξCPT ≡
∫
dy C(x, y) ξ∗(−y), (2.25)
is defined in terms of the C-operator. The latter can be represented as a summation over
the eigenfunctions φn(x) of the Hamiltonian in question,
C(x, y) =
∞∑
n=0
φn(x)φn(y), (2.26)
satisfying
[C,H] = 0 , [C,PT ] = 0 , C2 = 1 . (2.27)
The latter property, that the square of C is the identity operator, served as a moti-
vation to denote this as C-operator because the charge conjugation operator in quantum
field theory also satisfies it. However, there is no direct interpretation of (2.26) as the
conjugation of any charge. Besides, in quantum field theory [CPT ,H] = 0 has to hold but
not [C,H] = 0 separately.
A better understanding of the change of metric in (2.24) will be provided in the next
section. Before doing so we analyze an important example of non-Hermitian models pos-
sessing real eigenvalues.
2.2.1 A family of non-Hermitian Hamiltonians with real spectra
The analytic continuation of real physical systems into the complex plane is a principle
which has turned out to be very fruitful, since many new features can be revealed in this
manner which might otherwise be undetected. A famous and already classical example,
proposed more than half a century ago, is for instance Heisenberg’s programme of the
analytic S-matrix [65].
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There are two fundamentally different possibilities to view complex systems: one may
either regard the complexified version just as a broader framework, as in the spirit of the
analytic S-matrix, and restrict to the real case in order to describe the underlying physics
or alternatively one may try to give a direct physical meaning to the complex models.
With the former in mind, consider the following Hamiltonian
H = pˆ2 + V (xˆ) (2.28)
with the usual representation of the momentum operator in the coordinate representation
pˆ = −ı ddx . The Schro¨dinger equation, H ψ(x) = E ψ(x) associated to this problem is
usually defined on the real axis,
− d
2
dx2
ψ(x) + V (x)ψ(x) = Eψ(x) , x ∈ R. (2.29)
However, as we introduce a complex potential such as [54]
V (z) = (ız)ǫ with ǫ ∈ R, (2.30)
then the generalization of the problem involves considering wavefunctions defined on com-
plex contours in the Argand-Gauss plane, x 7→ z = x + ıy = reıθ ∈ C. This detachment
away from the real line comes along with the need to maintain physical boundary con-
ditions in the problem. The spectra of differential eigenvalue equations depend naturally
on boundary conditions and consequently on the choice of the domain. One can use the
desired vanishing of wavefunctions at infinite distances to select appropriate domains for
the contours. For instance, assuming ψ(z) to decay exponentially for |z| → ∞, we can use
ψ(z) = eϕ(z) in the Schro¨dinger eigenvalue equation, in a WKB approximation approach.
In the asymptotic limits with ϕ′′(z) ≪ ϕ′(z)2, the dominant contributions in (2.29) lead
to the equation
ϕ′(z)2 − (ız)ǫ = 0 , for |z| → ∞, (2.31)
which implies ϕ(z) ∼ 2ǫ+1(ız)1+
ǫ
2 = 2ǫ+1(ıre
ıθ)1+
ǫ
2 asymptotically. As we want ψ(z) → 0
for |z| → ∞ we must require that Re[ϕ(z)] < 0, or equivalently, that the contour lies
asymptotically within the wedges
WL(ǫ) =
{
θ | −π
2
ǫ+ 8
ǫ+ 2
< θ < −π
2
ǫ+ 4
ǫ+ 2
}
, (2.32)
WR(ǫ) =
{
θ | −π
2
ǫ
ǫ+ 2
< θ < −π
2
ǫ− 4
ǫ+ 2
}
, (2.33)
known as Stokes sectors, bounded by the so-called Stokes lines. As the parameter ǫ
increases, the regions defined by the wedges become more restricted. In fact, for the first
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three values, covering for instance the usual harmonic oscillator and the imaginary cubic
potential, the real axis is included in the region where the contour is defined but after the
limiting case ǫ = 4 the contours must be in the complex plane.
Taking into consideration these complex contours, Bender and Boettcher showed in [9]
that this whole family of Hamiltonians admit real eigenenergies, as depicted by the figure
2.1, extracted from the referred work. From the infinite possible contours, the ones used
in [9] are the lines where the wavefunctions vanish most rapidly, which in this particular
case are in the centres of the wedges, and are denoted as anti-Stokes lines.
Figure 2.1: Qualitative behaviour of the energy spectra associated to the Hamiltonians
H = pˆ2 − (ıxˆ)ǫ in terms of the parameter ǫ, extracted from [9].
The analysis carried out by the authors in [9] is separated in three regimes, depending
on the value of ǫ:
i) For ǫ ≥ 2 all eigenvalues are real and positive, describing monotonically increasing
functions with respect to the value of ǫ for each level and having the harmonic oscillator
as a limit.
ii) Next comes a region where the first lower energy (energies) is (are) real but the
higher excited levels become complex a neighbouring levels merge together in exceptional
or diabolical points, the former being points where not only the eigenvalues but also the
eigenvectors coalesce forming a Jordan block whereas for the latter the corresponding
eigenvectors do not coincide and remain linearly independent. In this region the more
excited states will have complex eigenvalues but there will be a cutoff energy below which
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the energies will be real, so that at low energies the system behaves as nondissipative.
iii) Finally, for ǫ < 1, the potential ceases to be confining and one does not look for
bound states.
In terms of the PT symmetry introduced above, one can say that in the latter region
this symmetry is completely broken, with no PT -invariant eigenstate. For ǫ ≥ 2 the
symmetry is unbroken, or exact, for all states, whereas in the intermediate region some
eigenstates are PT -symmetric and some are not. The cubic ǫ = 3 non-Hermitian Hamil-
tonian [68, 69, 70] could so far be investigated perturbatively only. When it comes to
exact results for this family the simplest known example consists of ǫ = 4. An equivalent
Hermitian Hamiltonian for the −z4-potential,
Hǫ=4 = p2z − z4, (2.34)
was constructed in [71] by considering the following contour
z(x) = −2ı√1 + ıx, (2.35)
which behaves asymptotically as z ∼ e−π4 ı ∈ WR(4) and z ∼ e− 3π4 ı ∈ WL(4), transforming
the Hamiltonian (2.34) into
Hǫ=4 = p2x +
1
2
px + 16x
2 − 16 + ı (xp2 − 32x) . (2.36)
In [71] it was established that this Hamiltonian operator, with boundary conditions defined
on (2.35) is equivalent to the following Hamiltonian defined on the real line
hǫ=4 =
1
64
p4 +
1
2
p+ 16x2. (2.37)
Due to the Hermiticity of this operator in the usual sense, the reality of the spectrum
of (2.36) is guaranteed in a very elegant way. The original Hamiltonian, with potential
V (x) = −(ıx)ǫ was already Hermitian for ǫ = 4 but the implementation of the meaningful
boundary conditions transformed it, so that the eigenvalues are bounded below. For other
values of ǫ, the Hamiltonian will be non-Hermitian from the beginning but a mapping into
a Hermitian partner as the one constructed above could still be possible. This operator
just described, however, remains an exception since in many cases of interest it has not
been possible to construct exact transformations between non-Hermitian Hamiltonians
and isospectral Hermitian counterparts, with real eigenvalues.
Although perturbation theory can be applied, an exact but more elaborate proof of
the reality of the spectrum of this family of quantum systems came a few years later in
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[72, 73] with the use of an interesting equivalence between ordinary differential equations,
such as the Schro¨dinger equation, and quantum integrable models [74, 75]. In some cases
the spectral problem of spin chains are very well understood, from Bethe ansatz equations
e.g., and the referred correspondence allows one to infer spectral information regarding
differential equations.
2.3 Non-Hermitian Hamiltonians as fundamental theories
At this point it is clear that non-Hermitian Hamiltonians should play a role in the
formulation of complete and fundamental quantum theories. We have already discussed
the mechanism provided by PT -symmetric quantum mechanics to rule out complex eigen-
values in non-Hermitian Hamiltonians and its key importance in the development of the
subject. Regardless of the very physical interpretation of PT as opposed to the rather
mathematical requirement of Hermiticity for observables, one must say that the parity and
time reversal operators can have extended meanings. This leads to a deeper understanding
of the central property of PT -symmetry as attributed to its anti-linear nature. For this
reason we try to establish in the following sections a natural introduction of non-Hermitian
operators with real eigenvalues in the formalism of quantum mechanics.
2.3.1 Anti-unitary symmetries in Quantum Mechanics
As a consequence of properties P1 and P2 presented in the previous chapter, albeit
being linear with respect to the vector space, the inner product is anti-linear with respect
to the dual vector space: 〈c1ψ1+c2ψ2|ξ〉 = c∗1〈ψ1|ξ〉+c∗2〈ψ2|ξ〉. Linearity and anti-linearity
are closely related to unitary and anti-unitary transformations: whereas unitary operators
are linear, anti-unitary operators are anti-linear. Because quantum mechanics is invariant
under an operation O, acting on the states, which preserves the norm of scalar product,
or equivalently, the probability density,
〈ξ|O†O|ψ〉〈ψ|O†O|ξ〉 = 〈ξ|ψ〉〈ψ|ξ〉. (2.38)
it can be shown that this symmetry can either satisfy
〈ξ|O†O|ψ〉 = 〈ξ|ψ〉eıφ, (2.39)
〈c1 ξ|O†O|c2 ψ〉 = 〈c1 ξ|c2 ψ〉eıφ = c∗1c2〈ξ|ψ〉eıφ = c∗1c2〈ξ|O†O|ψ〉, (2.40)
∴ O|ci ψ〉 = ci O|ψ〉, (2.41)
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or
〈ξ|O†O|ψ〉 = 〈ψ|ξ〉eıϕ, (2.42)
〈c1 ξ|O†O|c2 ψ〉 = 〈c2 ψ|c1 ξ〉eıϕ = c∗2c1〈ψ|ξ〉eıϕ = c∗2c1〈ξ|O†O|ψ〉, (2.43)
∴ O|ci ψ〉 = c∗i O|ψ〉. (2.44)
Here we have used arbitrary amplitude coefficients ci ∈ C and phases φ, ϕ ∈ R.
Whereas in the former situation O acts as a linear operator (2.41), in the latter it acts as
an anti-linear operator (2.44).
If the phases vanish φ, ϕ = 0 then the first set of transformations is unitary O ≡ U
leaving the scalar product invariant,
〈ξ|U †U |ψ〉 = 〈ξ|ψ〉, (2.45)
and the second one O ≡ A, denoted anti-unitary, maps the scalar product into its
complex conjugate
〈ξ|A†A|ψ〉 = 〈ψ|ξ〉 = 〈ξ|ψ〉∗, (2.46)
in such a way that A2 behaves as a unitary operator. Anti-unitary transformations may
then be formally decomposed in a unitary transformation U followed by a complex con-
jugation K:
A (ci|ψi〉) = UK (ci|ψi〉) = c∗iUK|ψi〉 = c∗iA|ψi〉. (2.47)
Wigner explored the features of anti-unitary operators in [15, 16] to establish the
existence of invariant vectors under anti-unitary transformations and as noted in [76], it
is the anti-linearity nature of the operators that explains the reality of spectra in PT -
symmetric quantum mechanics, as already indicated in (2.22).
Considering A2 to possess a discrete spectrum3 we may write
A2|ζ(ω, n)〉 = ω|ζ(ω, n)〉, (2.48)
where ||ω||2 = 1 because A2 is a unitary operator and n denotes possible degeneracies. In
fact, both unitary and anti-unitary operators have eigenvalues with unit modulus,
U |ui〉 = υi|ui〉 =⇒ 〈ui|ui〉 = 〈ui|U †U |ui〉 = ||υi||2〈ui|ui〉 =⇒ ||υi||2 = 1,
A|ai〉 = αi|ai〉 =⇒ 〈ai|ai〉 = 〈ai|A†A|ai〉 = ||αi||2〈ai|ai〉 =⇒ ||αi||2 = 1.
(2.49)
3The continuous spectrum analysis, attributed to Wigner, is alleged to present no major difference.
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As a consequence of (2.48) we conclude that if |ζ(ω, n)〉 is an eigenstate of A2 with
eigenvalue ω, then A|ζ(ω, n)〉 is also an eigenstate of A2 but with eigenvalue ω∗,
A2 (A|ζ(ω, n)〉) = ω∗ (A|ζ(ω, n)〉) , (2.50)
so that it is clear that A|ζ(ω, n)〉 is proportional to |ζ(ω∗, n)〉, or more precisely,
|ζ(ω∗, n)〉 = ω 12A|ζ(ω, n)〉 whereas |ζ(ω, n)〉 = (ω∗) 12A|ζ(ω∗, n)〉, (2.51)
and
A|ζ(ω, n)〉 = (ω∗) 12 |ζ(ω∗, n)〉 whereas A|ζ(ω∗, n)〉 = ω 12 |ζ(ω, n)〉. (2.52)
Therefore if ω 6= 1 the states |ζ(ω, n)〉 and A|ζ(ω, n)〉 are orthogonal,
(ω∗ − 1)〈ζ(ω, n)|A|ζ(ω, n)〉 = 0, (2.53)
and the dimension of the representation of A in this case is 2 in each of the n degenerate
subspaces. From these expressions we see that for the two-dimensional representation
obtained for ω 6= 1 there is no linear combination of the so-called flipping states which
would be invariant under the action of A. This would only be possible if ω = 1 because
in this case (ω)
1
2 would be real:
A [σ1ζ(ω, n) + σ2ζ(ω
∗, n)] = σ [σ1ζ(ω, n) + σ2ζ(ω∗, n)] ⇐⇒ ω = 1, σ2 = σ∗σ∗1.
Therefore, if ω = 1 we can have a one-dimensional representation of A, but if ω 6= 1
then the irreducible representation is two-dimensional with two sets of vectors appearing:
one formed by the invariant vectors under the action of the anti-unitary operator,
A|ζ(1, n)〉 = |ζ(1, n)〉, (2.54)
and other composed of those vectors which are not invariant,
A|ζ(ω, n)〉 = (ω∗) 12 |ζ(ω∗, n)〉 with ω 6= 1. (2.55)
These vectors can be used, together with their eigenvalues, ω1, ω
∗
1, ω2, ω
∗
2, ..., to charac-
terize the anti-unitary operator. Note that when ω = −1 the states denoted by |ζ(−1, n)〉
and |ζ(−1∗, n)〉 are not equivalent but orthogonal instead.
Decomposing a state vector in the basis of the eigenstates of A2
|ψ〉 =
∑
n
a(1, n)|ζ(1, n)〉+
∑
ω,n
a(ω, n)|ζ(ω, n)〉, (2.56)
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so that the action of the anti-linear operator results in
A|ψ〉 =
∑
n
a∗(1, n)|ζ(1, n)〉+
∑
ω,n
a∗(ω∗, n)ω
1
2 |ζ(ω, n)〉. (2.57)
Imposing (2.56) to be invariant under the action of A, comparison with (2.57) provides
us with the information that unless ω = 1 we must have a(ω, n) = 0. Thus, if the symmetry
operator is anti-unitary, then the invariant states can be described by the invariant vectors
|ζ(1, n)〉.
When ω = 1 the state A|ζ(1, n)〉 might be a multiple of |ζ(1, n)〉, in which case the
representation is one-dimensional, or not, when we have a two-dimensional representation
which is reducible. If we have states defining a one-dimensional representation
A|ψ〉 = λ|ψ〉, (2.58)
we introduce a new vector
|ψ˜〉 = λ 12 |ψ〉, (2.59)
from which one can establish that
A|ψ˜〉 = A
[
(λ)
1
2 |ψ〉
]
= (λ
1
2 )∗A|ψ〉 = (λ 12 )∗λ|ψ〉 = λ 12 |ψ〉,
A|ψ˜〉 = |ψ˜〉, (2.60)
in a way that, due to the quantum equivalence of the physical states |ψ〉 and |ψ˜〉 = λ 12 |ψ〉
differing only by a phase factor, it is enough to consider vectors obeying (2.54). This
means, for instance, there is no difference between anti-unitary symmetry (λ = 1) and
anti-unitary anti-symmetry (λ = −1) in this sense. Therefore it is sufficient to consider:
Action of A2 Action of A
A2|ζ(1, n)〉 = |ζ(1, n)〉 A|ζ(1, n)〉 = |ζ(1, n)〉
Table 2.1: One-dimensional representation of the anti-unitary operator A.
On the other hand, the different two-dimensional representations can be separated in
three different groups in the following table, as in [76]. But, as will be seen, these will not
be as useful as (2.54) for the purpose of assuring the reality of the spectra in operators
possessing an anti-unitary symmetry A.
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Action of A2 Action of A
A2|ζ(ω, n)〉 = ω|ζ(ω, n)〉 A|ζ(ω, n)〉 = (ω∗) 12 |ζ(ω∗, n)〉
A2|ζ(ω∗, n)〉 = ω∗|ζ(ω∗, n)〉 A|ζ(ω∗, n)〉 = (ω) 12 |ζ(ω, n)〉
A2|ζ(−1, n)〉 = −|ζ(−1, n)〉 A|ζ(−1, n)〉 = (−1∗) 12 |ζ(−1∗, n)〉
A2|ζ(−1∗, n)〉 = −|ζ(−1∗, n)〉 A|ζ(−1∗, n)〉 = (−1) 12 |ζ(−1, n)〉
A2|ζ(1, n)〉 = |ζ(1, n)〉 A|ζ(1, n)〉 = |ζ(1∗, n)〉
A2|ζ(1∗, n)〉 = |ζ(1∗, n)〉 A|ζ(1∗, n)〉 = |ζ(1, n)〉
Table 2.2: Two-dimensional representations of the anti-unitary operator A.
Reality of the spectra
Having established the possibility of invariant states under anti-unitary symmetries,
we analyze the consequences of such a symmetry A when present in a Hamiltonian system
H,
[H,A] = 0. (2.61)
Assuming both operators to be diagonalizable we expect to find invariant vectors
under A,
A|ζ(1, n)〉 = |ζ(1, n)〉, (2.62)
corresponding to the one-dimensional representation of A. If this happens, the system
is said to possess an exact or unbroken anti-unitary symmetry. Then it is possible to
diagonalize the Hamiltonian by these same eigenvectors:
H|ζ(1, n)〉 = E(n)|ζ(1, n)〉 (2.63)
Combining (2.62) and (2.63), together with the commutativity of H and A, we may
write, similarly as in (2.22)
E(n)|ζ(1, n)〉 = H|ζ(1, n)〉 = HA|ζ(1, n)〉 =
= AH|ζ(1, n)〉 = A [E(n)|ζ(1, n)〉] = (2.64)
= E(n)∗A|ζ(1, n)〉 = E(n)∗|ζ(1, n)〉, (2.65)
establishing the reality of the spectrum for any anti-unitary-symmetric operators in its
unbroken phase, regardless of its Hermiticity properties. The discussion just presented
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generalizes the idea of PT -symmetric quantum mechanics to a broader class of any anti-
linear symmetries, of which PT is just one specific example. But also because of the
anti-linearity of A, even if the condition (2.61) holds, the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian
will not necessarily be eigenvectors of A. If this is the case,
A|ζ(ω, n)〉 6= |ζ(ω, n)〉, (2.66)
H|ζ(ω, n)〉 = E(n)|ζ(ω, n)〉, (2.67)
and we say that the Hamiltonian system is in a broken anti-linear-symmetric phase. Then,
A|ζ(ω, n) is also an eigenvector of H but associated to the eigenvalue E(n)∗,
HA|ζ(ω, n)〉 = AH|ζ(ω, n)〉 = A [E(n)|ζ(ω, n)〉] = E(n)∗A|ζ(ω, n)〉,
H [A|ζ(ω, n)〉] = E(n)∗ [A|ζ(ω, n)〉] , (2.68)
so that eigenvalues of anti-linear-symmetric operators come in complex conjugate pairs if
the eigenvectors are not invariant under its action as well.
In [77] it was observed that if an operator H possesses an anti-linear symmetry (2.61),
then
det (H − E1) = det (AHA−1 − E1) = det (H∗ − E1) , (2.69)
so that H and H∗ share the same set of eigenvalues, which means they are either real
or come in complex conjugate pairs. It is also argued that such a symmetry implies that
the secular equation is real and, furthermore, that if the secular equation is real then the
operator is necessarily anti-linear-symmetric. Therefore (2.61) is not only a sufficient but
also a necessary condition for the reality of the secular equation. For finite dimensional
Hilbert spaces it is shown that it is not possible for a Hamiltonian which does not satisfy
(2.61) to posses a real spectra. Such results can actually be extended to non-diagonalizable
matrices, composed of Jordan-block submatrices, i.e. those which differ from diagonal
block matrices by the presence of nonvanishing elements on the upper-diagonal. Although
in these circumstances the number of eigenvectors is smaller than the dimension of the
matrix, the off-diagonal entries do not affect the secular equation so that they are also
real.
The implementation of anti-linear symmetries in non-Hermitian Hamiltonians can be
very useful in many situations when one is interested in working with models presenting
real energies. There are nonetheless other techniques to select or construct real spectra
theory. In the sequence we present viable operational alternatives which do not rely on
the presence of an anti-linear symmetry.
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2.3.2 Darboux transformations and superpartner potentials
It is worth to mention the usefulness of Darboux transformations in super-symmetric
quantum mechanics. They are key ingredients in a framework to construct almost isospec-
tral Hamiltonians from known wavefunctions of given Hermitian Hamiltonians. Supersym-
metry was introduced by Gel’fand and Likhtman in 1971 [78] and became a very important
idea in fundamental physics, relating bosonic and fermionic states so that both sector can
be treated in unified way through string theory, e.g. [79]. This unification of internal
degrees of freedom combined with the combined approach towards space and time coor-
dinates boosted generalizations of gravity known as supergravity [80]. But our concerns
in this subsection will focus on supersymmetric properties for solving exactly spectral
problems and discuss how it can be employed to deal with non-Hermitian Hamiltonians
possessing real characteristic energies, especially PT -symmetric ones. With this in mind
we now present the main ideas of this approach [81].
Supersymmetry can be constructed by factorizing a Schro¨dinger operator according to
[82]
H1 = − d
2
dx2
+ V1(x) = A†A, (2.70)
with generalized bosonic operators in terms of so-called superpotentials W (x)
A = d
dx
+W (x) and A† = − d
dx
+W (x) (2.71)
satisfying [A,A†] = 2W ′(x). The ground state ψ(1)0 (x), with vanishing energy E(1)0 = 0
satisfies
Aψ(1)0 (x) = 0 so that W (x) = −
ψ′0
(1)(x)
ψ
(1)
0 (x)
. (2.72)
This means that once the ground state of a Hamiltonian operator is known the super-
symmetric decomposition in terms of A and A† is formally determined. The use of this
idea is more interesting when one considers a second Hamiltonian constructed from the
previous one according to
H2 = − d
2
dx2
+ V2(x) = A A†, (2.73)
so that the superpartner potentials, with interactions V1,2(x) = W (x)
2∓W ′(x), are related
through a Darboux transformation. The intertwining properties of the bosonic operators,
H2 A = A H1 and H1 A† = A† H2 (2.74)
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can then be used to establish that H1 and H2 are almost isospectral in the sense that
if ψ
(1)
n (x) are eigenfunctions of the first Hamiltonian then Aψ(1)n (x) are eigenfunctions of
the second one with the same energy, except of course the ground state, for which (2.72)
holds. Therefore this method allows for the construction of a secondary system sharing
eigenstates and eigenvalues,
ψ(1)n (x) =
1√
E
(1)
n−1
A† ψ(2)n−1(x) , ψ(2)n−1(x) =
1√
E
(2)
n
A ψ(1)n (x) , (2.75)
and
E
(2)
n−1 = E
(1)
n , (2.76)
with the exception of the ground state unpairing. The vanishing of the ground state
is an important ingredient in this construction and if this does not happen, one says
supersymmetry is broken, resembling the broken and unbroken phases of PT -symmetry.
The existence of these two supersymmetric phases can be interpreted in terms of two
nontrivial charge operators,
Q =

 0 0
A 0

 and Q† =

 0 A†
0 0

 , (2.77)
whose action will annihilate the ground state vector
|0〉 =

 ψ(1)0 (x)
ψ
(2)
0 (x)

 of the Hamiltonian H = H1 ⊕H2 = {Q,Q†} (2.78)
in both cases if and only if the vacuum state is unpaired and supersymmetry is unbroken.
The supersymmetric partners constructed here were based on the knowledge of one ground
state but one could also start from any m-th excited state so that there would be m + 1
unpaired levels.
Supersymmetric quantum mechanics is a very rich area of study and its ideas have
been successfully explored in connection with PT -symmetric quantum mechanics [83, 84,
85, 86, 87, 88]. Although the formalism provided by supersymmetry has been combined
with non-Hermitian Hamiltonians to construct real isospectral partners, it can be shown
that formally diagonalizable operators with real eigenvalues can be mapped into each
other via a similarity transformation [89], even for infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces,
and that the latter procedure is equivalent to the presence of an anti-linear symmetry [90].
This consequently allows for a general treatment of non-Hermitian Hamiltonians with real
eigenvalues by mapping them to Hermitian isospectral partners.
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2.3.3 Dyson map and change of metric
The situations where Hamiltonians are not Hermitian but are not describing dissipative
systems either can be formulated in a precise and consistent fashion so as to allow for
unitary time evolution. The most effective and general way of doing so derives from a
mapping of non-Hermitian Hamiltonians onto Hermitian counterparts by the action of a
similarity transformation.
First, let us suppose we have a diagonalizable operator, for instance a Hamiltonian H.
It is well known that the left- and right-eigenvectors, 〈φn| and |ϕn〉 respectively, are not
related by a simple transposition followed by a complex conjugation unless the operator
is Hermitian. Instead, these characteristic vectors are essentially different,
H|ϕn〉 = En|ϕn〉 =⇒ 〈ϕn|H† = E∗n〈ϕn| (2.79)
〈φm|H = Em〈φm| =⇒ H†|φm〉 = E∗m|φm〉, (2.80)
but if 〈φn| is a left-egienvector of an H associated to a complex eigenvalue En then its
Hermitian conjugate |φn〉 can be considered as a right-eigenvector of H† associated to the
eigenvalue E∗n. Left- and right-eigenvectors only coincide if the operator is self-adjoint,
H† = H, and consequently the eigenvalues are real.
Projecting the state on the left side equation in (2.79) onto 〈φm| and acting with |ϕn〉
on the left side equation of (2.80) we obtain
〈φm|H|ϕn〉 = En〈φm|ϕn〉 (2.81)
〈φm|H|ϕn〉 = Em〈φm|ϕn〉, (2.82)
from the subtraction of which we arrive at the bi-orthonormality of the states and the
completeness relation of this basis,
〈φm|ϕn〉 = δmn and
∑
n
|ϕn〉〈φn| = 1. (2.83)
Also, we may write
〈φm|H|ϕn〉 = Enδmn and 〈ϕn|H†|φm〉 = E∗nδmn, (2.84)
in such a way that if the eigenvalues are real, E∗n = En, we have a necessary condition for
the reality of the spectrum,
〈φm|H|ϕn〉 = 〈ϕn|H†|φm〉, (2.85)
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the non-Hermitian analogue of the Hermiticity condition. Only if left- and right-eigenstates
are identical will the operator be considered Hermitian and H† = H.
Supposing we have a Hermitian Hamiltonian with the same eigenvalues, E∗n = En,
h|ψn〉 = En|ψn〉, (2.86)
we will have an equivalence of the elements
〈φm|H|ϕn〉 = 〈ψm|h|ψn〉 = Enδmn. (2.87)
Because the Hermitian, h† = h, and non-Hermitian, H† 6= H, Hamiltonians are
isospectral we shall assume them to be related via a similarity transformation
h = η H η−1, (2.88)
where η is a linear operator known as a Dyson map [97]. Due to the Hermiticity of (2.88)
we can write
H† = ρH ρ−1, (2.89)
with
ρ = η†η, (2.90)
so that ρ stays invariant up to a unitary transformation in the similarity transformation,
η −→ Uη, with U †U = 1. This transformation allows us to relate the eigenvectors of the
non-Hermitian operator to those of the Hermitian one,
〈ψm|h|ψn〉 = 〈φm|H|ϕn〉 = 〈ϕm|ρH|ϕn〉, (2.91)
with
|ϕn〉 = η−1|ψn〉 and |φn〉 = ρ|ϕn〉 = η†|ψn〉. (2.92)
The expression (2.91) above indicates the operator H represented in the basis of its
eigenvectors can be regarded as Hermitian if one replaces the usual scalar product with
the introduction of a new metric ρ :
〈 · | · 〉 −→ 〈 · | · 〉ρ ≡ 〈 · | ρ | · 〉. (2.93)
The Dyson transformation, not unitary, maps the usual Hilbert space H1, where
the vectors |ψn〉 exist, into a new one Hρ, where the vectors |φn〉 and |ϕn〉 are defined.
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Using (2.83) we note that the metric can be reconstructed from the left-eigenvectors of
the non-Hermitian operator and its inverse, from the right-eigenvectors,
ρ =
∑
n
|φn〉〈φn| and ρ−1 =
∑
n
|ϕn〉〈ϕn|, (2.94)
and therefore we notice that the non-uniqueness in specifying the eigenvectors will reflect
on the determination of the metric. In [91] there is a report on the ambiguity due to
normalization of left- and right-eigenvectors leading to discrepancies in the literature [92,
93].
In order for a metric to be a well-defined metric it needs to be linear, Hermitian,
invertible, positive-definite and bounded. Invertibility is established by the expression
(2.94) above and positivity is proven by taking the eigenvalues ri of the metric ρ|Ri〉 =
ri|Ri〉 and showing that they are indeed all positive
ri = 〈Ri|ρ|Ri〉 =
∑
n
〈Ri|φn〉〈φn|Ri〉 =
∑
n
||〈Ri|φn〉||2 > 0 (2.95)
because ρ is invertible. Finally, boundedness is a consequence of the Hermiticity of ρ. In
fact, the reality of the spectrum of an operator implies the Hermiticity of the associated
observable with respect to some metric. For details of the proof of this theorem, see for
example [56].
2.3.4 Quasi-Pseudo-Hermiticity
Although (2.85) was obtained as a necessary condition in order for a non-Hermitian
Hamiltonian to have real eigenvalues, this is not necessarily sufficient. In fact, writing
〈φm|H|ϕn〉 = 〈ϕm|ρH|ϕn〉 = 〈ϕn|H† ρ|ϕm〉 = 〈ϕn|H†|φm〉, (2.96)
tells us only that
ρH = H† ρ , (2.97)
so that the usual Hermiticity condition is recovered as ρ = 1.
According to [51], this is not enough to guarantee the reality of the spectrum. Dieudonne´
starts with symmetrizable operator H, for which by definition exists a Hermitian operator
ρ = ρ† 6= 0 such that (2.97) is valid. He then reduces the situation to the case where ρ is
positive, i.e., 〈Ri|ρ|Ri〉 > 0. This restricted class of operators contain Hermitian operators
and was denoted quasi-Hermitian. It is shown that the spectra of such operators need not
be real and that H† need not be quasi-Hermitian. Only if ρ is furthermore assumed to
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be invertible there exists an invertible operator M = M † > 0 satisfying ρ = M2 so that
(2.97) can be reexpressed as MHM−1 = M−1H†M , allowing one to define a Hermitian
operator h in terms of the non-Hermitian H,
h = MHM−1 = h†, (2.98)
assuring the reality of the spectrum of the operators h and H. The difference between
(2.88) and (2.98) is that in the latter it was not assumed that ρ was necessarily decomposed
in Hermitian factors.
Theorems studied in [52, 53] state that if the operator H satisfy the pseudo-Hermicity
condtion (2.89) and 0 6∈ Cl(W (ρ)) 4, then the spectrum of H is real and H is similar
to a self-adjoint operator. However these assumptions are not enough to establish the
positivity of the metric as one wishes. Thus, to our purposes it is convenient to have the
metric ρ as being a linear operator which is also invertible, Hermitian and positive definite.
The introduction of this new metric in order to make Hermitian the operators which
are not self-adjoint modifies not only the Hamiltonian operator but all other observables as
well. Consider a Hamiltonian system described by the generalized coordinate operators xˆ
and pˆ, H(xˆ, pˆ). Because the position and momentum operators are Hermitian with respect
to the usual metric, a Hamiltonian h(xˆ, pˆ) can be transformed by an inverse Dyson map
into a non-Hermitian operator:
H(xˆ, pˆ) = η(xˆ, pˆ)−1 h(xˆ, pˆ) η(xˆ, pˆ) = h(η−1 xˆ η , η−1 pˆ η ). (2.99)
Introducing the set of operators Xˆ and Pˆ so that
xˆ = η Xˆ η−1 and pˆ = η Pˆ η−1 , (2.100)
we note that the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian expressed in terms of the usual observables
is the same as the Hermitian Hamiltonian written with the new generalized coordinate
operators Q. Naturally, the fundamental canonical commutation relation of quantum
mechanics is preserved:
[xˆ, pˆ ] = [Xˆ, Pˆ ] = ı, (2.101)
Whereas H, Xˆ, Pˆ are not Hermitian in H1, they are Hermitian in Hρ and mutatis
mutandi h, xˆ, pˆ are only Hermitian in H1 but not in Hρ. This implies that the observables
4Here W (ρ) = {〈Ri|ρ|Ri〉 / ||Ri|| = 1} and Cl denotes closure in the sense that if x is a point of closure
of a subset of a topological space S if every neighbourhoood of x contains a point of S.
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in the new Hilbert space are not h, xˆ, pˆ but, instead, H, Xˆ, Pˆ . The equation
H(xˆ, pˆ) = h(Xˆ, Pˆ ) (2.102)
tells us that a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian H can be made Hermitian if we consider the new
operators Xˆ, Pˆ as the observables, so that our very physical problem will be described by
these new operators. All problems can be formulated in H1 but using some other Hilbert
space Hρ might make the system easier to solve or even tractable at all as opposed to the
formulation in H1.
Non-Hermitian position and momentum operators are commonly obtained when the
commutation relations between them are deformed, leading to minimal uncertainty rela-
tions and minimal length at the Planck scale. In [94] it was demonstrated such type of
deformed quantum mechanical systems may be treated in a similar framework as we have
described.
There is a frequent confusion with regard to the terminology adopted in this framework
of constructing a new metric with respect to which the system is Hermitian and the
underlying similarity transformation. The following table helps us distinguish between the
pseudo-Hermiticity condition, see [95, 96, 98], when ρ is linear, invertible and Hermitian
but its positivity is not necessarily implied, and the quasi-Hermiticity condition [18, 51,
52, 53] when ρ is linear, Hermitian and positive but not necessarily invertible.
H† = η†ηH(η†η)−1 H†ρ = ρH H† = ρHρ−1
Hermiticity of ρ X X X
invertibility of ρ X × X
positivity of ρ X X ×
definite metric guaranteed guaranteed not conclusive
spectrum H real [53] real or complex [51] real [53]
terminology for H quasi-pseudo Hermitian quasi-Hermiticity [51] pseudo-Hermiticity [95]
Table 2.3: Differences between pseudo-Hermiticity, quasi-Hermiticity and quasi-pseudo-
Hermiticity.
The conclusions that can be drawn from such assumptions are slightly different: whereas
pseudo-Hermitian operators must have real eigenvalues, for quasi-Hermitian ones this is
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not compulsory; on the other hand, pseudo-Hermiticity may lead to an indefinite met-
ric, contrarily to quasi-Hermiticity, for which the existence of a positive definite metric is
guaranteed. But for the construction of a consistent quantum framework, having a real
spectrum is not enough; the metric defining the Hilbert space must also be appropriate.
Thus, in order not to run any risks regarding the possibility that the eigenvalues might
not be real or that the metric might not be appropriate, we should combine both pseudo-
and quasi-Hermiticity concepts to obtain a conclusive formulation.
Introducing the C-operator (2.26) in terms of the parity operator P and the metric ρ
according to
C = Pρ so that ρ = P C (2.103)
there is an equivalence between the following relations
H† = ρH ρ−1 ⇐⇒ [H, C] = 0 (2.104)
Furthermore, if the Hamiltonian is said to be PT -symmetric, meaning [H,PT ] = 0,
we also have that both the C-operator and the metric operator ρ are PT -symmetric:
[C,PT ] = [ρ,PT ] = 0. Although the reality of the spectrum of a Hamiltonian would
be guaranteed by the existence of an anti-linear symmetry of this operator, such as PT
for instance, the introduction of the C-operator brings unnecessary constraints, such as
C2 = 1.
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Figure 2.2: Summary of the possible eigenvalues of Hermitian and non-Hermitian opera-
tors.
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In Figure 2.2 we see that whereas Hermitian operators generate necessarily real eigen-
values E∗n = En ∈ R, complex eigenvalues E∗n 6= En ∈ C can only be originated from
non-Hermitian operators. Therefore it is not possible to find Hermitian operators with
complex eigenvalues. Nonetheless, non-Hermitian operators with real eigenvalues occur
with certain frequency. Real eigenvalues in a physically accepted theory can be obtained,
for instance if the system is invariant under PT -symmetry, in its unbroken phase, or any
other anti-linear symmetry.
In [77] it is argued that a Hamiltonian without such a symmetry cannot posses a
completely real set of energy eigenvalues, so that this is both a sufficient and necessary
condition for the reality of the spectrum. On the other hand, as deeply discussed in
[56, 99], diagonalizable operators with a complete set of eigenvectors and real energies
can be mapped into Hermitian operators by a similarity transformation, so that they can
be regarded as quasi-pseudo-Hermitian operators. Moreover, it possible to construct for
these systems an underlying anti-linear symmetry, the kind of which PT is a particular
example. In [100] an example of non-diagonalizable PT -symmetric Hamiltonian with no
Hermitian counterpart is presented. The equivalence between quasi-pseudo-Hermiticity
and the presence of an anti-linear symmetry was questioned more recently in [101], where
the non-equivalence of such concepts was establish for bounded operators.
The analysis of Figure 2.3.4 does not relate dissipative systems and PT -symmetric ones
in its unbroken phase. In both regimes the systems are illustrations of non-Hermitian
Hamiltonians possessing complex eigenvalues and therefore cannot be used as a funda-
mental theoretical description. Nonetheless, dissipative models are formulated from the
beginning as an effective theory to describe settings for which there is a decrease in the
probability of finding a certain state as time flows. Their eigenenergies are normally of
the form
En = ǫ
r
n − ıǫin , with ǫik > 0, (2.105)
assuring that the evolution operator when action on the corresponding eigenstate will
generate an exponential decay,
e−ıEit = e−ıǫ
r
kte−ǫ
i
kt. (2.106)
PT -symmetric systems in the broken phase will differ from the latter due to the
presence of eigenvalues with both positive and negative imaginary parts, thus leading not
only to loss but also to gain. In principle a possible interpretation would be that these two
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processes of increasing and decreasing probabilities would compensate each other overall.
However, PT -symmetric quantum mechanics is, differently from the dissipative approach,
constructed to be a fundamental theory in the sense that the characteristic energies should
be measurable. The occurrence of complex energies, however, contradicts our everyday
experience of observing strictly real quantities. Complex eigenvalues appearing only in
conjugate pairs lead to notable effects such as the reality of thermodynamic partition
functions,
Z =
∑
n
e−βEn = 2
∑
n
e−βE
r
n cos
(
βEin
)
, (2.107)
with possibly real and positive mean energies,
〈E〉 = −∂ lnZ
∂β
, (2.108)
where β = 1kBT is related to the inverse of the temperature by the Boltzmann constant
kB. But still the existence of complex expectation values pose serious questions to the
physical meaningfulness of broken PT -symmetric systems.
2.3.5 Perturbative approach
It is customary to express the Dyson operator in an exponential form,
η = eN , (2.109)
so that, according to (2.90) one can express the metric as
ρ = eR with R = N † +N . (2.110)
The convenience of this formulation is that it allows for the use of the following relation
eABe−A = B + [A,B] +
1
2!
[A, [A,B]] +
1
3!
[A, [A, [A,B]]] + · · · , (2.111)
so that the equation satisfied by the metric operator can be written in the form
H† = H + [R,H] + 1
2!
[R, [R,H]] + 1
3!
[R, [R, [R,H]]] + · · · . (2.112)
Similarly, once R is determined it can be used to find N in (2.110) and then calculate
the Hermitian counterpart,
h = H + [N ,H] + 1
2!
[N , [N ,H]] + 1
3!
[N , [N , [N ,H]]] + · · · . (2.113)
Although (2.89) furnishes us with a precise expression to determine the metric operator,
very few examples are known to present an exact solution to this problem. In most
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situations one has no option but to rely on a perturbative approach, e.g. [68]. Assuming a
non-Hermitian operator of interest H to be decomposed in a Hermitian part h0 perturbed
by a Hermitian term h1 whose coupling is imaginary,
H = h0 + ı g h1 , with h
†
i = hi and g ∈ R, (2.114)
one can expand R in (2.110) in powers of g,
R =
∞∑
k=0
gkRk. (2.115)
The equation (2.112) can now be solved for each order of g. Considering that R0 = 0,
so that in the Hermitian limit g → 0 the metric becomes the identity operator ρ → 1, a
considerable simplification leads to
[h0,R1] = 2ıh1 , (2.116)
[h0,R2] = 0 , (2.117)
[h0,R3] = − ı
6
[R1, [R1, h1]] , (2.118)
... ,
necessary to construct the metric. Order by order an operator equation must be solved
and one notices that at each order a term which commutes with h0 may be added without
any changes to (2.89). Therefore, there is an ambiguity when determining the metric.
2.3.6 Uniqueness of the metric
In quantum mechanics physical observables are represented mathematically by linear
self-adjoint operators acting on a Hilbert space. For a particle system, two important
operators are position xˆ and momentum pˆ, satisfying the canonical commutation relation
(2.16), which is impossible to be accomplished in finite dimensional spaces [102]. The
Stone - von Neumann theorem, e.g. [103], establishes the uniqueness of the canonical
commutation relation between position and momentum operators. From Stone’s theorem
the infinitesimal generator of a unitary group must be self-adjoint. There is a one-to-
one correspondence between self adjoint operators and continuous one-parameter unitary
groups which allows one to express (2.16) in the so-called Weyl form
eısxˆeırpˆ = eısreırpˆeısxˆ, (2.119)
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and according to the Stone - von Neumann theorem, all such pairs of one parameter unitary
groups are unitarily equivalent. Thus, in Hermitian quantum mechanics the observables
are uniquely determined up to a unitary transformation.
Nevertheless, such a theorem is not valid if the system has an infinite number of
degrees of freedom, so that non-equivalent representations may occur. When having a
non-Hermitian Hamiltonian as the sole starting point there is not a unique Hermitian
counterpart in the same similarity class associated to the adjoint action of one unique
operator η. Consequently, also the metric operator ρ is not unique. The latter was
pointed out for instance in [18, 26, 27] and exemplified in detail for the concrete example
of the so-called Swanson Hamiltonian in [104, 2]. In fact, it is simple to see that any
two non-equivalent metric operators, say ρ and ρ¯, can be used as in [105] to construct a
symmetry operator for the Hamiltonian, S = ρ−1ρ¯. Suppose we can find, for the same
Hamiltonian H, more than one metric satisfying (2.89),
H† = ρ H ρ−1 and H† = ρ¯ H ρ¯−1 ⇐⇒ [H, ρ−1ρ¯ ] = 0. (2.120)
Then S is a symmetry of the system: [S,H] = 0. Likewise, this ambiguity can be
related to the non-equivalent Hermitian counterparts
h = η H η−1 and h¯ = η¯ H η¯−1 ⇐⇒ [s, h] = [s¯, h¯] = 0, (2.121)
with symmetry operators s = (η¯ η−1)†(η¯ η−1) and s¯ = s†. We may also use (2.120) to
show that ρ˜ ≡ H† ρ H is also a pseudo-Hermitian metric operator, and so are
ρ˜ =
(
H†
)n
ρ Hn for n ∈ N, (2.122)
but because ρ = η†η we can write ρ˜ = η˜†η˜ with η˜ ≡ η Hn and
h˜ = η˜ H η˜−1 = η H η−1 = h. (2.123)
Thus we encounter here an infinite amount of new solutions ρ˜ for the metric, all leading
to the same Hermitian counterpart. The choice of the metric as a degree of freedom in
quasi-pseudo quantum formulation introduces the non-uniqueness in the specification of
observables, which must be Hermitian with respect to the chosen metric in order to ensure
the reality of their spectra. Even for the cases where different metrics and Hermitian
partners are admissible there are various ways to select a unique solution. After noticing
that a same physical setup may be represented by different isospectral operators, one
possibility of solving the uniqueness problem would be to specify more observables in the
non-Hermitian system [18].
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2.3.7 Non-Hermitian time evolution
The evolution of states under the action of a time-independent Hamiltonian can be
easily obtained as one remembers that because |ϕn〉 and |φn〉 are eigenvectors of H and H†
respectively, (2.79) and (2.79), the temporal behaviour of general combinations of these
eigenstates will satisfy the following Schro¨dinger equations
ı
∂
∂t
|ϕ(t)〉 = H|ϕ(t)〉 =⇒ −ı ∂
∂t
〈ϕ(t)| = 〈ϕ(t)|H†, (2.124)
ı
∂
∂t
|φ(t)〉 = H†|φ(t)〉 =⇒ −ı ∂
∂t
〈φ(t)| = 〈φ(t)|H. (2.125)
The possibility of using this Dyson map for time-dependent problems, with H = H(t),
was considered in [106] by studying time-dependent Hamiltonians which could be made
Hermitian with the choice of a time-independent metric. The problem of time-dependent
non-Hermitian systems was then analyzed in a sequence of manuscripts, such as [107, 108].
First it was observed that conservation of probability for non-Hermitian systems, using
that H(t)|ϕ(t)〉 = ı ∂∂t |ϕ(t)〉, would imply
d
dt
〈φ(t)|ϕ(t)〉 = d
dt
〈ϕ(t)|ρ(t)|ϕ(t)〉 = (2.126)
= 〈ϕ(t)|
(
H†(t)ρ(t)− ρ(t)H(t)− ıdρ(t)
dt
)
|ϕ〉 = 0
or simply
H†(t) = ρ(t)H(t)ρ(t)−1 − ıdρ(t)
dt
ρ(t)−1 (2.127)
But if we want H(t) to be Hermitian with respect to the metric ρ(t), then we should
have H†(t) = ρ(t)H(t)ρ(t)−1, indicating the necessity of having a time-independent metric
in (2.127). Later it was showed that requiring a time-dependent Dyson map to hold for
any time, h(t) = η(t)H(t)η(t)−1, we can have a unitary time evolution as long as
ı
∂
∂t
|ϕ(t)〉 =
(
H(t)− ı∂η(t)
∂t
η(t)−1
)
|ϕ(t)〉, (2.128)
ı
∂
∂t
|φ(t)〉 =
(
H†(t) + ı
∂η(t)
∂t
η(t)−1
)
|φ(t)〉, (2.129)
but, as was later clarified, the time evolution in this case is not determined by the Hamil-
tonian, but instead, by a modified operator which is not an observable if η(t) is not an
observable.
Questions concerning time evolution are very important, for example, in the problem
discussed in the next chapter.
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3 The quantum brachistochrone
for non-Hermitian Hamiltonians
3.1 The classical brachistochrone problem
An interesting question where many aspects of the framework just described can be
explored consists of the quantum brachistochrone problem. As the name indicates, it is a
quantum version of the classical brachistochrone problem, which consists of determining
the curve that minimizes the time it takes for an object to go between points in different
heights along a vertical plane under the action of the gravitational field without friction.
It has its origin probably in Galileo’s Two New Sciences, from 1638. The terminology
comes from the Greek words βραχυ´ [brachi] = short (from which follows that βραχιστoς
[brachistos]= shortest) and χρo´νoς [chronos] = time.
Johann Bernoulli announced in Acta Eruditorum in June 1696 to have a solution of
this problem, challenging other scientists to publish their results within six months. By
January 1697 only Gottfried Leibniz had communicated his solution but, after a proro-
gation, in May 1697 other three mathematicians presented their findings: Isaac Newton
(anonymously), Jakob Bernoulli and Ehrenfried Walther von Tschirnhaus. Guillaume de
l’Hoˆpital’s contribution appeared in a later edition of the Acta. Johann Bernoulli noted the
similarities between that problem and Christiaan Huygens’ 1659 tautochrone or isochrone
curve, the one for which the time taken by a similar object (sliding without friction in
uniform gravity) to its lowest point is independent of its starting point, and concluded the
form of the trajectory in question should also be a segment of a cycloid [109, 110]. The
techniques employed in this occasion served as seeds for the development of what became
the calculus of variations by Leonhard Euler and Joseph-Louis de Lagrange.
As observed more recently in [111] also in classical mechanics the analytic continuation
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of certain objects may lead to a faster evolution in some sense. It is argued that a simple
harmonic oscillator whose trajectories are allowed to be in the complex plane present a
similar feature. Considering ω to be the natural frequency of the motion and restricting
one’s attention to the situations where the energy is constant, H = E = 12ω
2, the system
is described by
H =
1
2
(
p2 + ω2x2
)
=⇒ x(t) = A cos(ωt) +
√
1−A2 sin(ωt) , (3.1)
with p = x˙ = dxdt and A ∈ R so that the energy constraint imposes a maximum limit for
the amplitude of the motion on the real line. In other words, if |A| > 1, the motion will
be described by ellipses in the complex plane. Interestingly, the shortest time it takes to
travel between the extreme points on the real line of the trajectories (from x = −A to
x = A) is always half a period, τ = πω , regardless of the separation 2A of these two points.
The intrinsic existence of a complex vector space describing quantum states might
represent a more realistic possibility to achieve faster transitions. We analyse in the rest
of this chapter the quantum version of the problem here described and discuss how non-
Hermitian evolution could bring about faster evolution.
3.2 Hermitian evolution in Quantum Physics
Centuries after the study of the classical brachistochrone problem, a similar question
in the context of quantum theory might have an impact as strong as its classical predeces-
sor, potentially in fields such as quantum computing, quantum information and quantum
cryptography. Quantum states are known to evolve when a suitable Hamiltonian is applied
on them. Given an initial state |ψI〉 and a final state |ψF 〉, it is an important question
to ask under which circumstances will a Hamiltonian H develop one into the other in the
shortest amount of time τ according to a quantum mechanical setting,
|ψF 〉 = e−ıHτ |ψI〉. (3.2)
This question was discussed in [112, 113, 114, 115] and generalized to non-Hermitian
systems by Bender, Brody, Jones and Meister in [23], where it was found that when
non-Hermitian Hamiltonians are PT -symmetric this passage time could in principle be
made arbitrarily small. Because in the brachistochrone problem the only relevant Hilbert
subspace is the one generated by the initial and final states, it is enough to study 2× 2
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models. The analysis of these 2-level systems also provide a good environment to ex-
plore the ideas concerning non-Hermitian Hamiltonians with real eigenvalues discussed in
previous chapters.
To understand the problem, let us first exploit the fact that any 2× 2-matrix M can
be decomposed in terms of Pauli matrices as
M = µ01+ µ · σ , with µi ∈ C and i = 0, 1, 2, 3, (3.3)
to observe that the most general 2-dimensional Hermitian Hamiltonian system can be
represented by the following matrix
H0 = λ01+ Ω · σ =

 λ0 +R cos θ R e−ıξ sin θ
R eıξ sin θ λ0 −R cos θ

 , (3.4)
where Ω = R(sin θ cos ξ, sin θ sin ξ, cos θ) and σ is a vector composed of the Pauli matrices
σ = (σ1, σ2, σ3), with, as in the standard convention,
σ1 =

 0 1
1 0

 , σ2 =

 0 −ı
ı 0

 , σ3 =

 1 0
0 −1

 . (3.5)
Then, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of this operator is easy to calculate
H0|ϕ0±〉 = λ0±|ϕ0±〉, 〈φ0±|H0 = λ0±〈φ0±|, (3.6)
with λ0± = λ0±R, implying that the transition frequency between these levels is given by
ω0 ≡ λ0+ − λ0− = 2R and the right- and left-eigenvectors are
|ϕ0+〉 =

 cos ( θ2)
eıξ sin
(
θ
2
)

 , |ϕ0−〉 =

 −e−ıξ sin ( θ2)
cos
(
θ
2
)

 ,
〈φ0+| =
(
cos
(
θ
2
)
, e−ıξ sin
(
θ
2
))
, 〈φ0−| =
(−eıξ sin ( θ2) , cos ( θ2)) ,
(3.7)
satisfying bi-orthonormality conditions: 〈φ0±|ϕ0±〉 = 1 and 〈φ0±|ϕ0∓〉 = 0 . Obviously, due to
the Hermiticity of H0, right- and left-eigenvectors are simply related through a Hermitian
conjugation: 〈φ0±| = |ϕ0±〉†.
The evolution operator associated to this system can be written as
U0 = e
−ıH0t = e−ıλ01te−ıΩ·σt = e−ıλ0t
(
cos
(
ω0t
2
)
1− 2ı
ω0
sin
(
ω0t
2
)
Ω · σ
)
. (3.8)
Although the states associated to the above eigenvectors, |ϕ0±〉 and 〈φ0±|, are orthog-
onal they do not evolve in time under the action of U0 as they are stationary. Thus if
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one wants to transform states under the evolution generated by H0 one should use linear
combinations of its eigenvectors. Familiar orthogonal states in a 2-dimensional space are
|+〉 =

 1
0

 = cos(θ
2
)
|ϕ0+〉 − eıξ sin
(
θ
2
)
|ϕ0−〉, (3.9)
|−〉 =

 0
1

 = cos(θ
2
)
|ϕ0−〉+ e−ıξ sin
(
θ
2
)
|ϕ0−〉, (3.10)
and 〈±| = |±〉†, in whose basis the matrix (3.4) was expressed. Simpler orthogonal
states which are not stationary can be constructed from symmetric and anti-symmetric
combinations of the eigenstates,
|ϕ0S/A〉 =
|ϕ0+〉 ± |ϕ0−〉√
2
and 〈φ0S/A| =
〈φ0+| ± 〈φ0−|√
2
. (3.11)
Then we can formulate the quantum brachistochrone problem in a slightly less strin-
gent form than in (3.2), by instead just considering the physically relevant matrix element
||〈φF |ϕI〉|| = ||〈φ0S |U0|ϕ0A〉|| =
||e−ıλ0+t〈φ0+|ϕ0+〉 − e−λ
0
−t〈φ0−|ϕ0−〉||
2
=
||e−ıω0t − 1||
2
, (3.12)
indicating the complete transition between these general orthogonal states cannot occur
in a period of time smaller than τ = πω0 . This optimal transition time depends on the
energy gap between the initial and final states. Considering this gap to be fixed, one state
cannot be transformed into an orthogonal one in a time smaller than a fixed value τ when
one works within a purely Hermitian framework. As we have seen, non-Hermitian systems
can be treated as Hermitian models as long as a different metric defining the Hilbert space
is used. This tells us that, if the energies are real, in a purely non-Hermitian framework
the passage time also has a lower bound. However, as we shall explain later, according
to the findings of [23], a hybrid framework could allow one to violate this speed limit
in transition time. Bender, Brody, Jones and Meister extended the existing approach to
the quantum brachistochrone problem and demonstrated the existence of a faster evo-
lution if one does not insist in working only with Hermitian Hamiltonians but replaces
the Hermiticity condition by the requirement that the system should be invariant under
PT -symmetry. Another interesting consideration which emerges is the possibility of this
phenomenon to occur also when the energies are not real, with PT -symmetry definitely
broken. This question was answered by us in [1] and will be more explored in a future
section.
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3.3 Fast transitions with PT -symmetric non-Hermitian Hamil-
tonians
To proceed note that the Hermiticity in (3.4), however, will only be present if λ0, R, θ, ξ ∈
R, as assumed so far. It is enough to complexify θ in order to work with a non-Hermitian
Hamiltonian. Before doing so, it should be mentioned that (3.4) can be re-parametrized
with
λ0 =
s+ u
2
, R = r
√
1 +
(
s− u
2r
)2
, θ = arctan
(
2r
s− u
)
, (3.13)
giving the form of Hamiltonian studied in [23, 1]
H0 =

 s re−ıξ
reıξ u

 . (3.14)
A convenient transformation to make (3.4) non-Hermitian consists of
λ0 = r cos γ, R =
√
ρ2 − r2 sin2 γ, θ = π
2
− ı η, ξ = 0, (3.15)
with sinh η = rR sin γ and cosh η =
ρ
R . As a consequence the Hamiltonian takes the form
HN =

 reıγ ρ
ρ re−ıγ

 , (3.16)
clearly not Hermitian. This, nonetheless, represents a large class of PT -symmetric systems
in two dimensions, where T is as usual accomplished by a complex conjugation operation
and the parity transformation can be represented, for example, by P = σ1 as it intertwines
the states |+〉 and |−〉 in (3.9) into each other.
Introducing a new parameter δ by r sin γ = ρ sin δ, characteristic values and vectors,
HN |ϕN± 〉 = λN± |ϕN± 〉, 〈φN± |HN = λN± 〈φN± |, (3.17)
take a simpler form, with real eigenvalues λN± = r cos γ ± ρ cos δ, real transition frequency
ωN ≡ 2ρ cos δ and right- and left-eigenvectors
|ϕN± 〉 =
1√
2 cos δ

 ±e±ı δ2
e∓ı
δ
2

 , 〈φN± | = 1√
2 cos δ
(
±e±ı δ2 , e∓ı δ2
)
, (3.18)
satisfying
PT |ϕN+ 〉 = |ϕN+ 〉 and PT
(
ı|ϕN− 〉
)
=
(
ı|ϕN− 〉
)
. (3.19)
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As expected from the reality of the eigenvalues λ±, the eigenstates are in the unbroken
phase of PT . A two-dimensional representation of PT would involve the flipping pair
|ϕN+ 〉+|ϕN− 〉√
2
and
|ϕN+ 〉−|ϕN− 〉√
2
but these states are not eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian HN . On
the other hand, if ρ < r sin γ then we would have complex eigenvalues and PT -symmetry
would be broken as δ becomes complex.
It becomes evident that 〈φN± | 6= |ϕN± 〉† and the metric with respect to which HN can
be regarded as Hermitian is calculated to be
ρN = |φN+ 〉〈φN+ |+ |φN− 〉〈φN− | =
1
cos δ

 1 −ı sin δ
ı sin δ 1

 = ρ†N , (3.20)
with eigenvalues sec δ ± tan δ, to establish orthonormality,
〈ϕN± |ρN |ϕN± 〉 = 〈φN± |ρN |φN± 〉 = 1 and 〈ϕN± |ρN |ϕN∓ 〉 = 〈φN± |ρN |φN∓ 〉 = 0, (3.21)
as well as the associated Dyson map
ηN =
1√
cos δ

 − sin ( δ2) ı cos ( δ2)
−ı cos ( δ2) − sin ( δ2)

 . (3.22)
This is useful to determine the Hermitian counterpart using (2.88),
hN = r cos γ1− ρ cos δσ1 =

 r cos γ −ρ cos δ
−ρ cos δ r cos γ

 , (3.23)
naturally with the same eigenvalues λN± and right- and left-eigenvectors related simply by
a Hermitian conjugation,
|ψN± 〉 =
ı√
2

 1
∓1

 = ηN |ϕN± 〉. (3.24)
which can be used to express the familiar orthogonal states |±〉 as
|±〉 = |ψ
N− 〉 ± |ψN+ 〉
ı
√
2
. (3.25)
When not acting on eigenstates with the operator e−ıhN t or e−ıHN t one has to turn
the infinite sum of operators into a matrix multiplication. For this one can express hN or
HN in terms of Pauli matrices, the operation with e
−ıhN t or e−ıHN t on a state reduces to
a simple matrix multiplication by using the identity
eϕµ·σ = cosϕ1+ ı sinϕµ · σ. (3.26)
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The non-Hermitian evolution operator and its Hermitian counterpart are given by
UN = e
−ıHN t =
e−ır cos γt
cos δ

 cos (δ − ωN t2 ) −ı sin (ωN t2 )
−ı sin (ωN t2 ) cos (δ + ωN t2 )

 , (3.27)
uN = e
−ıhN t = e−ır cos γt

 cos (ωN t2 ) ı sin (ωN t2 )
ı sin
(
ωN t
2
)
cos
(
ωN t
2
)

 . (3.28)
Using as initial and final states |ψNI/F 〉 = |±〉, corresponding to the bi-orthogonal
states
〈φNI | = 〈ψNI |ηN =
1
cos δ

 − sin ( δ2)
ı cos
(
δ
2
)


T
, (3.29)
|ϕNI 〉 = η−1N |ψNI 〉 =
1
cos δ

 sin ( δ2)
−ı cos ( δ2)

 , (3.30)
〈φNF | = 〈ψNF |ηN =
1
cos δ

 −ı cos ( δ2)
− sin ( δ2)


T
, (3.31)
|ϕNF 〉 = η−1N |ψNF 〉 =
1
cos δ

 ı cos ( δ2)
sin
(
δ
2
)

 , (3.32)
the standard transition probability between initial and final states is
||〈ψNF |uN |ψNI 〉||2
||〈ψNF |ψNF 〉|| ||〈ψNI |ψNI 〉||
=
||〈φNF |UN |ϕNI 〉||2
||〈φNF |φNF 〉|| ||〈ϕNI |ϕNI 〉||
= (3.33)
=
||〈ϕNF |ρNUN |ϕNI 〉||2
||〈ϕNF |ρN |ϕNF 〉|| ||〈ϕNI |ρN |ϕNI 〉||
= (3.34)
=
||〈φNF |UNρN |φNI 〉||2
||〈φNF |ρN |φNF 〉|| ||〈φNI |ρN |φNI 〉||
= (3.35)
= sin2
(
ωN t
2
)
, (3.36)
providing one with the same shortest passage time, τ = πωN , as long as the energy sep-
aration is kept the same ωN = ω0. As a consequence the energy uncertainty relation is
preserved both in the Hermitian and non-Hermitian framework. The Hermitian evolution
can be used to connect different sorts of states, such as in
||〈ψNF |uN |ϕNI 〉||2
||〈ψNF |ψNF 〉|| ||〈ϕNI |ϕNI 〉||
= cos2
(
δ − ωN t
2
)
, (3.37)
||〈φNF |uN |ψNI 〉||2
||〈φNF |φNF 〉|| ||〈ψNI |ψNI 〉||
= cos2
(
δ + ωN t
2
)
, (3.38)
||〈φNF |uN |ϕNI 〉||2
||〈φNF |φNF 〉|| ||〈ϕNI |ϕNI 〉||
= sin2
(
ωN t
2
)
, (3.39)
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so that the transition between bi-orthogonal states under a Hermitian evolution (3.39)
provides again the same fixed passage time. The time it takes for the other transitions to
occur has a different value and this may be attributed to the fact that those initial and final
states are not orthogonal with respect to either of the metrics. More interesting, as shown
below, is to calculate transition probabilities between mixed states under a non-Hermitian
evolution, with the appropriate metric:
||〈ψNF |ρNUN |ϕNI 〉||2
||〈ψNF |ρN |ψNF 〉|| ||〈ϕNI |ρN |ϕNI 〉||
= cos2
(
δ + ωN t
2
)
, (3.40)
||〈ψNI |ρNUN |ϕNF 〉||2
||〈ψNI |ρN |ψNI 〉|| ||〈ϕNF |ρN |ϕNF 〉||
= cos2
(
δ − ωN t
2
)
, (3.41)
||〈ψNF |ρNUN |ψNI 〉||2
||〈ψNF |ρN |ψNF 〉|| ||〈ψNI |ρN |ψNI 〉||
= sin2
(
δ +
ωN t
2
)
. (3.42)
This shows that, according to (3.42), using the non-orthogonality of |+〉 and |−〉 with
respect to ρN ,
〈−|ρN |+〉 = ı tan δ, (3.43)
an initial state |ψNI 〉 can be transformed into its orthogonal (in the Hermitian sense) state
|ψNF 〉 in a variable passage time if the system is under the action of a non-Hermitian
Hamiltonian. The tunable transition time,
τN =
π
ωN
− 2δ
ωN
, (3.44)
can be made arbitrarily small by suitable choices of δ, differently from what happened for
the Hermitian evolution. Note that in the limiting case δ → π2 the travel time becomes
negligible in principle. In this situation the initial and final states, (3.30) and (3.32),
become almost coincident, but not parallel with respect to the appropriate metric (3.20).
This interesting phenomenon of fast transition could well be, and it was in [23], conjectured
to be a consequence of the PT -symmetry present in the model, in a similar fashion as it
can be used to prove the reality of some non-Hermitian Hamiltonians. Nonetheless, our
results in [1] demonstrate similar effects take place also when the evolution is governed
by non-Hermitian Hamiltonians with complex eigenvalues, meaning the phenomenon is in
principle also observed when PT -symmetry cannot be present.
3.4 Dissipative evolution
For that purpose we modify the Hamiltonian in a way to make it genuinely dissipative.
In order to achieve this we must break the PT -symmetry not only for the wavefunction
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but also for the Hamiltonian. As discussed in section 2.1, such type of Hamiltonians result
for instances as effective Hamiltonians say as a result of the coupling two non-degenerate
states to some open channel [34, 33]
HD =

 E + ǫ 0
0 E − ǫ

− ı

 reıγ ρ
ρ re−ıγ

 , (3.45)
with E, ǫ, r, ρ, γ ∈ R but not providing here any concrete meaning for the parameters as we
would like to keep our treatment as generic as possible. Note that this Hamiltonian does
not simply correspond to going to the regime of broken PT -symmetry for the Hamiltonian
(3.16) of the previous section. Instead HD reduces to HN in the simultaneous limit E, ǫ→
0 and r, ρ→ ı and its eigenvalues are complex, λD± = E−ır cos γ±
√
(ǫ+ r sin γ)2 − ρ2, but
the energy gap, ωD ≡ λD+ − λD− = 2
√
(ǫ+ r sin γ)2 − ρ2 might be either real or imaginary
depending on the sign of the radicand. If
(ǫ+ r sin γ)2 > ρ2, (3.46)
then
ωD = 2
√
(ǫ+ r sin γ)2 − ρ2 = ωR ∈ R, (3.47)
and we can introduce for convenience the parameter δR as sin δR =
ρ
ǫ+r sin γ . Contrarily, if
(ǫ+ r sin γ)2 < ρ2, (3.48)
then
ωD = 2
√
(ǫ+ r sin γ)2 − ρ2 = 2ı
√
ρ2 − (ǫ+ r sin γ)2 = ı ωC ∈ ı R (3.49)
and we can introduce the parameter δC as sin δC =
ǫ+r sin γ
ρ . Note that this Hamilto-
nian does not simply correspond to going to the domain of broken PT -symmetry for the
Hamiltonian of the previous section. We separate our following analysis in these two
complementary regimes.
The left- and right-eigenvectors of HD = HR/C can be better expressed in the form
〈φR+|T = |ϕR+〉 =
1√
cos δR

 cos
(
δR
2
)
−ı sin
(
δR
2
)

 , (3.50)
〈φR−|T = |ϕR−〉 =
1√
cos δR

 sin
(
δR
2
)
−ı cos
(
δR
2
)

 , (3.51)
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for real transition frequencies, whereas for imaginary ones we have
〈φC±|T = |ϕC±〉 =
1√
2 cos δR

 e∓ı δC2
∓e±ı δC2

 (3.52)
From the considerations in the previous section it is clear that the Dyson operator is vi-
tal for the computations of the matrix elements occurring in the quantum brachistochrone
problem, especially when one wishes to evolve eigenstates of a Hermitian Hamiltonian
with a time-evolution operator associated with a non-Hermitian system. However, since
for the case at hand the Hamiltonian HD is now genuinely complex there cannot exist any
similarity transformation, which relates it to a Hermitian Hamiltonian. Nonetheless, we
can use the other property of ρ, namely that it can be utilized to introduce a physically
well-defined inner product. This means we can seek a transformation such that each set
of eigenstates (3.50) and (3.52) become orthonormal with regard to this product. The
metrics of our interest can be determined to be
ρR/C = |φR/C+ 〉〈φR/C+ |+ |φR/C− 〉〈φR/C− | =
1
cos δR/C

 1 −ı sin δR/C
sin δR/C 1

 , (3.53)
with pseudo/quasi-orthonormality conditions becoming
〈ϕR/C± |ρR/C |ϕR/C± 〉 = 1 and 〈ϕR/C± |ρR/C |ϕR/C∓ 〉 = 0. (3.54)
The Dyson operator
ηR/C =
1√
cos δR/C

 1 −ı sin δR/C
sin δR/C 1

 , (3.55)
furnishes us with the two isospectral counterparts, associated to the different regimes
(R/C) of (3.45),
hR = ηR HD η
−1
R =

 E − ı cos γ − ωR2 0
0 E − ı cos γ + ωR2

 , (3.56)
hC = ηC HD η
−1
C =

 E − ı cos γ ωC2
ωC
2 E − ı cos γ

 . (3.57)
Interestingly, although ηR/C cannot be used to construct Hermitian partners because
the similarity transformation must preserve the complex eigenvalues, ηR happens to diag-
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onalize the original operator. The eigenvectors of hR and hC are trivial to determine:
|ψR+〉 =

 1
0

 , |ψR−〉 =

 0
1

 ,
|ψC+〉 = 1√2

 −1
1

 , |ψC−〉 = 1√2

 1
1

 ,
(3.58)
from which we observe that, despite the fact that h†R/C 6= hR/C these matrices are still
symmetric in the sense that hTR/C = hR/C , so that having real eigenvectors the latter form
orthogonal bases: 〈ψR/C± |ψR/C± 〉 = 1 and 〈ψR/C± |ψR/C∓ 〉 = 0.
It can also be noticed that the up and down states |±〉 are stationary with respect to
the evolution generated by hR. Thus we consider as initial and final states the orthonormal
combinations
|ψR/CI/F 〉 =
|ψR/C− 〉 ± |ψR/C+ 〉√
2
= |ψC/R± 〉, (3.59)
and the corresponding transformed states can be calculated with the help of (2.92). In
order to calculate the transition probabilities we are interested in, we write
uR = e
−Γ
2
te−ıEt

 e ıωRt2 0
0 e−
ıωRt
2

 , (3.60)
uC = e
−Γ
2
te−ıEt

 cosh (ωCt2 ) sinh (ωCt2 )
sinh
(
ωCt
2
)
cosh
(
ωCt
2
)

 , (3.61)
with Γ = 2r cos γ and UR/C = η
−1
R/C uR/C ηR/C . Some of the possible elements calculated
for the evolution under the action of uR are
||〈ψRF |uR|ψRI 〉||2
||〈ψRF |ψRF 〉|| ||〈ψRI |ψRI 〉||
= e−Γt sin2
(
ωRt
2
)
(3.62)
||〈ψRF |uR|ϕRI 〉||2
||〈ψRF |ψRF 〉|| ||〈ϕRI |ϕRI 〉||
= e−Γt cos2
(
δR + ωRt
2
)
, (3.63)
||〈φRF |uR|ψRI 〉||2
||〈φRF |φRF 〉|| ||〈ψRI |ψRI 〉||
= e−Γt cos2
(
δR − ωRt
2
)
, (3.64)
||〈φRF |uR|ϕRI 〉||2
||〈φRF |φRF 〉|| ||〈ϕRI |ϕRI 〉||
= e−Γt sin2
(
ωRt
2
)
, (3.65)
showing us again that the transition between orthogonal (or bi-orthogonal) states always
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takes the same amount of time whereas the evolution according to UR,
||〈ϕRF |ρRUR|ϕRI 〉||2
||〈ϕRF |ρR|ϕRF 〉|| ||〈ϕRI |ρR|ϕRI 〉||
= e−Γt sin2
(
ωRt
2
)
, (3.66)
||〈ψRF |ρRUR|ϕRI 〉||2
||〈ψRF |ρR|ψRF 〉|| ||〈ϕRI |ρR|ϕRI 〉||
= e−Γt cos2
(
δR − ωRt
2
)
, (3.67)
||〈ψRI |ρRUR|ϕRF 〉||2
||〈ψRI |ρR|ψRI 〉|| ||〈ϕRF |ρR|ϕRF 〉||
= e−Γt cos2
(
δR + ωRt
2
)
, (3.68)
||〈ψRF |ρRUR|ψRI 〉||2
||〈ψRF |ρR|ψRF 〉|| ||〈ψRI |ρR|ψRI 〉||
= e−Γt sin2
(
δR − ωRt
2
)
(3.69)
indicates the time consumed to transform |ψRI 〉 into its orthogonal state |ψRF 〉 may be
varied as δR changes, in an analogous fashion to (3.44),
τR =
π
ωR
+
2δR
ωR
, (3.70)
For the complex transition frequency we computed
||〈ψCF |uC |ψCI 〉||2
||〈ψCF |ψCF 〉|| ||〈ψCI |ψCI 〉||
= e−Γt sinh2
(
ωCt
2
)
(3.71)
||〈ψCF |uC |ϕCI 〉||2
||〈ψCF |ψCF 〉|| ||〈ϕCI |ϕRI 〉||
= e−Γt
1
2
(
cosh
(
ωCt
2
)
+ cos δC
)
, (3.72)
||〈φCF |uC |ψCI 〉||2
||〈φCF |φCF 〉|| ||〈ψCI |ψCI 〉||
= e−Γt
1
2
(
cosh
(
ωCt
2
)
+ cos δC
)
, (3.73)
||〈φCF |uC |ϕCI 〉||2
||〈φCF |φCF 〉|| ||〈ϕCI |ϕCI 〉||
= e−Γt sinh2
(
ωCt
2
)
, (3.74)
as well as
||〈ϕCF |ρCUC |ϕCI 〉||2
||〈ϕCF |ρC |ϕCF 〉|| ||〈ϕCI |ρC |ϕCI 〉||
= e−Γt sinh2
(
ωCt
2
)
, (3.75)
||〈ψCF |ρCUC |ϕCI 〉||2
||〈ψCF |ρC |ψCF 〉|| ||〈ϕCI |ρC |ϕCI 〉||
= e−Γt
1
2
(
cosh
(
ωCt
2
)
+ cos δC
)
, (3.76)
||〈ψCI |ρCUC |ϕCF 〉||2
||〈ψCI |ρC |ψCI 〉|| ||〈ϕCF |ρC |ϕCF 〉||
= e−Γt
1
2
(
cosh
(
ωCt
2
)
+ cos δC
)
, (3.77)
||〈ψCF |ρCUC |ψCI 〉||2
||〈ψCF |ρC |ψCF 〉|| ||〈ψCI |ρC |ψCI 〉||
= e−Γt
1
2
(
cosh
(
ωCt
2
)
− cos(2δC)
)
. (3.78)
Similar conclusions can be drawn, as depicted in the figures 3.1, where it has been
depicted the behaviour of the two quantities contained in (3.78), namely
PIF = e
−Γt 1
2
(
cosh
(
ωCt
2
)
− cos(2δC)
)
, (3.79)
and
P0IF =
1
2
(
cosh
(
ωCt
2
)
− cos(2δC)
)
. (3.80)
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Whereas the expression (3.79) has a nontrivial time-dependence, so that the determination
of the passage time requires the solution of a transcendental equation, one can obtain from
(3.80) that
τC =
1
ωC
arccosh (2P0IF + cos(2δC)) , (3.81)
with the possibility of controlling the minimum time interval by varying δC . Instead of
solving the transcendental equations associated to (3.79) we can verify graphically, in
Figure 3.1, that the time it takes to go from one state to another is tunable even in the
presence of dissipation. For a fixed amplitude of the transition frequency and certain
values of r and γ it can be noticed that changing the separation ǫ of levels before the
dissipative coupling in (3.45) one can see that this variation will crucially affect the time
it takes for a desired transition to be complete.
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Figure 3.1: Behaviour, as a function of time, of two natural quantities appearing in
||〈ψCF |ρCUC |ψCI 〉||2 for the specific values ωC = 1, r = 1, γ = π8 and various values of
ǫ. Disregarding the dissipative decay the transition P0IF = 1 can be accomplished in a
variable interval.
Therefore, by not insisting on the PT -symmetry of the Hamiltonian by allowing it to
be completely broken as we consider an effective Hamiltonian with complex characteristic
energies and dissipative behaviour, we found that the same intriguing feature as observed
in [23]. The observations that a quantum brachistochrone evolution may occur when
one projects between orthonormal states, which are not eigenstates of the non-Hermitian
Hamiltonian associated to the time evolution operator, irrespective of whether this Hamil-
tonian is PT -symmetric or not. Clearly, it would be desired to have a more formal and
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generic proof for these phenomena, rather than case-by-case studies but the latter are
enough to make such claims.
In [116] the result of Bender et al has been challenged. However, the author has just
missed this point and only argued on the two equivalent formulations of equation (3.33),
which evidently always yields the same fixed passage time (3.44). Similar considerations
are made in [117], where the author uses interesting geometrical arguments but does not
address the crucial equation (3.42) and therefore reaches the wrong conclusion.
3.5 Geometry of the state space for the quantum brachis-
tochrone
From Schro¨dinger equation (2.124) one can write
||〈φ(t)|ϕ(t+ dt)〉||2 = 1−∆E2 dt2 , (3.82)
where
∆E2 ≡ 〈φ(t)|H2|ϕ(t)〉 − 〈φ(t)|H|ϕ(t)〉2 , (3.83)
so that the energy uncertainty ∆E provides a measure of the speed of transition between
states, separated by ds = ∆E dt, reinforcing the need to keep the energy gap between
states fixed. In the case of a Hermitian Hamiltonian 〈φ(t)| = |ϕ(t)〉† the expression
above is known as the Anandan-Aharonov relation [118]. For pseudo- and quasi-Hermitian
Hamiltonians 〈φ(t)| 6= |ϕ(t)〉†, but the resultant value of ∆E will remain the same, as
a consequence of the equivalence between purely Hermitian and purely pseudo/quasi-
Hermitian systems. This is precisely the result obtained by Mostafazadeh in [117, 119].
There he uses the notion of projective Hilbert space, a space of all the rays representing
quantum states and endowed with a geometric structure, to calculate the distance element
ds2 in terms of the projection operator,
Λρ =
|ϕ〉〈φ|
〈φ|ϕ〉 , (3.84)
as
ds2ρ =
1
2
tr (dΛρ dΛρ) =
〈φ|ϕ〉〈dφ|dϕ〉 − ||〈φ|dϕ〉||2
||〈φ|ϕ〉||2 . (3.85)
expression which is usually associated with Fubini-Study metric.
Using the equations of motion satisfied by the states |ϕ(t)〉 and 〈φ(t)| in (2.124) and
(2.125), one may describe the vector n(t) = (n1(t), n2(t), n3(t)), with ni(t) = 〈φ(t)|σi|ϕ(t)〉,
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according to
d
dt
n(t) = 2Ω× n(t), (3.86)
which implies that the behaviour of the 2-level state can be made equivalent to the motion
of a vector on a Bloch sphere described by Ω 5. For the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian (3.16)
we have Ω · Ω = ρ2 cos δ after making use of the change of parameters introduced around
(3.15), but Nesterov showed that for some particular form of non-Hermitian Hamiltonians
with real eigenvalues the form of this quantity Ω·Ω specifies a one-sheeted two dimensional
hyperboloid rather than a Bloch sphere. This difference could explain geometrically the
possibility of achieving faster evolution than in Hermitian quantum mechanics [120].
3.6 Interpretation of the physical setup
As a Gedankenexperiment proposed in [23] the initial state could be prepared in a Stern-
Gerlach filter and, after the non-Hermitian evolution, a second Stern-Gerlach apparatus
could confirm the desired state, i.e., the direction of the spin with respect to σ3 in the
usual Hilbert space. However, in Hρ this projection observable is described by
Σ
N(R/C)
3 = η
−1
N(R/C) σ3 ηN(R/C) =
1
cos δ(R/C)

 −1 ı sin δ(R/C)
ı sin δ(R/C) 1

 , (3.87)
with eigenvectors
(
sin
(
δ(R/C)
2
)
,−ı cos
(
δ(R/C)
2
))
and
(
ı cos
(
δ(R/C)
2
)
, sin
(
δ(R/C)
2
))
asso-
ciated to the measurements ±1. Therefore, the quasi-pseudo -up and -down states are
only orthogonal in the regular sense when precisely the tuning parameter vanish. This
demonstrates in a very clear way that although the faster evolution must be driven by
an intermediate non-Hermitian Hamiltonian the measurement must be made in the usual
Hermitian framework so that the direct comparison makes sense.
Because in this scenario the governing Hamiltonian changes from a Hermitian to a non-
Hermitian one, the Hamiltonian becomes explicitly time dependent. This means we have
to describe that setting by using H(t) = h0 , with h
†
0 = h0, for |t| > T , and H(t) = h0+gh1,
with h†1 6= h0, for t < |T |, considering the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian acts between the
instants −T and T :
H(t) = h0 + g h1 θ(T − |t|), (3.88)
5The Bloch sphere is a two-dimensional geometric representation of a state in a two-level quantum
system.
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with θ(x) denoting the Heaviside step-function.
Albeit a time-dependent problem, a time-independent metric is enough for our analy-
sis. A standard example of H(t) is for instance the Stark-LoSurdo Hamiltonian describing
an atom in an external electric field. In [55, 106] the situation where also the unperturbed
system was taken to be non-Hermitian. Concerning the fact that as soon as the non-
Hermitian Hamiltonian comes into play the operator with respect to which the orthogonal
states had been orthogonal loses its status as a physical observable, we note that no mea-
sure is to be made under the effect of the non-Hermitian evolution. Instead, measurements
would be made when the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian is turned off.
Interpreting the specific brachistochrone setup as a subsystem of a larger Hermitian
system, the authors in [121] confirmed the compatibility of a fast evolution with geomet-
ric analysis. However, since in the generalization of the measurement process proposed
by them observables are defined as a whole conjugacy class of Hermitian operators, the
state obtained after the measurement of an eigenvalue could not be determined because
eigenstates would not coincide despite being associated to operators in the same similarity
class [123]. More recently, Gu¨nther and Samsonov [124] used ideas from positive operator-
valued measures (POVM). e.g. [122], to provide a new possibility to achieve this process
in a laboratory. They use the fact that left- and right-eigenvectors of non-Hermitian op-
erators (〈φn| and |ϕn〉) are not simply related by a Hermitian conjugation operation to
construct from all states |φn〉 and |ϕn〉 an over-complete orthogonal basis whose dimen-
sion doubles. The coincidence problem mentioned in the end of section 3.3 is completely
avoided by such an approach. Moreover, their study confirms the need of a Hermitian
framework surrounding the non-Hermitian evolution.
It could be that the switching between Hilbert spaces could not be achieved instanta-
neously and the possibilities here presented would be violated, but problems which make
us ask more fundamental questions, like the mixing of Hilbert spaces, are definitely inter-
esting and deserve attention. In this sense, the quantum brachistochrone provides a very
convenient framework for these investigations due to the simplicity of the Hilbert space.
Non-Hermitian problems in infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces will be discussed in the
sequence but before doing so we introduce a few important concepts which will permeate
our analysis or at least serve as driving interest, namely solvability and integrability.
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4 Symmetries, Integrability
and Solvability
4.1 The importance of symmetries in Physics
We have seen in the previous chapters the useful consequences of anti-unitary transfor-
mations in fundamental description of nature, with PT -symmetry as a notable example.
A great deal of problems studied in undergraduate books present some sort of symmetry
which allows for a complete solution. It is well known that a three-body problem in general
has no exact solution but symmetries play a crucial role when the degrees of freedom in
a problem increase in a sense that they might be the reason why some special cases are
exactly solved. The Kepler problem of motion under central forces, the harmonic oscillator
in any finite dimension or Lagrange and Euler tops are examples commonly examined in
classical mechanics, e.g. [125].
Symmetries in general have the ability to greatly simplify physical problems and there-
fore deserve a special place in theoretical physics due to the fact that they are intimately
related to conservation laws. This is essentially the content of Noether’s theorem stating
that whenever we find a continuous symmetry of the action I describing the problem in
terms of the Lagrangean function L, then there must exist an associated conserved charge.
This can be seen by applying Hamilton’s least action variational principle and obtaining
the corresponding equations of motion
I =
∫
dt L ({qi, q˙i} ; t) =⇒ d
dt
∂L
∂q˙i
− ∂L
∂qi
= 0 , i = 1, .., n, (4.1)
so that whenever the system does not depend on qj and therefore
∂L
∂qi
= 0 a conserved
quantity is found to be ∂L∂q˙j . Energy, momentum and angular momentum are crucial phys-
ical quantities whose conservation can be measured experimentally and which are closely
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related to symmetries, namely the invariance under the flow of time, space translation and
rotation, respectively.
Because Noether’s theorem is formulated in terms of actions it requires the existence
of a Lagrangian framework underlying the system so that it does not apply to dissipative
systems. For such situations, the occurrence of differentiable symmetries is not a guarantee
that conserved quantities can be associated to the problem. The conservation laws have
a crucial property of restricting the phase space of a problem, facilitating its solution by
reducing the number of degrees of freedom. However there are situations in field theory
for which an infinite number of conserved quantities might be found even if no Lagrangian
symmetry associated to it. In such cases, one talks about hidden symmetries and the
latter can be described in terms of Lie algebraic structures.
A bit less studied than classical particle systems, nonlinear equations such as Korteweg
- de Vries [29], Boussinesq [126], nonlinear Schro¨dinger [127], sine-Gordon and Toda the-
ories, e.g. [128], have also been completely integrated due to the existence of symmetries.
Likewise, in quantum mechanics a considerably small class of problems can have their com-
plete spectral properties determined, with known wavefunctions and eigenvalues, such as
the Hydrogen atom or the harmonic oscillator. There are even situations where only part
of the spectrum can be calculated exactly, which is already some nontrivial achievement.
Symmetries are useful in physical sciences to describe crystal structures or to classify
fundamental particles since with the determination of the symmetry properties of a system
many of its features may be extracted. A very important theorem, due to Coleman and
Mandula [129], states that the only conserved quantities in a physical theory must be in-
variant under Lorentz transformations, i.e. those space-time transformations relating the
coordinates of objects in different reference frames according to Special Relativity. As a
consequence, as long as some requirements are fulfilled, realistic theories can only involve
symmetries which do not mix internal symmetry groups, like spin, with Poincare´ group
symmetries, which are composed of translations, rotations and Lorentz transformations.
The Coleman-Mandula theorem therefore correspond to important restrictions in nature.
A surprising combination of space-time with internal symmetries can be achieved by super-
symmetry, e.g. [130], where symmetries are not only formulated in terms of commutation
relations but also with anti-commutation relations.
One of their interesting properties is that if you apply successive symmetries to an
object the composed action will still be a symmetry, allowing them to considered to form
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a group, as will be discussed as follows. Actually, the branch of science responsible for
providing a general fabric to study symmetries is known as group theory.
4.1.1 Lie groups and Lie algebras
Groups constitutes an important concept to understand mathematical structures in a
system. A group G is formed by group elements gi together with a composition law ◦
describing how these elements combine and satisfy a few defining properties [131]:
• Closure: g1, g2 ∈ G =⇒ g1 ◦ g2 ∈ G.
• Associativity: g1 ◦ (g2 ◦ g3) = (g1 ◦ g2) ◦ g3.
• Identity element: ∃ 1 | gi ◦ 1 = 1 ◦ gi = gi, ∀ gi ∈ G.
• Inverse element: ∃ g−1i | gi ◦ g−1i = g−1i ◦ gi = 1, ∀ gi ∈ G.
Groups may be identified as either finite or infinite. The former, as the name indicates,
are composed of a finite number of elements, such as the cyclic group, whose elements Z
satisfy Zn = 1, and the symmetric group of permutations of a finite set of elements.
On the other hand, the latter have infinitely many members and some of which might
also be continuous, for instance rotations, parameterized by a set of continuous variables
{xi}. However, not all of them are continuous, like integers or rationals under addition.
In the case of continuous infinite groups, if the functions describing combinations of the
group elements are analytic one has a Lie group. Each point of such groups might be
approximated locally by an Euclidean plane tangent to it, so that each point can be
characterized by a combination of tangent fields,
A(x) =
∑
i
Ai(x)
∂
∂xi
. (4.2)
A composition of two such elements gives
A(x) ◦B(x) =
∑
i,j
(
Ai(x)Bj(x)
∂2
∂xi∂xi
+Bj(x)
∂Ai(x)
∂xj
∂
∂xi
)
, (4.3)
in a way that
A(x) ◦B(x)−B(x) ◦A(x) =
∑
i,j
(
Bj(x)
∂Ai(x)
∂xj
−Aj(x)∂Bi(x)
∂xj
)
∂
∂xi
, (4.4)
has the same form as (4.2), being closed under commutation operation,
C(x) ≡ [A(x), B(x)] =
∑
i
Ci(x)
∂
∂xi
. (4.5)
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For this reason it is said that Lie brackets, defined by [X,Y ] = X ◦ Y − Y ◦X, are
the most important operations defined on vector fields (4.2). An algebra G with the anti-
symmetric composition defined by commutation relations, called a Lie algebra, e.g. [132],
satisfies
• Bilinearity: [xX, yY + zZ] = xy[X,Y ] + xz[X,Z],
• Anti-symmetry: [X,Y ] = −[Y, Z],
• Jacobi’s identity: [X, [Y,Z]] + [Z, [X,Y ]] + [Y, [Z,X]] = 0,
for any vector fields X,Y, Z ∈ G and constants x, y, z.
We say two algebras are isomorphic, denoted by H ≃ G, if they satisfy the same
commutation relations. Using the exponential map we can associate group elements to
the generators of the algebra,
g = eG = eıG¯ , (4.6)
so there will be a number equal to dimG, the dimension of the vector space associated to
G, of generators Ta for the algebra satisfying
[Ta, Tb] = f
c
abTc, (4.7)
with a, b, c = 1, ...,dimG for some values f cab denoted structure constants which characterize
completely the algebra and the local action of the associated group. If the corresponding
vector space is of infinite dimension one has an infinite dimensional algebra, with an infinite
number of generators, such as Kac-Moody algebras or Virasoro algebras, e.g. [133]
However, there are in principle different ways to reproduce the commutation relations
(4.7) with the use of non-commuting operators, such as matrices or differential operators
for example. Each of these sets of elements which reproduce the commutation relations of
the algebra constitute a representation of it, so that the representation of the generators
in general is not unique. Denoting d(g) a matrix with entries dcb(g) representing the
element g ∈ G, the adjoint representation is given by g Ta g−1 = dba(g)Tb and has some
interesting properties, such as d(g1 ◦ g2) = d(g1)d(g2) and dcb(Ta) = f cab. It also allows for
the construction of the Killingform of an algebra,
κab = tr (d(Ta)d(Tb)) . (4.8)
An algebras is considered to be simple if it has no invariant abelian subalgebras. If the
algebra is semi-simple, or in other words if it is a direct sum of commuting simple algebras,
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then the Killing form will be positive definite if the algebra is compact [134, 135]. Compact
algebras, differently from noncompact ones, admit finite dimensional representations.
4.1.2 Representation theory of semi-simple Lie algebras
Given a semi-simple Lie algebra G, we call a Cartan subalgebra any maximal subalgebra
composed of commuting generators Hi with i = 1, ..., r ≡ rankG. Then, the complement
of this subalgebra is formed by step operators Eα, diagonalizing the Cartan subalgebra
generators,
[Hi,Hj ] = 0 , [Hi, Eα] = αiEα , with i = 1, ..., r. (4.9)
in the Cartan-Weyl representation. The eigenvalues αi are components of the so called
roots α and the vector space where they live can be divided into hyperplanes perpendicular
to them. The regions within hyperplanes are denoted Weyl chambers and the reflections
of the roots on these Weyl planes, known as Weyl reflections, form a closed group of
transformations. The Weyl reflection σb of a certain root αa with respect to the hyperplane
perpendicular to αb can be expressed as
6
σb (αa) = αa − 2αa · αb
αb · αb αb. (4.10)
Note that the dimension of the vector space associated to the σa does not have to
equal the rank of the algebra. Also the choice in representing the αb will determine the
representation of the algebra itself so that roots are key ingredients in the construction
of algebraic representations. Apart from the dimension of the representation, all the
information contained in the roots turns out to be encoded in a very simple way by
Cartan matrices K with entries
Kab =
2αa · αb
α2b
, (4.11)
so that they can be used to characterize a particular algebra. The eigenstates of Hi are
denoted by |µ〉 and are associated to eigenvalues µi are components of vectors µ called
weights, satisfying
Hi|µ〉 = µi|µ〉 , 2αa · µb
α2a
= ∆ab ∈ Z. (4.12)
If ∆ab = δab, the Kronecker delta, the weights, denoted by λi are called fundamental
weights.
6Note that whereas indices i, j denote the components of a root, the indices a, b are used to distinguish
different roots.
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Algebraic structure of sl(2,C) = sl(2,R)⊕ su(2) ≃ su(1, 1)⊕ su(2)
The finite dimensional non-trivial simple Lie algebras can be classified according to
their Cartan matrices and therefore separated into four infinite families, An(n ≥ 1),
Bn(n ≥ 2), Cn(n ≥ 3) and Dn(n ≥ 4), plus the possible algebras E6, E7, E8, F4, G2.
The former four correspond to groups with a classical matrix interpretation, namely the
general linear, the unitary, the orthogonal and the symplectic groups:
General Linear Group, GL(n) : group of n×n invertible matrices g, i.e. with detg 6= 0;
Unitary Group U(n) : group of n× n invertible matrices U , i.e. U † U = 1;
Orthogonal Group O(n) : group of n× n orthogonal matrices O, i.e. OT O = 1;
Symplectic Group Sp (2n) : group of 2n× 2n symplectic matrices S, i.e. ST Ω S = Ω,
with ΩT = −Ω an anti-symmetric matrix;
and the associated special groups SL(n), SU(n) and SO(n) obtained by fixing the deter-
minants of the matrices to be unity. In this new notation one has An = SU(n+ 1), Bn =
SO(2n+ 1), Cn = Sp(n), Dn = SO(2n).
A clear example of such objects is found in the study of the group formed by two-
dimensional invertible matrices with real entries. Restricting to determinants equal to 1,
we have
SL(2,R) =



 a b
c d

 | a, b, c, d ∈ R | ad− bc = 1

 (4.13)
Because SL(2,R) is part of the special group, having unit determinant, the algebra
generators of this group must be traceless. A common basis to represent a general element
of the associated algebra sl(2,R) is given by
H =
1
2

 1 0
0 −1

 , E+ =

 0 1
0 0

 , E− =

 0 0
1 0

 , (4.14)
satisfying
[H,E±] = ±E± , [E+, E−] = 2H , with H† = H ,E†± = E∓ . (4.15)
If instead of real elements one works with matrices with complex entries, the group
SL(2,C) is somewhat similar and the same basis (4.14) can be used for the associated
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algebra, sl(2,C). Real combination Ri of (4.14) can be still be used as generators for
sl(2,R), for instance
R1 = H =
1
2
σ3 , R2,0 =
1
2
(E+ ± E−) = 1
2
eıπ
(1∓1)
2 σ1,2 , (4.16)
and Ki ≡ −ıRi so that different commutation relations satisfied are
[R1, R2] = R0, [R2, R0] = −R1, [R0, R1] = −R2,
[K1,K2] = −ıK0, [K2,K0] = ıK1, [K0,K1] = ıK2,
(4.17)
with
R†0 = −R0, R†1 = R1, R†2 = R2,
K†0 = K0, K
†
1 = −K1, K†2 = −K2.
(4.18)
Because there are three generators, we have a three-dimensional adjoint representation
of this algebra,
ad (Rk)ij = [Rk, Ri]Rj for i, j, k = 0, 1, 2, (4.19)
where [X,Y ]Z means the Z-component of the commutator [X,Y ]. The Killing form, in
(4.8), becomes κ = diag(2,−2, 2) so that sl(2,R) corresponds to a non-compact algebra,
as mentioned after the aforementioned equation, (4.8).
On the other hand, compact algebras appear when one takes complex combinations
Ci of (4.14), such as
C0 = ıH , C1,2 =
ı
2
e−ıπ
(1∓1)
2 (E+ ±E−) , Li ≡ −ıCi, (4.20)
so that
C0 =
ı
2σ3 , C1 =
ı
2σ1 , C2 =
ı
2σ2 ,
L0 =
1
2σ3 , L1 =
1
2σ1 , L2 =
1
2σ2 ,
(4.21)
satisfying
[C1, C2] = −C0, [C2, C0] = −C1, [C0, C1] = −C2,
[L1, L2] = ıL0, [L2, L0] = ıL1, [L0, L1] = ıL2,
(4.22)
together with
C†0 = −C0, C†1 = −C1, C†2 = −C2,
L†0 = L0, L
†
1 = L1, L
†
2 = L2.
(4.23)
Because the Killing form in this case is κ = diag(2, 2, 2) we conclude the algebra
sl(2,C) admits compact representations.
A well known compact algebra emerging from the study of two-dimensional matrices
is su(2). The elements of the group SU(2) are 2 × 2 unitary complex matrices with
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det = 1, so that according to (4.6) the generators of the associated algebra are traceless
and anti-Hermitian,
su(2) =
{
G | G ∈ sl(2,C) | G† = −G
}
. (4.24)
with G¯† = G¯. Consequently, remembering that the Pauli matrices are Hermitian we can
obtain an appropriate basis by taking Ci ( or Ji ) in (4.20) and
su(2) = span {ıσ1, ıσ2, ıσ3, } = span {ıσ2} ⊕ span {ıσ1, ıσ3, } . (4.25)
On the other hand, the group SU(1, 1) is composed of complex unitary matrices with
det = 1 in a Minkoswki space in the sense that instead of the identity operator 1 one uses
the sigma3-matrix,
eG
†
σ3 e
G = σ3 with σ3 =

 1 0
0 −1

 , (4.26)
so that the generators of the associated algebra satisfy
su(1, 1) =
{
G | G ∈ sl(2,C) | G† = −σ3 G σ−13
}
. (4.27)
Thus we construct generators of su(1, 1) from combinations of (4.14)
ρ0 = ıH , ρ± =
eı
(1∓1)
2√
2
(E+ ±E−) , (4.28)
satisfying (4.27) and from which other complex combinations can be taken, for example Ri
( or Ki ) in (4.21). The latter, albeit not obeying (4.27), have its Killing form equivalent
to κ = diag(2, 4,−4), indicating the algebra is still non-compact.
Considering certain algebra generators M0,M1,M2 which satisfy the commutation re-
lations
[M1,M2] = ıλM0, [M2,M0] = ıM1, [M0,M1] = ıM2. (4.29)
we see from (4.17) and (4.22) that the choice λ = 1 corresponds to the su(2)-Lie algebra,
whose generators are denoted by Mi ≡ Li, whereas λ = −1 represents sl(2,R) ≃ su(1, 1),
whose generators are taken to be Mi ≡ Ji for sl(2,R) or Mi ≡ Ki for su(1, 1), depending on
their conjugation relations. Then, the operators M0,M± = M1± ıM2 commute according
to
[M0,M±] = ±M±, [M+,M−] = 2λM0. (4.30)
The Ji generators are commonly taken to be
J− = ∂x, J0 = x∂x − n
2
, J+ = x
2∂x − nx, n ∈ Z. (4.31)
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The corresponding Casimir operators, objects with the striking property of commuting
with every element of the algebra, are given by
C = M20 +
λ
2
{M+,M−} . (4.32)
The algebras associated to the choices λ = ±1 appear recurrently in physics, for
example in the study of angular momentum or bosonic interaction respectively. The
dramatic difference between them lies in their representation theory: whereas the former,
compact, admits finite dimensional representation the same is not true for the latter and
all its unitary irreducible representations are infinite dimensional.
According to Schur’s lemma [136] the Casimir operator in any irreducible representa-
tion is a multiple of the identity operator. Choosing the representation basis to be that of
the simultaneous eigenstates of the two commuting operators M0 (L0 or K0) and C,
L0|ℓ, µℓ〉 = µℓ|ℓ, µℓ〉 and C|ℓ, µℓ〉 = ℓ(ℓ+ 1)|ℓ, µℓ〉, (4.33)
K0|k, µk〉 = µk|k, µk〉 and C|k, µk〉 = k(k − 1)|k, µk〉, (4.34)
with µℓ = 0,±12 , ...,±ℓ, and µk = 0, 1, 2, ..., so that the ladder operators act in this basis
in different ways,
L±|ℓ, µℓ〉 =
√
(ℓ∓ µℓ)(ℓ± µℓ + 1)|ℓ, µℓ ± 1〉, (4.35)
and
K±|k, µk〉 =
(
µk ±
(
1
2
− ık
))
|k, µk ± 1〉. (4.36)
Starting from vacua states satisfying
L−|ℓ,−ℓ〉 = 0 and K−|k, 0〉 = 0, (4.37)
all other states in the respective representations can be calculated by the action of the
raising operators
|ℓ, µℓ〉 =
√
(ℓ− µℓ)!
(ℓ+ µℓ)!(2ℓ)!
Lℓ+µℓ+ |ℓ,−ℓ〉, (4.38)
|k, µk〉 =
√
Γ(2k)
µk!Γ(2k + µk)
Kµk+ |k, 0〉. (4.39)
A simple but instructive example of the power of symmetries in physical theories can
be found in the Hydrogen atom. Besides the usual approach to determine its solution,
one can also employ representation theory of Lie algebras in a direct way as shown for
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instance in [137]. Consider then the following realization of the su(1, 1) algebra generators
in terms of differential operators,
K0 =
(
d2
dy2
+
a
y2
− y
2
16
)
and K± =
(
d2
dy2
+
a
y2
+
y2
16
)
± 1
2
(
y
d
dy
+
1
2
)
, (4.40)
which allow to express differential operators of the form
DO =
(
d2
dy2
+
a
y2
+ by2 + c
)
, (4.41)
as an su(1, 1) element. After a transformation of variables followed by a gauge transfor-
mation the Hydrogen atom eigenvalues equation with angular momentum l and energy
levels characterized by the quantum number n can be re-cast in the form of K0|n,m, l〉 =
ǫn|n,m, l〉. From the abstract analysis of the su(1, 1) algebra the problem is now essen-
tially solved once the eigenstates of K0 were already determined. This exemplifies at the
same time the power of representation-independent Lie algebraic results as well as the im-
portance of symmetries when searching for solutions in a problem. Because the Hydrogen
atom could be re-expressed in terms of an su(1, 1) generator, the abstract knowledge of
the eigenstates of K0 can be immediately transferred to solve this problem. Similarly any
other system, no matter how physically unrelated they might be, which can be shown to
be just a different representation of K0 will also allow for a simplification in the search for
a solution.
4.2 Integrability
Integrable models are frequently regarded in the classical sense as systems of differen-
tial equations for which exact solutions can be found, with particular attention given to
nonlinear equations, which are more difficult to solve than linear ones in general. In other
words, one regards as integrable systems of differential equations which may be integrated
despite the absence of linearity and the principle of superposition. Physically, these mod-
els are important because they describe a vast amount of natural phenomena in nonlinear
theories. In fact nonlinearity is by no means an exception in the world and therefore the
applicability of nonlinear systems is enormous in the real world. Also from a mathematical
perspective integrability also offers a rich underlying structure, such as infinite dimensional
Lie algebras, of the Kac-Moody type for instance, together with their representation the-
ory and connections with the Riemann-Hilbert problem, e.g. [138], making it an exciting
field of contact between physicists and mathematicians.
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Thus, in principle a problem with enough symmetries can lead to exact solutions. Con-
sider for instance an n-dimensional particle system described by a Hamiltonian function
H ({qi, pi} ; t) =
n∑
i=1
q˙ipi − L ({qi, q˙i} ; t) , (4.42)
related to the Lagrangian through a Legendre transformation, so that the dynamical
equations of motion in terms of canonical coordinates are given by
q˙i =
∂H
∂pi
= {qi,H}PB and p˙i = −
∂H
∂qi
= {pi,H}PB , (4.43)
where i = 1, ..., n so that the system has 2n degrees of freedom, and the Poisson brackets
are defined by
{f, g}PB ≡
n∑
i=1
(
∂f
∂qi
∂g
∂pi
− ∂g
∂qi
∂f
∂pi
)
. (4.44)
If there are n known functionally independent conserved quantities Fi = Fi(q, p) in
involution, that is
F˙i = {H,Fi}PB = 0 and {Fi, Fj}PB = 0, (4.45)
then according to Liouville’s theorem one can construct a canonical transformation (qi, pi) →
(Fi, ωi) such that the integrals of motion are among the new coordinates, denoted by ac-
tion and angle variables. The system can then be solved or integrated completely by
quadratures, solving a finite number of equations. The ideas just presented are the core
of Liouville’s integrability and are suitable for finite dimensional configurations. Besides
this concept of complete integrability, one can also distinguish cases between partial inte-
grability and superintegrability, when the number of functionally independent quantities
in involution is less, or more respectively, than the number of degrees of freedom.
For systems with infinite degrees of freedom this framework implies not only the need
for an infinite set of charges but also an infinite number of steps before complete integration
is achieved. Note that for continuous systems described by a Hamiltonian density H(x)
the dynamical equations can be put in the form of non-canonical coordinates. Combining
the noncovariant canonical coordinates qi, pi into a set of 2n generalized coordinates y
µ
such that yi = qi and y
n+1 = pi. Thus the fundamental Poisson brackets [128] take the
form
{
yi, yn+j
}
= δij or {yµ, yν} = ǫµν with ǫµν =

 0 1n
−1n 0

 (4.46)
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and the dynamical equations of motion are written covariantly
y˙µ = {yµ,H} = ǫµν∂νH. (4.47)
For a general set of noncanonical coordinates, such as in the case of constrained
variables, a covariant formalism provides a similar description but ǫµν must be replaced
by a coordinate dependent tensor fµν(y) obeying a few properties, see e.g. [128], so that
in a continuum system one gets
u˙(x) = {u(x),H} =
∫
dy f(x, y)
δH
δu(y)
(4.48)
where δ denotes a functional derivative, defined when taking the continuous limit of the
differential
dF =
M∑
m=1
∂F (y0)
∂yn
dyn, (4.49)
when M →∞ and the discrete elements yn become infinitely close to each other in a finite
region, from a to b,
dF =
∫ b
a
dx
δF [y(0)]
δy(x)
δy(x). (4.50)
The bracket structure of (4.48) is specified by
{u(x), u(y)} = f(x, y), (4.51)
and
{A[u], B[u]} =
∫ ∫
dx dy
δA
δu(x)
f(x, y)
δB
δu(y)
. (4.52)
However, as was shown by Poincare´ most Hamiltonian systems are not integrable, in-
dicating this might not be the best framework to explore such models. In fact, Liouville’s
approach is not the only definition of integrability and there are various nonequivalent
alternative formulations, sometimes equivalent, for instance those related to hidden sym-
metries. The conservation of infinite charges during the dynamical evolution of integrable
field theories gives rise to a very interesting kind of solutions, the solitons, discussed in
more detail in the next section. Because the existence of such special objects depends
deeply on the occurrence of an infinite number of conserved quantities, solitons are some-
times regarded as an equivalent concept to integrability. This operational approach allows
labeling as integrable all models which admit solitons.
Solitary waves were already known for a long time, e.g. [139], when interest in classical
integrable systems reappeared after the celebrated work of Fermi, Pasta and Ulam (FPU)
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[140]. The numerical experiments conducted by them on vibrating strings containing
non-linear terms indicated a surprising result: the emergence of non-ergodic behaviour,
exhibiting complicated but almost exactly periodic motion. Such observation indicated
the existence of nontrivial conservation laws restricting the physical phase space. The
considerable difference between integrable and non-integrable models lies in the essentially
distinct behaviour between regular and irregular motion, giving a deeper dimension to the
simplistic characterization of integrable models as those which can be integrated exactly
to a closed form. There is actually the imprecise but widespread characterization of
completely integrable models as being those whose solution can be written in terms of
known function although the logic usually goes in the reverse way, that is, functions are
defined by equations they satisfy. Thus, there are deeper structures behind such systems.
The hidden symmetry in the FPU simulation can be explained using the continuum
limit of the governing equations for the strings, namely the Korteweg - de Vries (KdV)
equation, a relationship attributed to Kruskal and Zabusky [141]. The KdV equation,
ut +
(
αuxx + βu
2
)
x
= 0 or ut +
[
α∂3x +
2β
3
(2u∂x + ux)
]
u = 0 (4.53)
with is a Hamiltonian system satisfying (4.48), with Hamiltonian density given by
H(x) = α
2
u2x +
β
3
u3. (4.54)
The left-hand side equation in (4.53) can be cast as
ut =
∂
∂x
δH
δu
, (4.55)
from which comparison with (4.48) gives
f(x, y) = ∂xδ(x− y). (4.56)
Because the second possibility in representing the KdV equation, as shown in the
right-hand side of (4.53), there is another compatible Poisson structure, namely
f(x, u) =
[
α∂3x +
2β
3
(2u∂x + ux)
]
δ(x− y), (4.57)
describing the system. Therefore one says that it admits a bi-Hamiltonian formula-
tion and Magri’s theorem guarantees an infinite hierarchy of higher order commuting
bi-Hamiltonian systems [142, 143]. What is more, the Poisson structure (4.57) being
closely related to a classical version of a Virasoro algebra [144] allows for the construction
of an infinite number of conservation laws.
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The KdV, employed to describe the behaviour of waves of liquids in shallow depths,
is historically also very important in the development of methods to solve exactly non-
linear problems. The technique introduced by Gardner, Greene, Kruskal and Miura [145]
represents the foundations of what is nowadays known as inverse scattering method, an
analogue of Fourier analysis for nonlinear equations, through the solution of associated
integral equations. It is based on the introduction of a linear operator determined in phase
space and evolving the system isospectrally.
Later a representation of the KdV equation in terms of non-commuting operators was
found by Lax [146], who used it to explain its integrability in terms of a linear isospectral
evolution. The Lax operators introduced then,
L = u+
3α
β
∂2
∂x2
and M = (4α)
∂3
∂x3
+ 2βu
∂
∂x
+ βux, (4.58)
make the KdV equation equivalent to
∂L
∂t
− [M,L] = 0. (4.59)
This formulation is valid only for (1 + 1)-dimensional systems but has the advantage
that (4.59) is equivalent to an isospectral evolution of L generated by M ,
L(t) = U(t)L(0)U(t)−1 ⇐⇒ ∂U
∂t
= MU, (4.60)
so that the eigenvalues λi of L are consntants of motion λ˙i = 0 in involution, {λi, λj}PB =
0. Consequently, the traces of powers of L are conserved charges,
d
dt
trLn =
∑
i
λ˙ni = 0. (4.61)
Soon these ideas were applied to other dynamical systems, making of Lax operators
a general approach. More recently, Lax pairs were expressed in terms of a zero-curvature
condition,
Fµν ≡ [∂µ +Aµ, ∂ν +Aν ] = 0 (4.62)
with µ, ν = 0, 1, representing just a compatibility condition expressed in terms of ∂0 =
∂t, ∂1 = ∂x, for two linear problems,
Dxψ = 0 , with Dx ≡ ∂x +Ax,
Dtψ = 0 , with Dt ≡ ∂t +At.
(4.63)
This formulation is very fruitful in the study of Toda models and self-dual Yang-
Mills equations and methods to solve nonlinear integrable systems have been extended
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by Zakharov and Shabat [147] with the “dressing” method and variations allowing for
the construction of solitons. The zero-curvature condition can be combined with Hirota
method in a systematic approach to construct multi-soliton solutions in an effective way
[148, 149, 150, 151]. Hirota method consists of expressing the problem in Hirota’s bilinear
form, e.g. [152, 153],
P (D)τ · τ = 0 (4.64)
which is a polynomial equation in Hirota’s D-operator, defined by
eδDxf · g =
∞∑
k=0
δk
k!
Dnxf(x) · g(x) = f(x+ δ)g(x− δ). (4.65)
Hirota’s operator therefore differ from the Leibniz differential operator by the presence of
an alternating sign, responsible for the vanishing of
D2n+1x f · f = 0 , if n ∈ N. (4.66)
For instance, considering a change of variables into τ -functions
u =
6α
β
∂2
∂x2
ln τ (4.67)
the equation (4.53) can be reexpressed in terms of DH-operators as
Dx
(
Dt + αD
3
x
)
τ · τ = 0. (4.68)
The latter can be solved by expanding the τ -functions as
τ = 1 + ǫτ1 + ǫ
2τ2 + · · · (4.69)
in a way that one can solve equations for each of the τi successively in exact form, i.e.
non-perturbatively, order by order in ǫ, in a way that a truncation is achieved. The
construction of a KdV soliton leads to
τ = 1 +A exp(ax− a3αt), (4.70)
with a and A free parameters.
Although many formulations have been presented above, from Liouville to inverse
scattering, Lax pairs, zero-curvature and solitons, it remains unsolved how to determine
a priori whether a given system is integrable or not. We discussed that Liouville’s theo-
rem might not be convenient for infinite dimensional configurations but also the question
regarding the possibility of finding a Lax, or zero-curvature, representation for a certain
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equation is difficult to achieve. It is certified that equations solved by the inverse scatter-
ing method, or any other linear and isospectral equivalent, all have an infinite hierarchy
of local conservation laws or, in other words, continuity equations associated to it. There-
fore the existence of nontrivial integrals of motion is indeed a good indicator of integrable
behaviour but in principle one must find an infinite number of them before claiming inte-
grability.
A more feasible approach is known as the Painleve´ test, whose origins lie in the anal-
ysis of singularities in the solutions of differential equations and go back more than a
century [154]. In analytic theory of ordinary differential equations one important class of
system consists of those for which the location of any (algebraic, logarithmic or essential)
singularity of their solutions is independent of initial conditions. Kowalesvki observed for
the first time that there is a connection between the integrability of a system and the
singularity structure of its solution as she was able to isolate an integrable case out of
such class of equations. The system studied by her consisted of the motion of a rigid body
about a fixed point and under the influence of gravitational force, i.e., a gravitational top.
Painleve´ then classified second order nonlinear ordinary differential equations with no
freedom in the singularities with regard to initial conditions, leading to the six celebrated
Painleve´ equations, denoted by the numbering from I to V I and the construction of new
functions from the solutions of ordinary differential equations [155]. The very notion of a
function implies immediately that the solutions one is seeking ought to be single-valued,
which leads to a natural definition in terms of the movable singularities, that is to say those
whose location depend on the initial conditions of the problem7: An ODE whose (general)
solutions have no movable critical8 singularities is said to possess the (generalized) Painleve´
property [157, 158, 159, 160]. The classification of possible solutions to this problem can be
organised into equivalence classes obtained from linear fractional (Mo¨bius) transformations
and has been completed only to some degree. The classification of algebraic ODEs with
Painleve´ property of order greater than two is still an open problem, albeit some partial
results exist [161, 162, 163].
7Note that Fuch’s theorem states that the solution of a linear second order ODE with variable coefficients
can only be singular at the points where the coefficients are singular, e.g. [156]. Because these singularities
are determined by the differential equations, they are said to be fixed and one has control over them.
Differently from linear ODEs, for which only fixed singularities are admissible, nonlinear ODEs and PDEs
may as well present singularities which are sensitive to the initial conditions.
8A critical singularity is multivalued in its neighbourhood.
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Ablowitz and Segur observed that reductions of integrable equations lead to Painleve´
equations, at least indirectly. Later it was conjectured that all ordinary differential equa-
tions related to integrable partial differential equations have the Painleve´ property [164].
Weiss, Tabor and Carnevale developed a test to detect the existence of the Painleve´ prop-
erty without having to mention ordinary differential equations [32]. The Painleve´ test will
be discussed in a future chapter as we employ it to detect possible systems possessing
integrability properties. The disadvantage of such a procedure is that it does not indicate
direct ways to integrate the system. Therefore after the integrability of a system is estab-
lished, possibly by carrying out the Painleve´ test, one needs to combine the appropriate
methods to construct multi-soliton solutions.
Before finishing this section it should be mentioned that in nature one encounters ex-
actly solvable models which are more closely related to quantum integrable systems than
classical ones. Among the most relevant methods to tackle these problems one finds the
Bethe Ansatz approach based on Yang-Baxter equations and the quantum inverse scatter-
ing problem. The Bethe Ansatz is a method for finding exact solutions of one-dimensional
quantum many-body models first introduced in the context of the one-dimensional anti-
ferromagnetic Heisenberg model, e.g. [165]. By studying a quantum generalization of the
zero curvature condition and formulating the so called quantum inverse scattering method
one ends up with a new structure revealed, the R matrix. The latter readily leads to the
celebrated Yang-Baxter equation, which is equivalent to factorization condition for the
scattering-matrix. Thus, in the context of (1 + 1)-dimensional quantum field theories the
notion of integrability is usually used synonymously to the factorization of the S-matrix,
which can be achieved simply by making use of one non-trivial charge [166].
It can be seen that, unlike as in most scenarios when one compares quantum and
classical theories, the latter appear to be more complicated in this particular regard. The
richness of classical solitonic solutions are discussed next.
4.2.1 Solitons and Compactons
The importance of integrable systems lies not only in the mathematical possibility of
constructing exact solutions, but also in the physical occurrence of localized and stable
packets of energy travelling in space, often referred to as solitonic solutions as opposed
to a disordered regime. Due to the severe restriction in their phase space, solitons are
surprisingly stable under multi-soliton scattering processes. The terminology originates
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from their solitary wave behaviour, in the sense that they are localized waves retaining
their shapes as they propagate.
In a more precise sense, even though not consensually, solitons are defined as nonpertur-
bative solutions of nonlinear equations which i) propagate with constant speed preserving
their shape, ii) represent a localized distribution of energy without dissipating throughout
the evolution and iii) whose only effect during a collision with another soliton is a mere
relative displacement with respect to the place it would be had the scattering not oc-
curred, or equivalently they are stable under collision up to a time delay. The nonlinearity
is very important for the solution because the stability of the solution after a multi-soliton
interaction may be seen as a compromise between nonlinearity and dispersive features of
the equation of motion. Not to mention the absence of the superposition principle in a
way that two solitons are not insensitive to each other but instead they interact.
Solitons appear in nature in many forms. Originally, the first description of a soliton
was due to John Scott Russell, a Scottish naval engineer who observed in 1834 a solitary
wave travalling a long distance without dissipating. The solitary wave observed by Scott
Russell [167], when he was riding by the Grand Union Canal at Hermiston in Glasgow, were
later shown to be described by the KdV equation with its soliton solution. Other forms of
solitary waves in fluids are the impressive morning glory clouds formed typically in the Gulf
of Carpentaria in northern Australia and which can extend for many kilometers. In smaller
scales they also emerge in nonlinear optics, particularly the Kerr effect, when electric field
of a light wave changes the index of refraction of the medium leading to solitary behaviour
in to fiber optics. Due to very similar mathematical formulation (the Gross-Pitaevskii
equation [168, 169]), optical solitons are present in Bose-Einstein condensates [171, 172]
too. It is important to notice that simple solitary waves without the solitonic requirements
may exist in nonintegrable systems.
The importance of solitons can be seen by the secondary concepts it originated: topo-
logical solitons, vector solitons, peakons, breathers and oscillons and compactons for in-
stance. Topological solitons correspond to solitons whose stability is not due to inte-
grability but because there are topological constraints restricting its behaviour, such as
the existence of degenerate vacua. Examples of such a class of solitons include kinks in
one dimension, lumps and vortices in two dimensions, monopoles and instantons in three
dimensions and monopoles in four dimensions. Vector solitons are solitary waves with
multiple polarization components, more frequent in optical setups. Peakons are solitons
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with discontinuous first derivatives whereas breathers and oscillons are long living soliton-
like solutions with localized and oscillatory behaviour. But oscillons are classical solution
in nonintegrable field theories; unlike breathers, they radiate, interact inelastically and do
not exhibit periodic oscillations in time.
Finally we have compactons [173], introduced recently as solitonic-like solutions with
compact support, so that they do not have exponential tails stretching up to infinity and
have a finite extension instead. The paradigmatic example of an equation with compact
solutions is presented in [173],
ut + (u
2 + (u2)xx)x = 0, (4.71)
having solutions given by
u(x, t) =


4v
3 cos
2
(
x−vt
4
)
, if |x− vt| ≤ 2π,
0, if |x− vt| ≥ 2π,
(4.72)
with v a free parameter. This function has a discontinuous second derivative at the end
points x = ±2π+ vt but the equation of motion involves only ut, (u2)x, (u2)xxx, which are
all smooth even at the edges.
Studies on compactons [173, 174, 175, 176, 177, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 183] indicate
they preserve the remarkable property that they scatter elastically, remaining entirely in
shape after a collision [174, 175]. However, due to their finite wings, the interaction be-
tween two compactons has a short range when compared to solitons. Besides, compactons
when scattered give also rise to a compacton anti-compacton pair with low relative am-
plitude, at least according to numerical simulations [173]. Besides the soliton analogues
of compactons also breather type solutions have been found [180, 182] and more recently
also higher dimensional compactons were constructed [183, 184]. These results, like the
ones numerically observed by Fermi, Pasta and Ulam, indicate for surprising stability
properties and demands for a better comprehension based on non-computational analysis.
In a recent investigation Bender, Cooper, Khare, Mihaila and Saxena [185] have found
compacton solutions for PT -symmetric extensions of generalized KdV equations. How-
ever, the relation between integrability and compactons does not seem to have been es-
tablished, and (1 + 1)-dimensional integrable theories only solitons and breather play an
important role. The possible dependence of compactons on integrability motivates our
study on PT -symmetrically deformed equations presenting compacton solutions. The
classification of integrable systems presenting compacton solutions may lead to a better
understanding of the structure behind the stability of compactons.
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4.3 Solvability
In a previous section integrable models have been discussed and now we talk about
solvable systems, the former implying that the amount of conserved quantities equals the
degrees of freedom in the system roughly and the latter referring to a situation in which
the spectra can be determined explicitly.
We have mentioned a few examples of problems whose spectral analysis can be fully
carried out and argued that they belong to a comparatively small class, denoted by exactly
solvable models. Being less demanding could in principle lead to a broader range of systems
and this is accomplished by requiring only a finite part of the spectrum to be completely
determined. These are called quasi-exactly solvable models.
A complete Hamiltonian can be represented in the form of an infinite dimensional
matrix, which means that the knowledge on the spectrum depends on one’s capability to
diagonalize it. For a handful of problems there is a natural basis appearing in which the
matrix assumes a diagonal form, as is the case of the harmonic oscillator, the Coulomb
potential or even Morse and Po¨schel-Teller potentials. Nonetheless, the infinite dimen-
sionality of a matrix represents serious difficulties in its diagonalization as the problem
becomes non-algebraic [186]. In this picture, quasi-exactly solvable models correspond to
those having a block subspace with a finite dimension so that an exact solution can be
obtained by diagonalizing for this finite subspace even though nothing being said about
the infinite dimensional complementary space.
Whereas exactly solvable models, with all energy levels and corresponding wavefunc-
tions determined explicitly, are of enormous importance they represent a huge restriction
on the possible physical setups. With this in mind, quasi-exactly systems combine positive
features of completely determined models in order to tackle an ampler variety of problems.
For example, the quartic oscillator
H = p2 + a2x
2 + a4x
4 (4.73)
has no exact solution and cannot even be studied in a standard perturbative way because
the anharmonic corrections are so big they must not be neglected and in situations like
the knowledge of a fraction of the spectrum would already be helpful. The information
coming from the finite parts of the solutions can then be used in the efforts to solve the
complete spectrum exactly or at least perturbatively, allowing for a deeper understanding
of underlying symmetries.
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One can define a series of subspaces of an algebra G as below
G(0) = G , G(1) = [G(0),G(0)] , · · · , G(n) = [G(n−1),G(n−1)] , (4.74)
and denote solvable algebras those for which G(k) = 0 for some value k. This means
the series does not extend indefinitely. Quasi-exactly solvable models can be established
through a connection with Lie algebras admitting finite dimensional representations [187].
This notion was introduced by Turbiner [188] demanding that the action of quasi-exactly
solvable operators on the space of polynomials leaves it invariant. More specifically when
taking the operator to be a Hamiltonian operator H acting on the space of polynomials
of order n
Vn = span{1, x, x2, x3, x4, ..., xn}, (4.75)
as H: Vn 7→ Vn, it preserves by definition the entire flag V0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ V2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Vn ⊂ · · · .
Models respecting this property are referred to as exactly solvable.
Whenever exactly solvable Hamiltonians can be written in terms of combinations of
first-order differential operators generating a finite dimensional Lie algebra, it is said they
are of Lie algebraic type [189]. For quasi-exactly solvable problems at least for part of
spectrum it is possible to analyse the hidden symmetries by means of partial algebraization,
for instance using the representation theory of sl(2,R)-algebras. Quasi-exactly solvable
models may be tackled with the use of a polynomial ansatz for the wavefunctions, point
canonical transformations or Darboux transformations, for instance [190], and they have
appeared in the context of PT -symmetric quantum mechanics for the first time in [191].
Also many-body problems closely related to integrable Calogero models can be analysed
in the framework of quasi-exactly solvability [192].
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5 Mapping non-Hermitian into
Hermitian Hamiltonians
5.1 Lie algebras and similarity transformations with opera-
tors
Many interesting and important physical problems may be formulated in terms of group
theory and Lie algebras. For very general treatments one can take these descriptions as
a starting point and generic frameworks, such that particular models simply result as
specific choices of representations. The virtue of this kind of approach is that it allows
for a high degree of universality and it has turned out to be especially fruitful throughout
the branches of physics, particularly in the context of integrable and solvable models. In
[193], e.g., the author study non-Hermitian Hamiltonians related to SO(2, 1) and solvable
Scarf potentials and in [25] an su(1, 1) algebraic approach is used to describe the Swanson
Hamiltonian [24]. Here we will extend such type of treatment to quasi-pseudo-Hermitian
Hamiltonian systems.
Since Hermitian Hamiltonians are guaranteed to have real spectra, one obvious method
to search for non-Hermitian Hamiltonians with real eigenvalues is to determine Hermitian
counterparts belonging to the same similarity class. Since the metric operator ρ in (2.89)
is of central importance in this approach many attempts have been made to construct it
when given only a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian. It is very important to know the pseudo-
Hermitian metric, since it determines the complete quantum formalism of the system, but
in general it cannot be constructed exactly. So far one has only succeeded to compute
exact expressions for the metric and isospectral partners in very few cases.
In Chapter 3 we examined a two-level system, for which the left- and right-eigenvectors
can be determined easily both in the Hermitian and non-Hermitian frameworks. The
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construction of metric operators indicated by (2.94) together with a complete description
of the non-Hermitian system does not represent large technical efforts in that situation.
However for infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces, diagonalization is seldom trivial. Although
some examples may be treated within this formalism, such as the PT -symmetric infinite
square well [194, 195, 196] or a Delta-potental with complex coupling [197], in situations
like these generally one must resort to other means of calculating the metric operator other
than the spectral method.
Besides the knowledge of the complete set of eigenstates of the operator, one must per-
form infinite sums or integrals and establish convergence in order to determine ρ. Because
usually one does not have all the eigenfunctions at one’s disposal it is necessary to resort
to more pragmatic techniques, such as perturbation theory [106, 68, 69, 198]. To over-
come the difficulty in finding exact solutions, one may rely on perturbative calculations,
in an approach similar to that described after equation (2.114) with an R-expansion for
the metric operator, so that one has to solve commutation relations order by order in the
coupling constant.
Due to expression (2.94) it would be opportune to work with models for which wave-
functions could be constructed exactly. Thus, a logical step is to turn our attention to
solvable models, i.e., those preserving the vector space Vn of polynomials of order n. More
useful would be if we could formulate the problem in terms of Lie algebras so that a
general treatment could be obtained with specific models coming as special choices of the
representation. In order to be more concrete we have to identify Vn as the representation
space of some specific Lie algebra. The simplest choice is to involve the only rank one Lie
algebra sl(2,C), which contains the compact real form su(2) and the non-compact real
form sl(2,R), isomorphic to su(1, 1). We will focus here on these examples.
5.2 Hamiltonians of sl(2,R)-Lie algebraic type
The three generator J0, J+ and J− of sl(2,R) satisfy the same commutation relations
as (4.30) with λ = −1,
[J0, J±] = ±J±, [J+, J−] = −2J0, and J†0 , J†± /∈ {J0, J±}. (5.1)
As possible realisation for this algebra one may take for instance the differential
operators
J− = ∂x, J0 = x∂x − n
2
, J+ = x
2∂x − nx, n ∈ Z, (5.2)
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allegedly attributed to Sophus Lie, see e.g. [188]. Clearly the action of this algebra on the
space of polynomials (4.75) leaves it invariant.
According to the above specified notions, a quasi-exactly solvable Hamiltonian of Lie
algebraic type is therefore of the general form
HJ =
∑
l=0,±
κlJl +
∑
n,m=0,±
κnm : JnJm :, κl, κnm ∈ R, (5.3)
where we introduced the ordering
: JnJm :=

 JnJm for n ≥ m0 for n < m (5.4)
to avoid unnecessary double counting9. This means the Hamiltonian HJ involves nine real
constants κ, plus a possible overall shift in the energy. It is evident from the representation
(5.2) that when κ+ = κ++ = κ+0 = 0 the model becomes exactly solvable in the sense
specified in section 4.3. For the given representation (5.2) the PT -symmetry may be
implemented trivially by rescaling J± → J˜± = ±ıJ± and J0 → J˜0 = J0, which leaves
the algebra (5.1) unchanged. Taking the algebra in this representation will leave the real
vector space of PT -symmetric polynomials
V PTn = span
{
1, ıx, x2, ıx3, x4, ..., eı
nπ
2 xn
}
, (5.5)
invariant. Since by construction the Hamiltonian HJ˜ and the wavefunctions are PT -
symmetric, as they are polynomials in V PTn , the eigenvalues for these systems must be real
by construction [15, 199]. Nonetheless, to determine the explicit similarity transformation
remains a challenge.
A simple explicit example for HJ˜ with κ00 = −4, κ+ = −2ζ = κ−, ζ ∈ R, an overall
energy shift by M2 + ζ2 and all remaining coefficients equal to zero,
H−g = −4J20 − 2ıζ(J+ − J−) +M2 + ζ2, (5.6)
was recently studied by Bagchi et al [200, 201] and shown to arise as a gauged version
from the PT -symmetric potential
V (x) = − (ζ sinh 2x− ıM)2 , (5.7)
9By setting some of the arrangements to zero our normal ordering prescription differs slightly from the
ordinary one, but this is simply convention here and has no bearing on our analysis.
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after a change of variables x → 12 log x. The first energy levels together with their cor-
responding wavefunctions were constructed and the typical real energy spectrum for un-
broken PT -symmetry and complex conjugate pairs for broken PT -symmetry was found.
However, even for this simple version of (5.3) a general treatment leading to the complete
eigenvalue spectrum and a well defined metric has not been carried out. This is what we
intend to achieve next.
5.3 sl(2,R) Metrics and Hermitian counterparts
At this point it is not even very clear what the Hamiltonian in (5.3) describes in
concrete physical terms, as this interpretation can only be made once one knows the
metric with respect to which it is Hermitian and consequently the meaningful observables.
Thus, we start by considering first the Hamiltonian HJ˜ in the context of the pseudo/quasi-
Hermitian programme discussed in a previous chapter and try to solve the equation
hJ˜ = ηHJ˜η
−1 = h†
J˜
(5.8)
for η. As a general ansatz we start with the non-Hermitian operator
η = e2ε[J˜0+λ(J˜++J˜−)] 6= η†, with ε, λ ∈ R, (5.9)
so that a positive definite metric is constructed as ρ = η†η. The adjoint action of the
Dyson metric above (5.9) on the generators J˜i is calculated without difficulties when the
commutation relations (5.1) are employed, so that the parameters in it can be determined.
One of the simplest cases to consider for expressions of HJ˜ is the purely linear one, i.e.
when all κnm vanish. An example of how to transform the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian
HJ˜ to a Hermitian Hamiltonian is given when the parameters in the model are related as
κ0 = ±2√κ−κ+ and tanhχ
χ/ε
= ±
√
κ+√
κ+ + 2λ
√
κ−
, (5.10)
with χ = ε
√
1− 4λ2. The Hermitian Hamiltonian counterpart is subsequently computed
to
hJ˜ =
(
± 1
2λ
κ0 + κ+ + κ−
)
J˜−. (5.11)
Another interesting simple example is obtained by setting all terms involving the
generator J+ in (5.3) to zero, that is taking κ+ = κ++ = κ+0 = κ+− = 0, and keeping
J− → J˜− = −ıJ−. In this case we are led to the relations
κ0 = −(n+ 1)κ00, κ− = −n
λ
µ00, κ−− =
µ00
λ2
, κ0− =
2
λ
κ00 (5.12)
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together with
tanhχ =
χ
ε
. (5.13)
The non-Hermitian Hamiltonian HJ˜ is then transformed to the Hermitian Hamilto-
nian
h = κ00J˜
2
0 − κ0J˜0, (5.14)
with 0 < |λ| < 12 . These examples demonstrate that it is possible to carry out the above
mentioned programme for some specific realisations of the sl2(R)-Lie algebra, albeit not
in complete generality and in a generic representation independent manner.
As we indicated, the representation (5.2) is ideally suited with regard to the question
of solvability. However, the Hermiticity properties for the J ’s are not straightforward to
determine within a Lie algebraic framework, since the Hermitian conjugates of the J ’s
cannot be written in terms of the original generators. This feature makes the representa-
tion (5.2) rather inappropriate for the determination of the Hermiticity properties of the
Hamiltonian HJ˜ in generality. As a consequence we may carry out our programme only
for specific representations using directly some concrete operator expressions and not in
a generic representation independent way. We will therefore consider a slightly different
type of algebra.
5.4 Hamiltonians of su(1, 1)-Lie algebraic type and general-
ized Swanson models
The above mentioned problems do not occur when we express our Hamiltonian in
terms of the isomorphic su(1, 1)-Lie algebra, whose generators are K0, K1 and K2 or the
combinations K0, K± = K1 ± ıK2.
The operators K0, K1 and K2 also satisfy the same commutation relations as (4.17).
Consequently K0, K± = K1 ± ıK2 satisfy an isomorphic algebra to (5.1)
[K0,K±] = ±K±, [K+,K−] = −2K0 and K†0 = K0,K†± = K∓. (5.15)
As a special case we consider the two boson representation
K0 =
1
2
(
a†a+
1
2
)
, K+ =
1
2
a†a†, K− =
1
2
aa, (5.16)
with K†0 = K0,K
†
± = K∓, and the a, a† are the standard bosonic annihilation and creation
operators,
a =
xˆ+ ıpˆ√
2
and a† =
xˆ− ıpˆ√
2
, (5.17)
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and N = a†a being the occupation number operator. In this representation we may realize
the PT operation as
PT : a→ −a, a† → −a† ⇔ x→ −x, p→ p, ı→ −ı (5.18)
From (5.17), a differential representation in x-space can be easily obtained by the
usual identification pˆ = −ı∂x. We may also represent the algebra (4.30) with ǫ = −1 using
generators made up from two distinguishable bosons labeled by 1 and 2
K0 =
1
2
(
a†1a1 + a
†
2a2 + 1
)
, K+ = a
†
1a
†
2, K− = a1a2, (5.19)
where K†0 = K0,K
†
± = K∓ and PT can then be described through
PT : a1 → −a1, a†1 → −a†1, a2 → −a2, a†2 → −a†2. (5.20)
In analogy to (5.3) we may then consider a Hamiltonian of Lie algebraic type in terms
of the su(1, 1)-generators
HK =
∑
l=0,±
µlKl +
∑
n,m=0,±
µnm : KnKm :, µl, µnm ∈ R, (5.21)
where we have used the same conventions for the ordering as in equation (5.4),
: KnKm :=

 KnKm for n ≥ m,0 for n < m. (5.22)
Despite the fact that K†0,K
†
± ∈ {K0,K±}, as opposed to J†0 , J†± /∈ {J0, J±}, in general
this Hamiltonian is not Hermitian; whenever µ+ 6= µ−, µ++ 6= µ−− or µ+0 6= µ0− we have
H†K 6= HK . Our main aim in [2] was to identify a subset of Hamiltonians HK , which
despite being non-Hermitian possess a real eigenvalue spectrum.
The part of the Hamiltonian HK linear in the generators K corresponds to the Hamil-
tonian recently studied by Quesne [25], who constructed an explicit metric operator for
this Hamiltonian together with its Hermitian isospectral partner. For the particular repre-
sentation (5.16) this reduces to the so-called Swanson Hamiltonian [24], for which various
metric operators were constructed previously by Musumbu et al [104]. Here we shall ex-
tend the analysis to the case involving bilinear combinations, staying as generic as possible
without appealing to any particular representation.
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5.5 su(1, 1) Metrics and Hermitian counterparts
We shall now see that the HamiltoniansHK in (5.21) allow for a more general treatment
as the problems of the previous section may be circumvented. In analogy to (5.8) let us
therefore solve the equation
hK = ηHKη
−1 = h†K (5.23)
for the Dyson operator η. To start with we take a similar operator ansatz for the similarity
transformation as the one chosen in [104, 25]
η = exp(2εK0 + 2ν+K+ + 2ν−K−), (5.24)
where the parameters ε, ν+, ν− are left variable for the time being. Noting that the eigen-
value spectrum of η is given by
exp
[(
n+
1
2
)
θ
]
with θ ≡
√
ε2 − 4ν+ν−, (5.25)
one can ensure the positivity of η when ε2 > 4ν+ν−. Furthermore, this operator is clearly
also linear and invertible, other essential properties for the metric operator ρ = η†η.
Observe that this corresponds to a generalized squeeze transformation, e.g. [203],
S(ν) = exp
(
νa†2 − ν∗a2
)
, (5.26)
found when quantizing the electromagnetic field, when ǫ = 0, ν+ = ν, ν− = −ν∗ so that it
becomes unitary and the metric remains unaltered.
Using the ansatz (5.24), we have to compute its action on HK in order to solve (5.23).
In fact, the adjoint action of η on each of the su(1, 1)-generators Ki, with i = 0,±, can be
computed exactly. We find
η Kl η
−1 = tl0K0 + tl−K− + tl+K+ for l = 0,±, (5.27)
where the constant coefficients are
t00 = 1− 8ν+ν− sinh θ
2
θ2
, (5.28)
t±± =
(
cosh θ ± εsinh θ
θ
)2
, (5.29)
t±∓ = 4(ν±)2
sinh θ2
θ2
, (5.30)
t0± = ∓2ν∓ sinh θ
θ
(
cosh θ ± εsinh θ
θ
)
, (5.31)
t±0 = ±4ν± sinh θ
θ
(
cosh θ ± εsinh θ
θ
)
.
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We could have been also more generic by making a more general ansatz for the
expressions for η, such as for instance allowing in addition bilinear combinations in the
arguments of the exponential. In fact, as we will show in section 5.5.5, we are certain that
more general types of metric operators must exist. Another very natural version of this
ansatz would be to start with a Iwasawa 10 decomposed expression for η, such as
η¯ ≡ e2κ+K+e2κ0K0e2κ−K− . (5.32)
The action of this similarity transformation on a su(1, 1) Hamiltonian requires the
knowledge of
η¯ Kl η¯
−1 = t¯l0K0 + t¯l−K− + t¯l+K+ for l = 0,±, (5.33)
and the coefficients are shown to be
t¯00 = 1− 8κ+κ−e−2κ0 ,
t¯+− = 4κ2−e−2κ0 ,
t¯−+ = 4κ2+e−2κ0 ,
t¯++ = −8κ+κ− + 16κ2+κ2−e−2κ0 + e2κ0 ,
t¯−− = e−2κ0 ,
t¯0+ = −2κ+(1 + 4κ+κ−e−2κ0),
t¯0− = −2κ+e−2κ0 ,
t¯+0 = −4κ−(1− 4κ+κ−e−2κ0) ,
t¯−0 = −4κ+e−2κ0 ,
(5.34)
from which one concludes that in order to have η¯ = η we should impose that t¯ij = tij ,
leading to
κ0 = − log
(
cosh θ − ǫsinh θ
θ
)
, (5.35)
κ+ = −
2ν+
sinh θ
θ
cosh θ − ǫ sinh θθ
, (5.36)
κ− = −
2ν− sinh θθ
cosh θ − ǫ sinh θθ
. (5.37)
Albeit not compulsory, Hermiticity for the η operator may be guaranteed when we
take from the very beginning ν+ = ν, ν− = ν∗ and ε ∈ R together with the Hermiticity
conditions for the Lie algebraic generators as specified in the sequence of (5.15).
10Because su(1, 1) is a noncompact algebra; if the algebra was compact the equivalent decomposition
would be named after Gauss.
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With the help of these exact relations we evaluate the adjoint action of η on the
Hamiltonian HK
hK ≡ ηHKη−1 =
∑
l=0,±
µˆlKl +
∑
n,m=0,±
µˆnm : KnKm : . (5.38)
It is evident from (5.27) that the general structure of the Hamiltonian will not change,
albeit with a different set of constants µˆ, which are rather lengthy and we will therefore
not report them here explicitly. However, they simplify when we impose the constraint
that the resulting Hamiltonian ought to be Hermitian. The condition (5.23) leads to the
six constraints
µˆ0 = µˆ
∗
0, µˆ00 = µˆ
∗
00, µˆ+− = µˆ
∗
+−, (5.39)
µˆ+ = µˆ
∗
−, µˆ++ = µˆ
∗
−−, µˆ+0 = µˆ
∗
0−. (5.40)
The first set of three equations (6.42) on the reality of µˆ0, µˆ00 and µˆ+− is simply
satisfied by the condition ν ∈ R, implying the Hermiticity of η. Introducing the variables
λ =
ν
ε
and Y = ε
tanh θ
θ
, (5.41)
the remaining three equations (6.48) may be converted into simpler, albeit still lengthy,
equations
0 = µ+ − µ− + 2Y [µ+ + µ− + 2λ (µ++ + µ−− − µ0 − µ00)] (5.42)
+12Y 2 λ [µ++ − µ−− + λ (µ0− − µ+0)]
−2Y 3 {µ+ + µ− − 2λ [µ0 + µ00 + 3 (µ−− + µ++)]
−λ2 [8µ0− − 4 (µ− + µ+ − 2µ+0)] + 8λ3 (µ++ + µ−− + µ0 − µ00 − 2µ+−)
}
+Y 4
(
1− 4λ2) {µ− − µ+ + 4λ [µ++ − µ−− + λ (µ0− − µ− + µ+ − µ+0)]} ,
0 = µ++ − µ−− − 2Y [λ (µ0− + µ+0)− 2 (µ−− + µ++)] (5.43)
+6Y 2 [µ++ − µ−− + λ (µ0− − µ+0)]
−2Y 3 [3λ (µ+0 + µ0−) + 4λ3 (µ+0 + µ0−)− 8λ2 (µ00 + µ+−)− 2 (µ++ + µ−−)]
+Y 4
(
1− 4λ2) {µ++ − µ−− − 2λ [µ+0 − µ0− + 2λ (µ−− − µ++)]} ,
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0 = µ+0 − µ0− + 2Y [µ0− + µ+0 + 4λ (µ++ + µ−− − µ00 − µ+−)] (5.44)
+24Y 2
[
λ(µ++ − µ−−) + λ2 (µ0− − µ+0)
]
−2Y 3 {µ+0 + µ0− − 4λ [µ00 + µ+− + 3(µ++ + µ−−)]− 12λ2 (µ0− + µ+0)
+ 16λ3 (µ++ + µ−− − µ00 − µ+−)
}
+Y 4
(
1− 4λ2) {µ0− − µ+0 + 4λ [λ (µ0− − µ+0) + 2 (µ++ − µ−−)]} .
We will now systematically discuss the solutions for these three equations together
with their implications on the metric operator and the corresponding isospectral pairs of
Hamiltonians.
5.5.1 Non-Hermitian linear term and Hermitian bilinear combinations
The simplest modification with regard to the purely linear case, treated previously
in [104, 25], is to perturb it with Hermitian bilinear combinations. This means we may
assume the equalities µ++ = µ−− and µ+0 = µ0− in order to determine the relations
between the remaining constants from (5.42), (5.43) and (5.44). We find that (5.43) and
(5.44) are solved solely by demanding
µ++ = µ−− =
λ2(µ00 + µ+−)
1 + 2λ2
and µ+0 = µ0− =
2λ(µ00 + µ+−)
1 + 2λ2
, (5.45)
without any further constraint on Y . Solving subsequently equation (5.42) for Y yields
the constraint
ε
tanh 2θ
θ
=
λ(µ− − µ+)
λ(µ− + µ+) + 2λ2(µ+− − µ0)− 2µ++ . (5.46)
Considering (5.24) we note that the positivity of η2 requires |λ| < 12 as a further
restriction on the domain of λ. Notice that when we send all coefficients µnm with n,m ∈
{0,±} resulting from bilinear combinations to zero, we recover precisely the constraint
found in [104], see equation (9) therein. These equations parametrize the metric and are
enough to compute the Hermitian counterpart via equation (5.23). We will not report the
expression here as they are rather lengthy and can be obtained as a reduction from the
more general setting to be treated below.
5.5.2 Hermitian linear term and non-Hermitian bilinear combinations
Reversing the situation of the preceding subsection we may consider the Hamiltonian
HK with Hermitian linear part, i.e. µ+ = µ−, and non-Hermitian part involving bilinear
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combinations. In this case we can solve the equations (5.42), (5.43) and (5.44) by
µ+ = µ− = λ(µ0 + µ00 − µ++ − µ−−), (5.47)
λ(µ+0 − µ+) = λ2(µ+− − µ0) + µ++, (5.48)
λ(µ0− − µ−) = λ2(µ+− − µ0) + µ−−, (5.49)
together with
ε
tanh 2θ
θ
=
µ++ − µ−−
2λµ+ + 2λ2(µ+− − µ0)− (µ++ + µ−−) . (5.50)
This case does not reduce to any situation treated in the literature before.
Let us now embark on the general setting in which the linear as well as the terms in HK
involving bilinear combinations are taken to be non-Hermitian. We will find two different
types of solutions, one being reducible to the foregoing two cases and the other being
intrinsically non-Hermitian and not reducible to any of the previous cases. Reducible is
meant in the sense that the limit of the relevant parameters going to zero is well defined.
5.5.3 Generic non-Hermitian reducible Hamiltonian
Taking now HK to be genuinely non-Hermitian, we find that the equations (5.42),
(5.43) and (5.44) are solved subject to the three constraints
µ++ − µ−− = λ(µ+0 − µ0−), (5.51)
µ−− − λµ0− = λ2(µ++ + µ−− − µ+− − µ00),
2µ+µ−− − µ−(µ++ + µ−−) = λ[(µ++ − µ−−)(µ++ + µ−− − µ0 − µ00) + µ0−(µ+ − µ−)] ,
concomitantly with
ε
tanh 2θ
θ
=
λ(µ− − µ+) + µ++ − µ−−
λ(µ− + µ+) + 2λ2(µ+− − µ0)− (µ++ + µ−−) . (5.52)
We note that taking µ++ = µ−− and µ+0 = µ0− or µ+ = µ− these constraints reduce
precisely to the ones previously treated in the sections 5.5.1 or 5.5.2, respectively. A
further interesting specialization of this general case is the one involving purely bilinear
combinations, which may be obtained for µ− = µ+ = µ0 in (5.51) and (5.52). For the
situation in which the Hamiltonian does not contain any generators of the type K−, i.e.
µ− = µ−− = µ0− = 0 we find
λµ+0 = µ++, µ00 = µ++ − µ0, µ+− = µ0, ε = arctanh
√
1− 4λ2
2
√
1− 4λ2 , (5.53)
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and when HK does not contain any generators of the type K+, i.e. µ+ = µ++ = µ0+ = 0
the equations simplify to
λµ0− = µ−−, µ00 = µ−− − µ0, µ+− = µ0, ε = −arctanh
√
1− 4λ2
2
√
1− 4λ2 . (5.54)
Another trivial consistency check is obtained when we add to the Swanson model a
multiple of the Casimir operator C = K20 − 12{K+,K−} and consider
HC = Hl + κC = (µ0 + κ)K0 + µ+K+ + µ−K− + κK20 − κK+K− for κ ∈ R. (5.55)
Since the Casimir operator is Hermitian and commutes with η no further constraint
should result from this modification when compared with the non-Hermitian linear case.
In fact, the linear case together with the constraining equations will produce the Casimir
operator. When µ+− 6= 0 we can satisfy the constraints (5.51) by µ+− = −µ00 and setting
all remaining µ’s with double subscripts to zero, which is obviously satisfied by (5.55),
together with
ε
tanh 2θ
θ
=
µ− − µ+
µ− + µ+ − 2λµ0 . (5.56)
We conclude this section by making use of the constraining equation (5.52) and re-
express the operator η in (5.24) purely as as a function of λ ∈ [−12 , 12 ]\{0}
η(λ) = exp
[
K0 + λ(K+ +K−)√
1− 4λ2 arctanhF (λ)
]
, (5.57)
where
F (λ) :=
√
1− 4λ2 λ(µ− − µ+) + µ++ − µ−−
λ(µ− + µ+) + 2λ2(µ+− − µ0)− (µ++ + µ−−) , (5.58)
subject to the constraints (5.51).
Hermitian counterpart
Using the explicit solution (5.57) we can compute the Hermitian counterpart hK using
the formula (5.23). As expected from similar calculations previously carried out in this
context the explicit non-Hermitian Hamiltonian turns out to be rather complicated when
compared to the fairly simple non-Hermitian Hamiltonian (5.21). Nonetheless, it may be
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computed exactly and we find the coefficients in (5.38) to be given by
µˆ0 = A0 + 2(µ− − µ+)λB0, (5.59)
µˆ+ = µˆ− = λA+ +
1
2
[µ− − µ+ + 2(µ−− − µ++)λ]B0, (5.60)
µˆ00 =
1
2λ
A00 + 2(µ−− − µ++)B0, (5.61)
µˆ+− = A+− + (µ−− − µ++)B0, (5.62)
µˆ++ = µˆ−− = λA++ +
1
2
(µ−− − µ++)B0, (5.63)
µˆ+0 = µˆ0− = 2A++ +
(
1 + 4λ2
2λ
)
(µ−− − µ++)B0, (5.64)
where we further abbreviated
A0 = µ0 − 2λ
1− 4λ2
(µ− − µ+)(µ−− + 3µ++ − 2λµ+0)
(µ−− − µ++) , (5.65)
A00 =
1
(1− 4λ2)(µ−− − µ++ − λ(µ− − µ+)) [2(µ−−µ+ − µ++µ−) (5.66)
−2λ(µ−− − µ++)(µ0 + µ++ + µ−−) + 2λ2(µ− − µ+)(µ−− + µ++ + µ+−) +
−8λ3(µ−− − µ++)(µ−− + µ++ − µ+−) + 8λ4(µ− − µ+)(µ−− + µ++ − µ+−)
]
,
A+− =
1
(1− 4λ2)(µ−− − µ++ − λ(µ− − µ+)) {(µ++ − µ−−)(µ−− + µ++ − µ+−) (5.67)
−λ [µ+−(µ− − µ+)− (µ− + µ+)(µ−− − µ++)]
−2λ2(µ−− − µ++)(µ+− + µ0) + 4λ3(µ− − µ+)µ+−
}
,
A+ =
1
(1− 4λ2)λ(µ−− − µ++)
{−λ [µ2−− − (µ− − µ+)µ+0 + 2µ−−µ++ − 3µ2++](5.68)
+µ+(µ−− + µ++)− 2µ−µ++ − 2λ2(µ−− − µ++)(µ− + µ− − µ+0)
}
,
A++ =
λµ+0 − µ++ − 2λ2(µ−− + µ++)
(1− 4λ2)λ , (5.69)
B0 = 2
√
2µ++(µ−− + µ++)− λ(µ−− + 3µ++)µ+0 + λ2
[
µ2+0 + (µ−− − µ++)2
]
(1− 4λ2)(µ−− − µ++) .(5.70)
Clearly this Hamiltonian does not constitute an obvious starting point, whereas the
non-Hermitian Hamiltonian HJ is fairly simple and natural to consider. We could also
express the Hermitian version in a simple fashion by solving (5.59)-(5.70) for the µs, such
that instead HJ would acquires a complicated form. However, the construction procedure
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itself is only meaningful in the direction HJ → hJ and not hJ → HJ as we are only
interested in finding Hermitian counterparts to non-Hermitian operators.
5.5.4 Generic non-Hermitian non-reducible Hamiltonian
Remarkably in contrast to the previously analysed purely linear case there exists a
second non-equivalent type of solution. We find that (5.42), (5.43) and (5.44) are also
solved by the four constraints
µ+ − µ− = 2λ(µ++ − µ−−), (5.71)
µ+0 − µ0− = 2(µ+ − µ−), (5.72)
µ+0 = 2µ+ + 2(µ+− − µ0)λ, (5.73)
µ+ = λ(µ0 + µ00 + 2µ++)− 2λ2(µ− − µ+ + µ+0) , (5.74)
conjointly with
ε
tanh 4θ
θ
=
µ−− − µ++
µ−− + µ++ + λ(µ+ − µ− − µ+0) . (5.75)
Notice that this solution can not be reduced to the cases of a non-Hermitian linear
term plus Hermitian bilinear combination or a Hermitian linear term plus a non-Hermitian
bilinear combination as discussed in sections 5.5.1 or 5.5.2, respectively. This is seen from
(5.71) and (5.72) as µ+ = µ− implies µ++ = µ−−, µ+0 = µ0− and vice versa, such
that it is impossible to convert one part into a Hermitian one while keeping the other
non-Hermitian.
As for the foregoing set of constraints there are some interesting subcases. For instance,
we can consider again the situation where the Hamiltonian does not contain any generators
of the type K−, i.e. µ− = µ−− = µ0− = 0. Then the constraints simplify to
2λµ++ = µ+, µ+0 = 2µ+, µ00 = 2λµ+ − µ0, µ+− = µ0, (5.76)
ε = − 1
4
√
1− 4λ2 arctanh
(√
1− 4λ2
1− 2λ2
)
.
Similarly, if the Hamiltonian does not contain any generators of the type K+, i.e.,
µ+ = µ++ = µ0+ = 0, the constraints reduce to
2λµ−− = µ−, µ0− = 2µ−, µ00 = 2λµ− − µ0, µ+− = µ0 (5.77)
ε =
1
4
√
1− 4λ2 arctanh
(√
1− 4λ2
1− 2λ2
)
.
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Note that also for this reduced case the solutions (5.53) and (5.76) as well as (5.54)
and (5.77) are different.
As before we can also in this case use of the constraining equation (5.52) and re-express
the operator η in (5.24) purely as a function of λ ∈ [−12 , 12 ]\{0}
η(λ) = exp
[
K0 + λ(K+ +K−)
2
√
1− 4λ2 arctanhG(λ)
]
, (5.78)
where
G(λ) :=
√
1− 4λ2 (µ−− − µ++)
µ−− + µ++ + λ(µ+ − µ− − µ+0) , (5.79)
subject to the constraints (5.71) and (5.71).
Hermitian counterpart
Using again the explicit solution (5.57) we can compute the Hermitian counterpart hK
using the formula (5.78). Once more the expressions are quite cumbersome
µˆ0 = C0 + 4λ
2D0, (5.80)
µˆ+ = µˆ− = C+ + 2λD0, (5.81)
µˆ00 = 2(C00 + 4λ
2D0), (5.82)
µˆ+− = C+− + 4λ2D0, (5.83)
µˆ++ = µˆ−− = λC++ + (1− 2λ2)D0, (5.84)
µˆ+0 = µˆ0− = 2(C++ + 2λD0), (5.85)
where further abbreviated
C0 =
µ0 − λ(µ− − µ+)− 4λ2(µ++ + µ0) + 2λ3(µ− + µ+) + 4λ4(µ+− − µ0)
1− 4λ2 , (5.86)
C00 =
µ00
2
− 2λ
2
[
µ−− + µ++ − λµ+0 − 2λ2(µ−− − µ++)
]
1− 4λ2 , (5.87)
C+− = C0 + µ+− − µ0, (5.88)
C+ =
µ+ − 2λµ++ − λ2(µ− + µ+) + 2λ3(µ+− − µ0)
1− 4λ2 , (5.89)
C++ =
µ+0 − 4λµ++ − 2λ2µ+0 − 4λ3(µ−− − µ++)
2(1− 4λ2) , (5.90)
D0 =
1
2 (4λ2 − 1)
{
4µ−− µ++ + λ2
[
µ2+0 + 8µ++ (µ++ − µ−−)
]
(5.91)
−2λµ+0 (µ−− + µ++) +4λ3 µ+0 (µ−− − µ++) + 4λ4 (µ−− − µ++)2
}1/2
.
Again this demonstrates the general feature that some fairly simple non-Hermitian
Hamiltonians possess quite complicated isospectral Hermitian counterparts.
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A simpler metric, the case λ = 0
In the previous discussion we have excluded the case λ = 0, which equals ν = 0 in our
ansatz for the metric (5.24). This case may be dealt with separately and in fact is fairly
easy, as η simplifies considerably because it only depends on the generator K0. In this
situation also the constraints turn out to be far simpler,
µ−−µ2+ = µ++µ
2
−, µ−−µ
2
+0 = µ++µ
2
0− with ε =
1
8
ln
µ−−
µ++
, (5.92)
and even the Hermitian counterpart Hamiltonian becomes fairly compact too
hε = µ0K0 + µ+e
2ε(K+ +K−) + µ00K20 + µ+−K+K− + µ++e
4ε(K2+ +K
2
−)(5.93)
+ µ+0e
2ε(K+K0 +K0K−).
This suggests that the simple metric η = e2εK0 may be employed as an easy transfor-
mation also for other more complicated Hamiltonians.
Two further simple cases λ = ±12
Finally let us also investigate the other boundary values for the parameter λ, that is
λ = ±12 . In this case the constraints are
µ++ = ±(µ+ − 2µ−) + (µ− − µ+)µ+−
µ+0 − µ0− + 2(µ− − µ+) ±
(µ− − µ+)(µ0− − 2µ− ± µ0)
µ0− − µ+0 − 2(µ− − µ+) (5.94)
+
µ0 + µ00
2
+
(µ0− − µ+0 − 2(µ− − µ+))(µ+0 − 2(µ0 + µ00 − 2µ−))
4(µ0− − 2µ− ± (µ0 − µ+−)) ,
µ−− = ∓µ+ + (µ− − µ+)µ+−
µ+0 − µ0− + 2(µ− − µ+) +
(µ− − µ+)(µ0 + µ0− − 2µ−)
µ0− − µ+0 − 2(µ− − µ+) (5.95)
+
µ0 + µ00
2
+
(2(µ0 + µ00)∓ (µ0− + 4µ+))(µ0− − µ0+ + 2(µ+ − µ−))
4(µ+0 − 2µ+ ± (µ0 − µ+−)) ,
ε =
µ0− − µ+0 − 2(µ− − µ+)
2(µ0− + µ+0 − 2(µ+ + µ−)± 2(µ0 − µ+−)) . (5.96)
The general Hermitian counterpart turns out to have a very complicated form, but
there are some simple special cases, such as
H 1
2
= K+ −K− −K0 +K20 +K+K− +K+K0 +K0K− +
11
2
K2+ +
1
2
K2−, (5.97)
which is mapped into the Hermitian form
h 1
2
= ∓13
16
(K+ +K−)− 23
16
K0 +
5
8
K20 +
13
16
K+K−∓ 11
8
(K+K0 +K0K−) +
61
32
(K2+ +K
2
−),
(5.98)
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with ε = ∓14 for λ = ±12 .
At this point we have investigated all possible solutions to the system (5.42)-(5.44),
associated to the construction of a pseudo-Hermitian metric and Hermitian partner Hamil-
tonian (5.21) according to the ansatz (5.24). Despite a few cumbersome expressions, this
method proves to be very convenient when an exact solution is needed and allowed us to
recover familiar results of the literature as limits of our very general Hamiltonian. But
chronologically linear Hamiltonians of the type (5.21) were first examined with the use of
Bogoliubov transformations, a procedure analysed as follows.
5.5.5 Generalised Bogoliubov transformation in the construction of met-
rics
Bogoliubov transformations were first introduced with the purpose of understanding
the pairing interaction in superconductivity [204] and have been generalized thereafter in
many different ways, as for instance in [205]. In the present context they have been applied
by Swanson [24] as an alternative method to establish the reality of the spectrum of a non-
Hermitian Hamiltonian. Instead of constructing an explicit similarity transformation one
can make a constraining assumption about its form. The simplest assumption to make
is that the counterpart is of a harmonic oscillator type. We will now demonstrate how
the Hamiltonian HK can be transformed into such a form by means of a generalized
Bogoliubov transformation and how this method relates to one we have been discussing
so far.
In a matrix form, the similarity transformation (5.27) looks like

Kˆ0
Kˆ+
Kˆ−

 =


t00 t0+ t0−
t+0 t++ t+−
t−0 t−+ t−−




K0
K+
K−

 (5.99)
where Kˆi ≡ η Ki η−1 for i = 0,± and its determinant is simply unity. On the other hand,
following [24], the generators of the the su(1, 1)-algebra are linearly expressed in terms of
new operators Kˇi according to a generalized Bogoliubov transformation,

K0
K+
K−

 =


γβ + δα βδ αγ
2αβ β2 α2
2γδ δ2 γ2




Kˇ0
Kˇ+
Kˇ−

 . (5.100)
The constraint
βγ − αδ = 1, (5.101)
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reduces the number of parameters in the transformation from 4 to 3 and gives a determi-
nant equal to unity as well, so that key properties on the behaviour of Kˇi can be imposed.
Inverting the relation (5.100), upon using (5.101) we may also express the Kˇ0, Kˇ± in terms
of K0,K±: 

Kˇ0
Kˇ+
Kˇ−

 =


γβ + δα −γδ −αβ
−2γα γ2 α2
−2δβ δ2 β2




K0
K+
K−

 . (5.102)
The comparison between (5.99) and (5.102) above makes evident that one might
associate a similarity transformation to a generalized Bogoliubov transformation, with
the following conditions being respected
α = −2ν− sinh θ
θ
, β = cosh θ − ǫsinh θ
θ
,
δ = +2ν+
sinh θ
θ
, γ = cosh θ + ǫ
sinh θ
θ
, (5.103)
and consequently (βγ − αδ)3 = 1. Without any additional restriction we are able to
decompose the K˜i generators into new creation and annihilation operators c and d,
Kˇ0 =
1
2
(
cd+
1
2
)
, Kˇ+ =
1
2
c2 , Kˇ− =
1
2
d2 , [c, d] = 1 (5.104)
being related to the usual bosonic operator through a linear combination,
 a
a†

 =

 γ δ
α β



 d
c

 ⇐⇒

 d
c

 =

 β −δ
−α γ



 a
a†

 , (5.105)
with α, β, γ, δ ∈ C. This is the interesting feature that will allow to diagonalize the system,
despite the fact that neither c, d nor Kˇi are Hermitian. We do not even require the same
Hermiticity conditions as the conventional operators a = (a†)†, and in general c 6= d†. For
our purposes we do nonetheless impose a definite behaviour under the PT -transformation.
Noting that PT : a, a† → −a,−a† implies that α, β, γ, δ ∈ R or iR, such that
PT : c, d→ −c,−d or PT : c, d→ c, d , (5.106)
respectively.
Replacing in HK the generators K0,K± by the newly defined generators Kˇ0, Kˇ±, we
can re-express the Hamiltonian into the form
HK =
∑
l=0,±
µˇlKˇl +
∑
n,m=0,±
µˇnm : KˇnKˇm : . (5.107)
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Notice that due to the identity 8Kˇ+Kˇ− = 8Kˇ0Kˇ0 − 8Kˇ0 + 1 not all coefficients µˇl,
µˇnm are uniquely defined although this ambiguity will not play any role in our analysis as
the relevant equations will be insensitive to these redefinitions.
However, if one can write the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian, for example as a result of
constraints in the original coefficients in the operator, in the form of
H = µˇ0Kˇ0 + µˇ00Kˇ
2
0 + µˇ+−Kˇ+Kˇ− (5.108)
=
1
2
µˇ0
(
Nˇ +
1
2
)
+
1
4
µˇ00
(
Nˇ2 + Nˇ +
1
4
)
+
1
4
µˇ+−(Nˇ2 − Nˇ)
then, diagonalization is possible by analogy between N = a† a and Nˇ = cd:
Nˇ |nˇ〉 = n|nˇ〉 (5.109)
In analogy to the harmonic oscillator case we may now easily construct the eigensys-
tem for this Hamiltonian. Defining the states
|nˇ〉 = 1√
n!
cn|0ˇ〉 with d|0ˇ〉 = 0, (5.110)
we have Nˇ |nˇ〉 = n|nˇ〉. Note that imposing unbroken PT -symmetry for the states |nˇ〉
requires that PT : c → c, which in turn implies the coefficients α, β, γ, δ must be purely
imaginary. In this situation the parameters ε, ν±, cannot be real as assumed so far for the
Hermiticity of the Dyson operator. With this in mind, the pseudo-Hermitian approach in
principle allows for real eigenvalues in the PT -symmetric broken phase, where this cannot
be guaranteed.
Demanding further that the Hamiltonian in terms of the new generators Kˇ0, Kˇ±
acquires the form of a harmonic oscillator plus a Casimir operator means we have to set
the constants µˇ+, µˇ−, µˇ++, µˇ−−, µˇ+0, µˇ0− to zero. Expressing these constraints through
the original constants in (5.21) yields the equations
µ++y
4 + µ+0y
3 + (µ+− + µ00)y2 + µ0−y + µ−− = 0, (5.111)
µ−−z4 + µ0−z3 + (µ+− + µ00)z2 + µ+0z + µ++ = 0, (5.112)
µ+0y
3z + 4µ++y
3 + 2(µ+− + µ00)y2z + 3µ+0y2+
+3µ0−yz + 2(µ+− + µ00)y + 4µ−−z + µ0− = 0, (5.113)
µ0−yz3 + 4µ−−z3 + 2(µ+− + µ00)yz2 + 3µ0−z2+
+3µ+0yz + 2(µ+− + µ00)z + 4µ++y + µ+0 = 0, (5.114)
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(µ0− − µ−)yz3 + (2µ+− + µ00 − µ0)yz2 + 2µ−−z3+
+(2µ+0 − µ+)yz + (µ− + µ0−)z2 + (µ0 + µ00)z + 2µ++y + µ+ = 0 (5.115)
(µ+0 − µ+)y3z + (2µ+− + µ00 − µ0)y2z + 2µ++y3+
+(2µ0− − µ−)yz + (µ+ + µ+0)y2 + (µ0 + µ00)y + 2µ−−z + µ− = 0 (5.116)
where we abbreviated
y =
α
γ
and z =
δ
β
, (5.117)
so that the number of parameters diminishes but care is then recommended when exam-
ining certain limiting cases. We will now systematically solve the six equations following
(5.111). When α, δ 6= 0 the equations reduce to the simpler form
z2(µ00 + µ+−) = µ++(1 + 4yz + y2z2), (5.118)
z2(µ+− − µ0) = µ++(1 + yz)2 + µ+z3 + µ−z, (5.119)
µ−−z2 = µ++y2, (5.120)
µ+0z = −2µ++(1 + yz), (5.121)
µ−z = µ+y, (5.122)
µ0−z = µ+0y. (5.123)
Similarly as in the previous section the solutions fall into different classes distinguished
by vanishing linear or bilinear combinations.
Genuinely non-Hermitian non-reducible Hamiltonian
We start to solve the six constraints (5.118)-(5.123) for the generic case by demanding
µ+, µ− 6= 0 and µ++, µ−−, µ+0, µ0− 6= 0. We find the unique solution
µ− =
y
z
µ+, µ−− =
µ2−
µ2+
µ++, µ0− =
µ−
µ+
µ+0, y =
±ϑ− µ+0/4
µ++
, (5.124)
µ+− = µ0 − µ+µ+0
2µ++
+
µ2+0
4µ++
, µ00 = −µ0 + µ+µ+0
2µ++
+
2µ−µ++
µ+
, (5.125)
with the abbreviation ϑ :=
√
µ2+0/16− µ2++µ+/µ−. The Hamiltonian HK in (5.21) or
equivalently the Hamiltonians HKˇ in (5.107) can now be expressed entirely in terms of
the number operator Nˇ = cd and acquires the simple form
HK =
ϑ2
µ++
(Nˇ2 + Nˇ)± ϑ(µ+0 − 2µ+)
2µ++
(
Nˇ +
1
2
)
+
3µ0
16
− 3µ+µ+0
32µ++
+
µ2+0
16µ++
− 5µ−µ++
8µ+
.
(5.126)
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The requirement that the spectrum is real and bounded from below imposes the
further constraints
µ++ > 0 and µ−µ2+0 > 16µ
2
++µ+. (5.127)
It is now interesting to compare this result with our previous construction for the
isospectral counterpart in section 5.5.4. Using the constraints (5.124) and (5.125) we may
solve the conditions (5.71)-(5.71) for the similarity transformation needed to be able to
construct a well defined metric operator by
µ+0 = 2µ+ and λ =
µ2+
2(µ+ + µ−)µ++
, (5.128)
such that (5.75) acquires the form
ε
tanh 4θ
θ
=
2(µ2− − µ2+)µ2++
2(µ2− + µ2+)µ2++ − µ4+
. (5.129)
Thus upon these constraints, the two constructions coincide, if besides (5.127) we
also demand that µ2+ ≤ µ++ |µ+ + µ−| since |λ| ≤ 12 . This means that in this situa-
tion we do not only have an explicit similarity transformation, a well defined metric and
a Hermitian counterpart, but in addition we know the exact eigenspectrum and eigen-
functions. Relaxing these conditions it also implies that there must be a larger class of
similarity transformations not covered by the ansatz (5.24) for the operator η. As already
mentioned we might be losing out on some possibilities by demanding η to be Hermitian.
A further natural generalisation would be to include also bilinear combinations into
the argument of the exponential in the expression for η.
Hermitian linear term and non-Hermitian bilinear combinations
It seems natural that we mimic the same cases as for the construction of the metric
in previous sections. However, when tuning the linear term to be Hermitian by demand-
ing µ+ = µ− the constraints (5.120), (5.122) and (5.123) imply that µ++ = µ−− and
µ+0 = µ0−, such that also the terms involving bilinear combinations becomes Hermitian.
The case µ+ = µ− = 0 is special since the last equation in (5.125) yields µ+/µ− =
(µ0 + µ00) /(2µ++). Using this and still demanding that µ++, µ−−, µ+0, µ0− 6= 0, the
solutions to (5.118)-(5.123) become
µ−− =
(µ0 + µ00)
2
4µ++
, µ0− =
µ+0
2µ++
(µ0 + µ00) , µ+− = µ0 +
µ2+0
4µ++
, (5.130)
y =
±ϑ¯− µ+0/4
µ++
, z = y
2µ++
µ0 + µ00
, (5.131)
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with the abbreviation ϑ¯ :=
√
µ2+0/16− µ++ (µ0 + µ00) /2. The Hamiltonian HK in (5.21),
(5.107) can be expressed again entirely in terms of the number operator and acquires the
simple form
HK =
ϑ¯2
µ++
(Nˇ2 + Nˇ)± ϑ¯µ+0
2µ++
(
Nˇ +
1
2
)
+
µ2+0
16µ++
− 5
16
µ00 − µ0
8
. (5.132)
The requirement that the spectrum is real and bounded from below yields in this case
the additional constraints
µ++ > 0 and µ
2
+0 > 8µ++ (µ0 + µ00) . (5.133)
Interestingly when demanding (5.130) and (5.131), we cannot solve the constraints in
section 5.4 and therefore can not construct a metric with the ansatz (5.24) in this case.
This is a clear indication that the metric proposed is not the most general.
Non-Hermitian linear case and Hermitian bilinear combinations
Reversing the setting of the previous section we may now demand the bilinear combi-
nations to be Hermitian, µ++ = µ−− and µ+0 = µ0−. This is equally pathological as now
the linear term becomes also Hermitian by (5.120), (5.122) and (5.123). Nonetheless, a
non-trivial limit is obtained with µ++ = µ−− = µ+0 = µ0− = 0 and requiring µ+, µ− 6= 0.
We may then solve (5.118)-(5.123) by
µ− =
y
z
µ+, µ+− = −µ00, y = ±ϑ˜− (µ0 + µ00)/2
µ+
, (5.134)
with the abbreviation ϑ˜ :=
√
(µ0 + µ00)2/4− µ+µ−. Once again the Hamiltonian HK in
(5.21) and (5.107) can be expressed entirely in terms of the modified number operator
simplifying it to
HK = ±ϑ˜
(
Nˇ +
1
2
)
− 3µ00
16
. (5.135)
The eigenspectrum is real and bounded from below when we discard the minus sign
in (8.79) and impose the condition
(µ0 + µ00)
2 > 4µ+µ−. (5.136)
When setting µ00 = µ+− = 0 these expressions reduce precisely to those found in [24]
for the purely linear case. Comparing now with the construction in section 5.5.4, we find
that (5.45) is solved by the conditions (5.134), if we further demand that
µ00 + µ+− = 0, (5.137)
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such that (5.46) becomes
ε
tanh 2θ
θ
=
µ− − µ+
µ− + µ+ − 2λ(µ00 + µ0) . (5.138)
We may also put further restrictions on the generalized Bogoliubov transformation
(5.105) itself by setting some of the constants to zero.
Asymmetric generalized Bogoliubov transformation with δ = 0
Let us now set the α in (5.105) to zero. Then the equations (5.111) are solved by
µ+ = µ++ = µ+0 = 0, µ0− = −2µ−−
y
, µ00 = −µ0− µ−
y
, µ+− =
µ−−
y2
−µ00. (5.139)
In this situation the transformed Hamiltonian HK (5.107) can be expressed as
HK =
µ20−
16µ−−
(Nˇ2 − Nˇ) + µ0−µ−
4µ−−
(
Nˇ +
1
8
)
+
3µ0
16
. (5.140)
Once again we may compare with the construction in section 5.5.4. The operator η can
be constructed when we demand
µ+− = µ0 and λ = − 1
2y
(5.141)
together with
ε =
1
4
√
1− 1
y2
ArcTanh

2y2
√
1− 1
y2
1− 2y2

 . (5.142)
The meaningful interval λ ∈ [−12 , 12 ]/{0} is now translated into the condition y ∈ [−1, 1]/{0}.
Asymmetric generalized Bogoliubov transformation with α = 0
We may also put further constraints on the transformation (5.105) itself. Then the
equations (5.111) are solved by
µ− = µ−− = µ0− = 0, µ+0 = −2µ++
z
, µ00 = −µ0− µ+
z
, µ+− =
µ++
z2
−µ00. (5.143)
Now the transformed Hamiltonian HK (5.107) can be expressed as
HK =
µ2+0
16µ++
(Nˇ2 − Nˇ) + µ+0µ+
4µ++
(
Nˇ +
1
8
)
+
3µ0
16
. (5.144)
The comparison with the construction in section 5.5.4 yields now that the operator η can
be constructed when we demand
µ+− = µ0 and λ = − 1
2z
(5.145)
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as well as
ε =
1
4
√
1− 1z
ArcTanh

2z2
√
1− 1
z2
1− 2z2

 (5.146)
Now λ ∈ [−12 , 12 ]/{0} is translated to the condition z ∈ [−1, 1]/{0}.
As a trivial consistency we observe that for α = δ = 0, i.e. when y = z = 0, the
transformation (5.105) becomes the identity and we have the vanishing of all coefficients
except for µ0, µ00 and µ+−. Thus the initial Hamiltonian is already Hermitian and just
corresponds to the harmonic oscillator displaced by a Casimir operator. The configuration
when the constants µ+, µ−, µ++, µ−−, µ+0 and µ0− vanish is obviously of little interest.
For completeness we also comment on the case yz = −1 for which we may also find an
explicit solution. However, in this situation the coefficients in front of Kˇ20 and Kˇ0 are not
positive and consequently this scenario is of little relevance.
5.5.6 Some concrete realisations of the generalised Swanson Hamilto-
nian
Let us finish our generic discussion with a few comments related to some concrete reali-
sations of the algebras discussed. Using the usual representation of the su(1, 1) is probably
the aforementioned two-boson representation (5.16) with the familiar identifications for
the creation and annihilation operators in terms of differential operators in x-space it
is then straightforward to express HK in terms maximally quartic in the position and
momentum operators, albeit not in its most general form,
Hxp = γ0 + γ1xˆ
2 + γ2pˆ
2 + γ3xˆ
4 + γ4pˆ
4 + ıγ5xˆpˆ+ γ6xˆ
2pˆ2 + ıγ7xˆpˆ
3 + ıγ8xˆ
3pˆ. (5.147)
The coefficients γi in (5.147) and the µl, µn,m in (5.21) are related as

γ0
γ1
γ2
γ3
γ4
γ5
γ6
γ7
γ8


=
1
16


0 −4 4 −2 3 3 1 2 −2
4 4 4 0 −6 6 −4 −5 1
4 −4 −4 0 6 −6 −4 −1 5
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 −1 −1
0 −8 8 −4 12 12 −4 4 −4
0 0 0 2 −6 −6 2 0 0
0 0 0 0 4 −4 0 −2 2
0 0 0 0 −4 4 0 −2 2




µ0
µ+
µ−
µ00
µ++
µ−−
µ+−
µ+0
µ0−


. (5.148)
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Since the determinant of the matrix in (5.148) is non-vanishing we may also ex-
press the µl, µn,m in terms of the γi, which then translates the constraining equations
and the coefficient occurring in the Hermitian counterparts too. It is interesting to note
that the argument 2ε[K0 + λ(K+ + K−)] in the exponential of the operator η becomes
ε
[
1
2(xˆ
2 + pˆ2) + λ(xˆ2 − pˆ2) + 1], such that at the boundaries of the interval in which λ
takes its values λ = 12 and λ = −12 the operator and therefore the metric becomes a
function only of xˆ and pˆ, respectively.
There are various types of representations in terms of differential operators for this
algebra as for instance the multi-boson representation
K0 = k0(N), K+ = k+(N)(a
†)n, K− = k−(N)(a)n, (5.149)
where the a, a† are the usual bosonic annihilation and creation operators with N = a†a
being the number operator. The k0(N), k±(N) are functions of the latter and may be
determined recursively for any number of bosons n involved [206]. The simplest case n = 1
yields the Holstein-Primakoff representation [207] with K0 = N +
1
2 , K+ =
√
Na† and
K− = a
√
N . For n = 2 one obtains the very well known two boson representation (5.16).
However, also the realisation for n = 1 in (5.149) plays an important role in physics for
instance in the study of the Jaynes-Cummings model [208].
Many other representations exist, some of which mentioned in [25]. Instead of using
(5.17) one can work with a generalised infinite dimensional representation of the bosonic
operators such as
a = A(x)
d
dx
+B(x), a† = −A(x) d
dx
−A′(x), with 2AB′ −AA′′ = 0, (5.150)
as is done for generalized Swanson models in [209].
An interesting one is for instance one
K0 =
1
4ξ
(
− d
2
dr2
+
g
r2
+ ξ2r2
)
, (5.151)
K± =
1
4ξ
(
d2
dr2
− g
r2
+ ξ2r2 ∓ ξ
(
2r
d
dr
+ 1
))
, (5.152)
Using this representation HK may be expressed as a differential operator in radial
coordinates
HR = ρ0 + ρ1
d4
dr4
+ ρ2r
d3
dr3
+ ρ3r
2 d
2
dr2
+ ρ4
d2
dr2
+ ρ5
1
r2
d2
dr2
+ ρ6r
3 d
dr
+ (5.153)
+ρ7r
d
dr
+ ρ8
1
r
d
dr
+ ρ9
1
r3
d
dr
+ ρ10r
4 d
dr
+ ρ11r
2 + ρ12
1
r2
+ ρ13
1
r4
,
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and its corresponding Hermitian counterpart, using the constraints (5.51), (5.52), (5.52),
(5.52), is given by
hR = ρ˜0 + ρ˜1
d4
dr4
+ ρ˜3r
2 d
2
dr2
+ ρ˜4
d2
dr2
+ ρ˜5
1
r2
d2
dr2
+ (5.154)
+ρ˜7r
d
dr
+ ρ˜9
1
r3
d
dr
+ ρ˜10r
4 d
dr
+ ρ˜11r
2 + ρ˜12
1
r2
+ ρ˜13
1
r4
.
The ρs and ρ˜s may be computed explicitly, but this is not relevant for our purposes
here. Keeping only linear terms in K in the Hamiltonian, we obtain
H =
(µ0 − µ+ − µ−)
4ξ
(
− d
2
dr2
+
g
r2
)
+
µ− − µ+
4
(
1 + 2r
d
dr
)
+
(µ0 + µ− + µ−)
4
ξr2,
(5.155)
which under the action of
η = exp
[
1√
1− 4λ2 ArcTanh
(
(µ− − µ+)
√
1− 4λ2
µ− + µ+ − 2λµ0
)
[K0 + λ(K+ +K−)]
]
(5.156)
transforms into
h =
a+ b
ξ
(
d2
dr2
− g
r2
)
+
(
1 + 2λ
1− 2λa+ 3b
)
ξr2, (5.157)
with parameters given by
a =
1
2(1 + 2λ)
√
µ+µ− − λµ0(µ+ + µ−) + λ2(µ20 + (µ− − µ+)2), (5.158)
b =
µ0 − 2λ(µ+ + µ−)
4(1− 4λ2) . (5.159)
Some mild variations of the representation (5.151), (5.152) can be used to obtain
multi-particle systems, such as Calogero models but an easier multi-particle model covered
by this formalism is of charged particles in a magnetic field [210], which results when taking
as representation (5.19) with the a†i , ai as the creation and annihilation of the i-th bosonic
particle. It is straightforward to apply the above programme also to this type of system.
As a variation of the above idea we may also study multi-particle PT -symmetric
Hamiltonians, for which we do not mix different particle types implicitly within su(1, 1)-
generators, i.e. taking direct sums of Fock spaces, but consider instead systems of the
type su(1, 1)⊕ su(1, 1), such as
Hm = µ
(1)
0 K
(1)
0 + µ
(1)
+ K
(1)
+ + µ
(1)
− K
(1)
− + µ
(2)
0 K
(2)
0 + µ
(2)
+ K
(2)
+ + µ
(2)
− K
(2)
− + µ00K
(1)
0 K
(2)
0
+µ+−K
(1)
+ K
(2)
− + µ−+K
(1)
− K
(2)
+ + µ++K
(1)
+ K
(2)
+ + µ−−K
(1)
− K
(2)
− + +µ+0K
(1)
+ K
(2)
0
+µ0−K
(1)
0 K
(2)
− + µ0+K
(1)
0 K
(2)
+ + µ−0K
(1)
− K
(2)
0 , (5.160)
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with the superscripts in the K(i) indicate the particle type. We may start with an ansatz
of a similar type
η = η1 η2 with ηi = exp
[
2εi
(
K
(i)
0 + λi(K
(i)
+ +K
(1)
− )
)]
(5.161)
and it is then straightforward to show that the constraints
µ00 =
µ++
λ1λ2
, µ−+ = µ+− = µ−− = µ++, (5.162)
µ0+ = µ0− =
µ++
λ1
, µ+0 = µ−0 =
µ++
λ2
, (5.163)
with
εi
tanh 2θi
θi
=
µ
(i)
− − µ(i)+
µ
(i)
− + µ
(i)
+ − 2λiµ(i)0
for i = 1, 2, (5.164)
convert the Hamiltonian Hm into a Hermitian one. Note that despite the fact that in
Hm we have an interaction between different particle types the constraints are identical
to the ones in the linear case for individual particles. In fact, Hm is indeed linear in K
(1)
and K(2) and the terms involving the products of K(1) and K(2) operators are Hermitian.
Adding some genuinely bilinear combinations in the Hamiltonian is expected to generate a
more intricate structure sheding light on interacting spins etc, but we leave this for future
investigations as it goes beyond the simple comment we intended to make in this section
regarding explicit realisations.
5.6 Hamiltonians of su(2)-Lie algebraic type and bosonic
spin chains
As we have seen, the three su(2) generators satisfy the following commutation relations
[L0, L±] = ±L±, [L+, L−] = 2L0 and L†0 = L0, L†± = L∓, (5.165)
for which one has the well known angular momentum representation in terms of differential
operators,
L0 =
∂
∂φ
, L± = ıe±ıφ
(
± ∂
∂θ
+ ı cot θ
∂
∂φ
)
(5.166)
with compact angles φ, θ, constitutes an infinite dimensional representation of this compact
algebra. Another possible realization for the su(2) algebra is given by
L0 =
1
2
(
a†1a1 − a†2a2
)
, L+ = a
†
1a2, L− = a
†
2a1, (5.167)
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with L†0 = L0, L
†
± = L∓, used for number-conserving Bose-Hubbard models for which a
fixed particle number N = a†1a1 + a
†
2a2 corresponds to a specified modulus of the angular
momentum: L2 = N2
(
N
2 + 1
)
. In this representation we may realize PT operation as in
[212],
PT : a1 → −a1, a†1 → −a†1, a2 → −a2, a†2 → −a†2. (5.168)
It is interesting to note that the combinations of these generators
K˜0 =
1
2
(
a†2a2 − a†1a1
)
≡ −L0, K˜+ = a†2a1 ≡ L−, K˜− = −a†1a2 ≡ −L+. (5.169)
can be constructed so that they satisfy the commutation relation (4.30) with ǫ = −1.
However the algebras su(2) and su(1, 1) are not equivalent, since the former corresponds
to a compact group and allows for a finite dimensional representation while the latter
arises from a noncompact group and has only infinite dimensional representations. The
difference between such algebras in such representation becomes evident when we analyze
the conjugation properties of these operators and see that they differ by a minus sign
K˜†0 = K˜0, K˜
†
± = −K˜∓. (5.170)
and the K˜i are not generators of su(1, 1) but of su(2) instead, for which we have applied
L0 → −L0, L± → ∓L∓, which of course is not an automorphism. The L-operators can
then be used to define analogous models to (5.3) and (5.21), namely
HL =
∑
l=0,±
µlLl +
∑
n,m=0,±
µnm : LnLm :, µl, µnm ∈ R, (5.171)
with the usual normal ordering prescribed in (5.4) and (5.22).
The generators of the compact su(2)-algebra, the Pauli matrices, are generally used to
formulate richer interacting spin quantum chain models, very common in condensed matter
physics to describe magnetization in materials. Non-Hermitian versions of such many-body
models with PT -symmetry defined on a lattice have been analysed recently, for instance
in [213, 214], with the calculation of exact Bethe wavefunctions and pseudo-Hermitian
metrics. The Yang-Lee problem, which is just an N -spin Heisenberg (anti-)ferromagnetic
chain in the presence of a magnetic field with components in two perpendicular direction,
was investigated in a PT -symmetric framework in [92, 93] with pseudo-Hermitian metrics
and Hermitian counterparts being calculated in [19] by considering one of the couplings
in the Hamiltonian to be imaginary.
The algebraic structure, proving both mathematical tools to solve the problem and
universal representation-independent results, is confirmed to be a successful approach
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when searching for a Dyson map to define a fundamental theory based on a non-Hermitian
Hamiltonian. Not always, however, can algebraic symmetries be identified in a system and
therefore other techniques to such a purpose must be considered. In the next chapter we
investigate the use of a different approach which does not rely on identifying an algebraic
structure so that it can be implemented in principle to a greater variety of systems.
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6 Moyal products and
isospectral transformations
6.1 Moyal Products to construct metric operators
In the examples investigated in the previous chapter, the entire problem of finding a
suitable metric with respect to which a non-Hermitian system is considered Hermitian was
analyzed under the perspective of finding exact solutions by solving equations for operators
xˆ, pˆ or a†, a. Instead of doing so, this task can sometimes be considerably simplified if the
operator equations are converted into differential equations using Moyal products [216],
denoted here by ∗ products, and also sometimes called Weyl-Groenewold product [217],
star products.
In this formalism operators expressed in terms of the aforementioned operators are
replaced by real-valued functions and a new product composition rule is defined in order
to restore the noncommutativity between position and momentum, which is an essential
feature for the uncertainty principle of quantum mechanics. Moyal and Weyl-Groenewold
brackets, designated respectively by 11
[f, g]∗ = f ∗ g − g ∗ f and [f, g]⋆ = f ⋆ g − g ⋆ f, (6.1)
can be seen as a deformation of the phase-space Poisson bracket (4.44) with the introduc-
tion of the factor ı~, as in (2.16). In fact this concept of Moyal-like brackets is simply an
alternative representation for the canonical commutation relations satisfied by the opera-
tors xˆ and pˆ. The Moyal product can be introduced by considering the possible irreducible
representation of the Heisenberg algebra (2.16)
eırpˆeısxˆ = eırseısxˆeırpˆ, (6.2)
11Note that ∗ denote a Moyal product but ∗ denotes the usual operation of complex conjugation.
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with the introduction of the elements
v¯(r, s) = eırpˆeısxˆ ⇐⇒ 〈v¯(r′, s′)|v¯(r, s)〉 = 2πδ(r − r′)δ(s− s′), (6.3)
whose completeness make it suitable to expand any operator:
F (xˆ, pˆ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
dr ds eırpˆeısxˆ f(s, r). (6.4)
Its kernel,
f(s, r) =
1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
dxˆ dpˆ e−ısxˆe−ırpˆ F (xˆ, pˆ), (6.5)
can be useful to construct a corresponding real-valued function,
F (x, p) =
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
dr ds eırpeısx f(s, r). (6.6)
For instance, whereas xˆmpˆn is mapped into xmpn + ımnpn−1, pˆnxˆm goes to xmpn
simply. Taking the product between of such operator functions we obtain
F (xˆ, pˆ)G(xˆ, pˆ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
dr ds dr′ ds′ f(r, s)g(r′, s′)eı(r+r
′)pˆeı(s+s
′)xˆe−ır
′s,
(6.7)
an expression which indicates the possibility of replacing the operators by real-valued
functions if the extra factor which appears, e−ır′s, is taken care with the introduction of
a new product rule. The Moyal product,
∗ = eı
←−
∂ x
−→
∂ p , (6.8)
serves precisely to this purpose:
F (x, p) ∗G(x, p) = F (x, p)eı
←−
∂ x
−→
∂ pG(x, p), (6.9)
a distributive and associative map allowing one to reproduce the commutation relation
included in (6.2), namely, eırp ∗ eısx = eırs eısx ∗ eırp. Moreover,
F (x, p)† = eı∂x∂pF (x, p)∗, (6.10)
so that an operator will be Hermitian if and only if F (x, p)∗ = e−ı∂x∂pF (x, p).
Nevertheless, the Heisenberg algebra can be represented in a more symmetry way:
eırpˆeısxˆe−
ırs
2 = e
ırs
2 eısxˆeırpˆ. (6.11)
Using a more symmetric definition of the Moyal product due to Groenewold,
⋆ = e
ı
2
(
←−
∂ x
−→
∂ p−←−∂ p−→∂ x), (6.12)
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so that
F (x, p) ⋆ G(x, p) =
∞∑
k=0
(−ı/2)k
k!
k∑
j=0
(−1)j k!
j!(k − j)!∂
j
x∂
k−j
p F (x, p) ∂
k−j
x ∂
j
pG(x, p), (6.13)
we can successfully reproduce eırp ⋆ eısx e−
ırs
2 = e
ırs
2 eısx ⋆ eırp. One can use the basis
v(r, s) = eı(sxˆ+rpˆ) = e
ı
2
sxˆeırpˆe
ı
2
sxˆ = e
ı
2
rpˆeısxˆe
ı
2
rpˆ (6.14)
and its completeness 〈v(r′, s′)|v(r, s)〉 = 2πδ(r − r′)δ(s− s′) to expand operators:
F (xˆ, pˆ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
dr ds eı(sxˆ+rpˆ) f(s, r) (6.15)
with
f(s, r) =
1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
dxˆ dpˆ e−ı(sxˆ+rpˆ) F (xˆ, pˆ), (6.16)
and
F (x, p) =
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
dr ds eı(sx+rp) f(s, r). (6.17)
From these expressions, one can determine that f(s, r)† = f(−s,−r)∗, and F (xˆ, pˆ) will be
PT -symmetric if f(s, r)† = f(s,−r). The product
F (xˆ, pˆ)G(xˆ, pˆ) ≃
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
dr ds dr′ ds′ f(r, s)g(r′, s′)eı[(r+r
′)pˆ+(s+s′)xˆ]e
ı
2
(rs′−sr′),
(6.18)
so that the operator product expression can be made isomorphic to real-valued functions
multiplied by the ⋆-product:
F (xˆ, pˆ) G(xˆ, pˆ) ≃ F (x, p) ⋆ G(x, p) = F (x, p)e ı2 (
←−
∂ x
−→
∂ p−←−∂ p−→∂ x)G(x, p). (6.19)
This new definition has a few advantages over the previous, more asymmetrical, one.
It was shown in [28], for instance, that the use of ∗ leads to more complicated differential
equations than ⋆, and we have seen above that the Hermiticity condition has a less trans-
parent equation when ∗ is used (6.10). Furthermore, an operator will be Hermitian in this
formulation if the corresponding function is real:
F (xˆ, pˆ)† = F (xˆ, pˆ) ≃ F (x, p)∗ = F (x, p). (6.20)
Also, whereas (F ∗G)∗ 6= G∗ ∗ F ∗ the new definition gives a more intuitive result,
(F (xˆ, pˆ) G(xˆ, pˆ))† = G(xˆ, pˆ)†F (xˆ, pˆ)† ≃ (F (x, p) ⋆ G(x, p))∗ = G(x, p)∗ ⋆ F (x, p)∗.
(6.21)
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As an interesting example we consider F (x, p) = xmpn for which we compute the
corresponding kernel as f(s, r) = ım+nδ(m)(s)δ(n)(r). The kernel f(r, s) = −δ′(r)δ′(s) of
1
2 (xˆ pˆ+ pˆ xˆ) is mapped into the monomial x p = p x. Indeed, for instance,
x p =
1
2
(x ⋆ p+ p ⋆ x) ≃ 1
2
(xˆ pˆ+ pˆ xˆ) (6.22)
x2 p =
1
3
(
x2 ⋆ p+ x ⋆ p ⋆ x+ p ⋆ x2
) ≃ 1
3
(
xˆ2 pˆ+ xˆ pˆ xˆ+ pˆ xˆ2
)
(6.23)
x p2 =
1
3
(
p2 ⋆ x+ p ⋆ x ⋆ p+ x ⋆ p2
) ≃ 1
3
(
pˆ2 xˆ+ pˆ xˆ pˆ+ xˆ pˆ2
)
(6.24)
are based on the isomorphism xm ⋆ pn ≃ xˆm pˆn, useful in our future applications. This
method allows one to go from operator calculations to calculations involving differential
equations, simplifying the problem in some cases. After performing the computations with
the Moyal products, we have to translate our results back into the operator language. To
do that we substitute each real-valued monomial by a totally symmetric combination of
operators:
xm pn = pn xm 7−→ Smn = m!n!
(m+ n)!
∑
π
xˆm pˆn, (6.25)
where π denote all possible permutations of the operators xˆ and pˆ.
The isomorphism just explored can be used in the construction of metric operators
and Hermitian Hamiltonian partners. First of all, we need to solve the right hand side of
the isomorphic relation
Hˆ(xˆ, pˆ)†ρˆ(xˆ, pˆ) = ρˆ(xˆ, pˆ)Hˆ(xˆ, pˆ) ≃ H(x, p)† ⋆ ρ(x, p) = ρ(x, p) ⋆ H(x, p), (6.26)
which is a differential equation for the “scalar metric function” ρ(x, p). Taking as a
starting point the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian Hˆ(xˆ, pˆ), we have to transform this quantity
into a scalar expression H(x, p) by replacing all occurring operator products with Moyal
products. The order of the resulting differential equation will depend on the highest powers
of x and p in H(x, p). Having ρ(x, p) at our disposal we have to:
i) solve the differential equation ρ(x, p) = η(x, p)† ⋆ η(x, p) for the “Dyson mapping
function” η(x, p);
ii) compute directly the scalar function associated to the Hermitian counterpart by
evaluating
h(x, p) = η(x, p) ⋆ H(x, p) ⋆ η(x, p)−1; (6.27)
iii) finally convert the functions ρ(x, p), η(x, p) and h(x, p) into operator-valued func-
tions by reversing the isomorphism to construct the metric operators ρˆ(xˆ, pˆ), ηˆ(xˆ, pˆ), hˆ(xˆ, pˆ)
by replacing monomials in x and p by appropriate operator combinations.
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Remember that the intrinsic arbitrariness in the metric could be eliminated if more
observables were specified. For example, we can impose that either xˆ or pˆ would remain
Hermitian with respect to the new metric. Interestingly, as expected, the differential
equations obtained in such a case imply that the metric cannot depend on the other
parameter:
x ⋆ ρ(x, p) = ρ(x, p) ⋆ x −→ ∂
∂p
ρ(x, p) = 0, (6.28)
p ⋆ ρ(x, p) = ρ(x, p) ⋆ p −→ ∂
∂x
ρ(x, p) = 0. (6.29)
In this chapter we will focus on employing these ideas when trying to interpret non-
Hermitian Hamiltonians. As an application of the method just described we can establish
the metric operators and isospectral Hermitian Hamiltonians for a master Hamiltonian of
cubic order.
6.2 Generic cubic PT -symmetric non-Hermitian Hamilto-
nians
The lattice version of a Reggeon field theory [40, 42], one early occurrence of non-
Hermitian models, when restricted to a single site system, leads to a potential very similar
to the complex cubic potential ıx3. Somewhat later it was found [43] that the latter model
possesses a real spectrum on the real line, and more recently there was the surprising
discovery of an entire family of non-Hermitian Hamiltonians, involving potentials z2(ız)n
for n ≥ 0, admitting real spectra when the domains are appropriately continued to the
complex plane. Nevertheless, an exact analysis of the cubic Hamiltonian still lacks in the
literature. Our attempt here is to consider a differential representation of the canonical
commutation relations in terms of real-valued functions to help solving the problem, as
carried out for instance in [26, 27, 28, 3]. Yet we will try to be more generic and study a
broader class of models, namely those involving cubic combinations of xˆ and xˆ generators.
Having in mind the Hamiltonians studied in chapter 5, we use the relations (5.17)
to start with a Hamiltonian in terms of the operators a and a†. The most general PT -
symmetric Hamiltonian which is maximally cubic in creation and annihilation operators
a†, a is of the following form
Hc = λ1 a
†a + λ2 a†a† + λ3 a a + λ4 + (6.30)
+ ı
(
λ5 a
† + λ6 a + λ7 a†a†a† + λ8 a†a†a + λ9 a†a a + λ10 a a a
)
.
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with λi ∈ R. Note that this model is not contained in the system described by (5.21),
which has only even combinations of a†, a in the two-boson representation. This means the
Lie-algebraic analysis based on su(1, 1) algebra carried out previously cannot be directly
employed here, and the present situation provides a good framework where the Moyal
product technique can be used.
One can easily re-express the above Hamiltonian in terms of coordinate and momentum
operators with the help of (5.17). For convenience we introduce a coupling constant g ∈ R
in order to be able to treat the imaginary part as a perturbation of the Hermitian operator,
Hc(xˆ, pˆ) = h0(xˆ, pˆ)+ ıgh1(xˆ, pˆ), with h0(xˆ, pˆ)
† = h0(xˆ, pˆ) and h1(xˆ, pˆ)† = h1(xˆ, pˆ). For the
terms containing xˆ and pˆ we also use their totally symmetrized version, namely
1
2
(xˆ pˆ+ pˆ xˆ) =
{xˆ , pˆ}
2
, (6.31)
1
3
(
xˆ2 pˆ+ xˆ pˆ xˆ+ pˆ xˆ2
)
=
{xˆ2 , pˆ}
2
, (6.32)
1
3
(
pˆ2 xˆ+ pˆ xˆ pˆ+ xˆ pˆ2
)
=
{xˆ , pˆ2}
2
, (6.33)
in terms of anticommutators, i.e., {A,B} = AB +BA. The equivalent Hamiltonian is
Hc(xˆ, pˆ) = α1pˆ
3 + α2pˆ
2 + α3
{xˆ2 , pˆ}
2
+ α4pˆ+ α5xˆ
2 + α6 + (6.34)
+ ıg
(
α7
{xˆ , pˆ2}
2
+ α8
{xˆ , pˆ}
2
+ α9xˆ
3 + α10xˆ
)
. (6.35)
with αi ∈ R. Expressions (6.30) and (6.34) are the same, with coefficients αi being
determined by the λi via a 10× 10-matrix transformation, α = Mλ, where
M =


0 0 0 0 0 0 − 1
2
√
2
1
2
√
2
− 1
2
√
2
1
2
√
2
1
2 −12 −12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 3
2
√
2
1
2
√
2
− 1
2
√
2
− 3
2
√
2
0 0 0 0 1√
2
− 1√
2
0 − 1√
2
1√
2
0
1
2
1
2
1
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
−12 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 − 3
2
√
2g
1
2
√
2g
1
2
√
2g
− 3
2
√
2g
0 −1g 1g 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
2
√
2g
1
2
√
2g
1
2
√
2g
1
2
√
2g
0 0 0 0 1√
2g
1√
2g
0 − 1√
2g
− 1√
2g
0


(6.36)
The Hamiltonian Hc encompasses many models and for specific choices of the αi it re-
duces to various well studied examples, such as the simple massive or massless ıx-potential
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[218], the Swanson Hamiltonian [24], the complex cubic potential [68], the transformed
version of the −x4-potential [71]. As we will show below, in addition it includes several
interesting models which have not been studied in the context of non-Hermitian quantum
physics, such as the single site lattice version of Reggeon field theory [41], a thirty years
old model, and the transformed version of the ±x6-potential, which serves as a toy model
to identify theories with vanishing cosmological constant [219]. The latter models have not
been solved so far with regard to their metric operators and isospectral partners. Besides
these models, Hc also includes many new models not considered so far, some of which are
even solvable. To enable easy reference we summarize the various choices in the following
table.
model  constants α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 α6 α7 α8 α9 α10
massive ıx-potential 0 1 0 0 m2 0 0 0 0 1
massive ıx3-potential 0 1 0 0 m2 0 0 0 1 0
Swanson model 0 ∆2 0 0
∆
2 -
∆
2 0 1 0 0
mapped −z4-potential 0 12 0 14 − 12g g2 -g2 12g 0 0 -1
lattice Reggeon 0 ∆2 0 0
∆
2 -
∆
2 g¯ 0 g¯ −2g¯
HSSSR (6.88) λ¯
∆
2 λ¯ −2λ¯ ∆2 -∆2 0 0 0 0
HS1 (6.89) λ¯
∆
2 λ¯ −2λ¯ ∆2 -∆2 g¯ 0 g¯ −2g¯
HS2 (6.92) 0
∆
2 0 0
∆
2 -
∆
2 g¯ 0 0 −2g¯
HJ (6.96) 0
1
2 0
1
4 − 12g 192λ1 κ1 12g 0 64λ1g κ2g
Table 6.1: Special reductions of the Hamiltonian Hc, specified by coupling constants
m,∆, g, g¯, λ, λ¯, λ1, κ1, κ2 ∈ R.
Now in order to determine the metric operator by using the differential equations we
must first transform the operator (6.34) into a real valued function. As explained before we
simply replace operators by functions and use the ⋆-product instead of operators product:
Hc(x, p) = α1p
3 + α2p
2 + α3x
2p+ α4p+ α5x
2 + α6 + (6.37)
+ ıg
(
α7xp
2 + α8xp+ α9x
3 + α10x
)
. (6.38)
Substituting (6.37) into the right-hand side of the isomorphism into (6.26) yields the
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third order differential equation for the “metric scalar function” ρ(x, p)(
α3xp ∂p + α5x ∂p +
α3
8
∂x∂
2
p +
α1
8
∂3x − α2p∂x −
3
2
α1p
2 − α3
2
x2∂x − α4
2
∂x
)
ρ(x, p) =
= g
(
α9x
3 + α10x+ α8p x+ α7x p
2 +
α7
2
p ∂x∂p +
α8
4
∂x∂p +
α7
2
x∂2x −
3
4
α9x∂
2
p
)
ρ(x, p) .(6.39)
After solving for the functions ρ(x, p) we must replace the monomials in x and p for
the associated symmetric combinations of operators. Then, the problem can be formulated
in terms of a†, a by just inverting the matrix M : λi = M−1αi. Presently there are various
ways to proceed, and simplifications can be made at this stage, such as assuming that
either xˆ or pˆ is an observable in the non-Hermitian framework so that ∂pρ(x, p) = 0 or
∂xρ(x, p) = 0, respectively. Here, instead, we will assume ρ(x, p) admits a perturbative
expansion in g.
Making a generic ansatz for ρ(x, p) as being an exponential whose argument is real
and PT -symmetric,
ρ(x, p) = eg(β1p
3+β2x2p+β3p2+β4x2+β5p), (6.40)
we construct systematically all exact solutions of this form. Substituting the ansatz into
(6.39) and reading off the coefficients in front of each monomial in x and p yields at each
order in g ten different equations. By solving these equations we find five qualitatively
different types of exact solutions characterized by some sets of constraints. We will now
present these solutions.
6.2.1 Non-vanishing pˆ xˆ2-term
Constraints 1
We consider the full Hamiltonian Hc(x, p) in (6.37) and impose as the only constraint
that the px2-term does not vanish, i.e. α3 6= 0. For this situation we can solve the
differential equation (6.39) exactly to all orders in perturbation theory for
Hc(x, p) = h0(x, p) + ıg
(
α1α9
α3
p2x+
α2α9 − α5α7
α3
px+ α9x
3 +
α4α9 − α5α8
α3
x
)
(6.41)
where we imposed the additional constraints
α1α9 = α3α7, α2α9 = α5α7 + α3α8 and α4α9 = α5α8 + α3α10. (6.42)
In (6.41) we have replaced the constants α7, α8 and α10 using (6.42). The solution of
the differential equation is the metric scalar function
ρ(x, p) = e
−g
(
α7
α3
p2+
α8
α3
p+
α9
α3
x2
)
. (6.43)
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Since η2(x, p) is real it follows from (6.20) that the corresponding metric operator is
Hermitian. Next we solve η(x, p) ⋆ η(x, p) = ρ(x, p) for η(x, p). Up to order g2 we find
η(x, p) = 1− gα7p
2 + α8p+ x
2α9
2α3
+ (6.44)
+g2
(
(pα7 + α8)
2p2 + α29x
4
8α23
+
α9
(
α7 + 2α7p
2x2 + 2α8px
2
)
8α23
)
+O(g3).
The corresponding Hermitian counterpart corresponding to this solution is computed
by means of (6.27) to
hc(x, p) = α3px
2 + α5x
2 + α6 +
α3α7
α9
p3 +
(α5α7 + α3α8)
α9
p2 + (6.45)
+
(α5α8 + α3α10)
α9
p− g2 (2α7p + α8)
(
p (α7p + α8) + α9x
2 + α10
)
4α3
+O(g4).
Notice that since we demanded α3 to be non-vanishing these solutions can not be
reduced to any of the well studied models presented in table 6.1, but represent new types
of solutions. We may simplify the above Hamiltonians by setting various αs to zero.
Demanding for instance that xˆ is an observable in the non-Hermitian system we are
forced by (6.43) to set α7 = α8 = 0 and by (6.42) also α1 = α2 = 0. The Hamiltonian in
(6.41) then simplifies to
Hc(x, p) = α3px
2 + α4p+ α5x
2 + α6 + ıg
(
α9x
3 +
α4α9
α3
x
)
. (6.46)
Since ρ(x, p) only depends on x in this case, we can compute exactly η(x, p) =
e
−g α9
2α3
x2
. The Hermitian counterpart results to
hc(x, p) = h0(x, p) = α3px
2 + α4p+ α5x
2 + α6. (6.47)
If we require on the other hand that pˆ is an observable, we have to choose α9 → 0.
However, in that case the constraints (6.42) imply that the non-Hermitian part of the
Hamiltonian (6.41) vanishes, i.e. we obtain the trivial case Hc(x, p) = h0(x, p).
Constraints 2
In the construction of the previous solution some coefficients had to satisfy a quadratic
equations in the parameters to guarantee the vanishing of the perturbative expansion. The
other solution for this equation leads to the constraints α1 = α7 = 0, such that the non-
Hermitian Hamiltonian simplifies. If we now impose the additional constraints
α3α10 = α4α9 and α3α8 = 2α2α9, (6.48)
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we can solve the differential equation (6.39) exactly. For
Hc(x, p) = α2p
2 + α3px
2 + α4p+ α5x
2 + α6 + ıg
(
2α2α9
α3
px+ α9x
3 +
α4α9
α3
x
)
, (6.49)
we compute the exact scalar metric function to
ρ(x, p) = e
−g α9
α3
x2
. (6.50)
Clearly ρ(xˆ, pˆ) is a Hermitian and positive definite operator, which follows from the
facts that ρ(x, p) and log ρ(x, p) are real, respectively. Notice the fact that the Hamiltonian
(6.49) does not follow as a specialization of (6.41), since the constraints (6.48) do not result
as a particular case of (6.42). The Hermitian Hamiltonian counterpart corresponding to
(6.49) is computed with ρ(x, p) = e
−g α9
2α3
x2
by means of (6.27) to
hc(x, p) = α2p
2 + α3px
2 + α4p+ α5x
2 + α6 + g
2α2α
2
9
α23
x2. (6.51)
Once again we may simplify the above Hamiltonians by setting various αs to zero or
other special values, except for the case α9 → 0 for which the constraints (6.48) reduce
the non-Hermitian part of the Hamiltonian (6.49) to zero.
Thus this case requires a separate consideration:
6.2.2 Non-vanishing pˆ xˆ2-term and vanishing xˆ3-term
Let us therefore embark on the treatment of the complementary case to the previous
subsection, namely α3 6= 0 and α9 = 0. For these constraints we can solve the differential
equation (6.39) exactly for the Hamiltonian
Hc(x, p) = h0(x, p) + ıg
(
α7p
2x+ α8px+
α5(α3α8 − α5α7)
α23
x
)
, (6.52)
when we impose one additional constraint
α10α
2
3 = α5(α3α8 − α5α7). (6.53)
The “metric scalar function”results to
ρ(x, p) = ρ(p) = e
g
(
α7
2α3
p2+
α3α8−α5α7
α3
2 p
)
. (6.54)
Once again ρ(xˆ, pˆ) is a Hermitian and positive definite operator, which follows again
from the facts that ρ(x, p) and log ρ(x, p) are real. Since ρ(x, p) only depends on p, we
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can simply take the square root to compute η(p). Then the corresponding Hermitian
counterpart is computed by means of (6.27) to
hc = h0 + g
2
(
α7
2
4α3
p3 +
2α3α7α8 − α5α27
4α32
p2 +
α3
2α8
2 − α52α72
4α33
p+
α5 (α5α7 − α3α8)2
4α34
)
.
(6.55)
In fact we can implement the constraint (6.53) directly in the solution. The function
ρ(p) = (pα3 + α5)
g (α52 α7−α3 α5 α8+α32 α10)
α3
3 e
g
(
α7
2α3
p2+
α3α8−α5α7
α3
2 p
)
(6.56)
solves (6.39) for the generic Hamiltonian (6.37) with the only constraint that α3 6= 0 and
α9 = 0. In this case the corresponding Hermitian counterpart is computed to
hc(x, p) = h0 + g
2
(
p2 α7 + pα8 + α10
)2
4 (pα3 + α5)
. (6.57)
Implementing the constraint (6.53), the Hamiltonian (6.57) reduces to the one in
(6.55). Similarly as the model of the previous subsection, these solutions can not be
reduced to any of the well studied models presented in table 6.1, since α3 is assumed to
be non-vanishing.
6.2.3 Vanishing pˆ xˆ2-term and non-vanishing xˆ2-term
Next we consider the complementary case to the previous two section, that is we take
α3 = 0 in (6.34). For this set up we can only find an exact solution when we demand in
addition that α5 6= 0 and α9 = 0. For the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian
Hc(x, p) = α1p
3 + α2p
2 + α4p+ α5x
2 + α6 + ıg
(
α7p
2x+ α8px+ α10x
)
(6.58)
we can solve the differential equation (6.39) exactly by
ρ(x, p) = e
g
(
α7
3α5
p3+
α8
2α5
p2+
α10
α5
p
)
. (6.59)
Once again ρ(x, p) only depends on p and we can simply take the square root to
compute ρ(p). Using (6.27) the corresponding Hermitian Hamiltonian is subsequently
computed to
hc(x, p) = α1p
3 + α2p
2 + α4p+ α5x
2 + α6 + g
2
(
p2α7 + pα8 + α10
)2
4α5
. (6.60)
Obviously these solutions can be reduced to various cases presented in table 6.1,
notably the transformed −z4-potential and the Swanson Hamiltonian.
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6.2.4 Vanishing pˆ xˆ2-term and non-vanishing pˆ -term or non-vanishing
pˆ2-term
Finally we consider the complementary case of the previous section by taking α3 = 0
and allowing α5 to acquire any value. To be able to find an exact solution we need to
impose the additional constraints
α1 = α7 = α9 = 0, and α4α8 = 2α2α10, (6.61)
i.e. we consider the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian
Hc(x, p) = α2p
2 + α4p+ α5x
2 + α6 + ig (α8px+ α10x ) , (6.62)
for which we can solve equation (6.39) by
ρ(x, p) = e
−g α10
α4
x2
for α4 6= 0, (6.63)
ρ(x, p) = e
−g α8
2α2
x2
for α2 6= 0. (6.64)
As ρ(x, p) only depends on x, we can take the square root to compute η(x) and
subsequently evaluate the corresponding Hermitian counterpart using (6.27)
hc(x, p) = α2p
2 + α4p+ α5x
2 + α6 + g
2α2α
2
10
α24
x2 for α4 6= 0, (6.65)
hc(x, p) = α2p
2 + α4p+ α5x
2 + α6 + g
2 α
2
8
4α2
x2 for α2 6= 0. (6.66)
The Hamiltonian in (6.62) can be reduced to the Swanson Hamiltonian. Notice that
when we impose α1 = α4 = α7 = α10 = 0 for the Hamiltonian in (6.58) and α4 = α10 = 0
for the Hamiltonian in (6.62), they become both identical to the Swanson Hamiltonian.
The corresponding solutions for the metric operators reduce to ρˆ(x, p) = e
g
α8
2α5
p2
and
ρ(x, p) = e
−g α8
2α2
x2
, respectively, which are the well known non-equivalent solutions for
the Swanson Hamiltonian, see e.g. [104]. This means according to (2.120) we can identify
a symmetry operator for the Swanson Hamiltonian as
S(xˆ, pˆ) = e
−g α8
2α5
pˆ2
e
−g α8
2α2
xˆ2
. (6.67)
Notice that S(x, p)⋆H(x, p) = H(x, p)⋆S(x, p) is a more difficult equation to solve in
this example than (6.26), since S is not of a simple exponential form as η2.
Obviously we can convert our solutions into expressions using creation and annihila-
tion operators by simply using the relation λ = M−1α. We include the following table
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to summarize the kinds of Hamiltonians which admit exact metric of the generic type
proposed by us.
model  const α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 α6 α7 α8 α9 α10
Hc (6.41) α1 α2 6= 0 α4 α5 α6 α1α9α3 α2α9−α5α7α3 α9 α4α9−α5α8α23
Hc (6.49) 0 α2 6= 0 α4 α5 α6 0 2α2α9α3 α9 α4α9α3
Hc (6.52) α1 α2 6= 0 α4 α5 α6 α7 α8 0 α5(α3α8−α5α7)α23
Hc (6.58) α1 α2 0 α4 6= 0 α6 α7 α8 0 α10
Hc (6.62) 0 α2 0 6= 0 α5 α6 0 2α2α10α4 0 α10
Hc (6.62) 0 6= 0 0 α4 α5 α6 0 α8 0 α4α82α2
Table 6.2: Hamiltonians Hc admitting a Hermitian counterpart with respect to a new
metric of the form (6.40).
6.3 The single site lattice Reggeon model
One interesting non-Hermitian but PT -symmetric Hamiltonian which has been studied
for over thirty years appears when the Reggeon field theory is considered on a lattice. The
construction of a positive pseudo-Hermitian metric ρ with respect to which a consistent
quantum formulation of this problem can be formulated was one of the reasons motivating
our previous analysis with Moyal products.
The Reggeon field Hamiltonian,
HRFT =
∫
d~x
[
∆ψ¯ψ + ıg′ψ¯(ψ + ψ¯)ψ + α′∇ψ¯ · ∇ψ] , (6.68)
with ∆, g′, α′ ∈ R and an equal rapidity commutation relation for the field operators
[ψ(~x, θ), ψ¯(~x′, θ)] = δ(~x − ~x′), can be put on a lattice with spacing l such that ~x = l~n.
Under some approximations, this system can be transformed into a quantum spin model,
defined in terms of bosons on a lattice [40, 42],
HLR =
∑
~n
[
∆a†~na~n + ıga
†
~n(a~n + a
†
~n)a~n + α
∑
<~m>
(a†~n − a†~m)(a~n − a~m)
]
, (6.69)
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with ∆, g, α ∈ R and the summation < ~m > made on neighbouring sites. Here our interest
will focus on the single site Reggeon lattice model, obtained in the low interaction limit
(α0 → 0),
HSSLR = ∆a
†a+ ıga†(a+ a†)a. (6.70)
The Hamiltonian above is clearly invariant under PT : a → −a, a† → −a† and its
spectrum is real. Due to its non-Hermiticity we have interest in determining the meaningful
metric which should be used in the consistent description of this problem. We have seen
in the previous chapter that creation and annihilation operators can be used as generators
of su(1, 1) operators in some representations, but the triple combinations appearing in the
non-Hermitian part of the potential above vexes the use of a Lie-algebraic approach to
this problem. One may find already in the old literature, e.g. [220], that the Hermitian
conjugation of the Hamiltonian (6.70) can be achieved by an adjoint action with the the
parity operator,
P = eıπa†a so that PaP = −a and Pa†P = −a†, (6.71)
but because this operator is not Hermitian it cannot be used as a metric operator to
construct Hermitian counterparts as specified in (2.88) and (2.89). A Hermitian operator
which has the same effect as P is
P¯ = eıπ2 (aa−a†a†), (6.72)
but because its eigenvalues are not bounded from below we cannot guarantee its positivity
so it might not be a legitimate metric. In fact, using
√
P¯ to construct a Hermitian
counterpart to HSSLR, we obtain
hSSLR = e
ıπ
4
(aa−a†a†)HSSLRe−ı
π
4
(aa−a†a†) = −∆0a†a+ ga(a+ a†)a†, (6.73)
which suffers exactly from non-positivity and unboundedness from below.
In order to try to find a more meaningful metric operator we resort to Moyal products.
To do so, we must first re-write the single site lattice Regge Hamiltonian in terms of xˆ
and pˆ instead of a†, a,
HSSLR(xˆ, pˆ) =
∆
2
(
pˆ2 + xˆ2 − 1)+ ıg¯ (xˆ3 + pˆ2xˆ− 2xˆ+ ıpˆ) , (6.74)
where g¯ = g√
2
. This is the massive complex cubic model of Bender and Boettcher [9],
extended by the inclusion of the last three terms. The procedure from now on consists of
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replacing the expressions in terms of operators by real-valued functions multiplied by the
Moyal ⋆-product: xˆ→ x, pˆ→ p, pˆ2xˆ→ p2 ⋆ x = px2 − ıp ,
HSSLR(x, p) =
1
2
(
p2 + x2 − 1)+ ıg¯ (x3 + p2x− 2x) , (6.75)
where we have set ∆ = 1. This model does not fall in any of the classes we have discussed
in the previous section, so we would have to solve this problem from the beginning. For
these values presented here, the differential equation for the metric (6.39) reduces to
(2x∂p − 2p∂x) ρ(x, p) = g
(
4x3 − 8x+ 4p2x+ 2p∂x∂p − 3x∂2p − x∂2x
)
ρ(x, p). (6.76)
Due to its close resemblance to the cubic potential we do not expect this to be exactly
solvable and therefore must recur to perturbation theory.
6.3.1 Perturbative solution
Because the initial Reggeon Hamiltonian we were interested in could not be solved
exactly by the generic ansatz proposed to the metric, our task must be accomplished by
assuming a perturbative expansion of ρ(x, p) in terms of the coupling constant g specifying
the perturbing terms,
ρ(x, p ; g) = 1 +
∞∑
n=1
gncn(x, p), (6.77)
with ρ(x, p ; g) = η(x, p ; g)⋆η(x, p ; g). Combining this expansion in the differential equa-
tion for the pseudo-Hermitian metric function of the single lattice Regge model (6.76) we
are left with equations for each order in the parameter g. Solving each of them successively
allows us to determine the series expansion. It is evident that on the left hand side of
the aforementioned differential equation we can always add to cn(x, p) any function of the
Hermitian part of HSSLR(x, p). The ambiguities associated to the boundary conditions of
the differential equation may be eliminated by assuming the dependence on the coupling
constant to be
η(x, p ;−g) = η(x, p ; g)−1, (6.78)
and
h(x, p ;−g) = h(x, p ; g) , H(x, p ;−g) = H(x, p ; g)† , (6.79)
so that pseudo-Hermiticity is valid. We further impose that
ρ(x, p ; g) ⋆ ρ(x, p ;−g) = 1. (6.80)
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This enables us to fix our solutions. We obtain recursively the first few coefficients
c1(x, p) = 2p
3 − 4p+ 2px2 , (6.81)
c2(x, p) = 2p
6 − 8p4 + p2 + 2x2 − 8p2x2 + 4p4x2 + 2p2x4 ,
c3(x, p) =
4
3
p9 − 8p7 − 10p5 + 48p3 − 8p+ 16px2 − 12p3x2 − 16p5x2 + 4p7x2 +
− 2px4 + 4
3
p3x6 − 8p3x4 + 2p5x4 ,
c4(x, p) =
2
3
p12− 16
3
p10− 24p8 + 152p6 − 10p4 − 144p2 + 48x2 − 36p2x2 +
+ 208p4x2 − 56p6x2 − 16p8x2 − 26x4 + 56p2x4 − 40p4x4 − 16p6x4 + 4p8x4 +
− 8p2x6 + 8
3
p10x2 − 16
3
p4x6 +
8
3
p6x6 +
2
3
p4x8.
Next we solve the differential equation for the Dyson map function η(x, p; g), ρ(x, p; g) =
η(x, p; g) ⋆ η(x, p ; g) by making the ansatz
η(x, p ; g) = 1 +
∞∑
n=1
gnqn(x, p), (6.82)
and the coefficients in this expansion are determined to be
q1(x, p) =
1
2
c1(x, p) , (6.83)
q2(x, p) =
1
4
c2(x, p) ,
q3(x, p) =
1
6
p9 − p7 − 17
4
p5 + 16p3 − 3p− 15
2
p3x2 +
1
2
p7x2 +
1
2
p5x4 +
+
1
6
p3x6 − 13
4
px4 − p3x4 + 12px2 − 2p5x2 ,
q4(x, p) = −35p2 + 11
8
p4 +
51
2
p6 − 9
2
p8 − 1
3
p10 +
1
24
p12 − 25
4
p2x2 +
39
2
p2x4 +
+
1
24
p4x8 +
1
6
p10x2 − 61
8
x4 − 23
2
p4x4 − 25
2
p6x2 +
1
4
p8x4 − 7
2
p2x6 +
− 1
3
p4x6 +
1
6
p6x6 + 45p4x2 − p8x2 − p8x2 − p6x4 + 13x2.
We are now in the position to compute the Hermitian counterpart to HSSLR(x, p) by
means of (2.88)
hSSLR(x, p) =
1
2
(
x2 + p2 − 1)+ g2 (32(p4 + x4)− 4(p2 + x2) + 3p2x2 + 1)+
−g4 (172 p6 − 34p4 + 4p2 + 8 + 4x2 − 48p2x2 + 412 p4x2 − 14x4 + 312 p2x4 + 72x6)+O(g6).(6.84)
All the solutions we have constructed consist of real-valued functions so that we still
have to recast them in terms of operators, so we replace the monomials in x and p by the
respective totally symmetric combination of operator products. Finally, using the creation
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and annihilation operators, we can express the Dyson operator, up to order g2, as
η = 1 + ı
√
2ga†(a† − a)a+ g2a†
[
a†(2a†a− a†a† − aa+ 5)a− 2a†a† − 2aa+ 2
]
a (6.85)
and the Hermitian counterpart to the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian HSSLR acquires the
form
hSSLR = a
†a+ g2a†(6a†a+ 4)a+
+g4
[
a†a†(10a†a† + 10aa− 48a†a)aa+ a†(20a†a† + 20aa− 120a†a)a− 32a†a]+O(g6).(6.86)
As for all previously constructed perturbative solutions, it would be highly desirable
to investigate in more detail the convergence properties of them.
6.4 Solvable examples
After examining the single site lattice version of the Reggeon field theory and con-
cluding that a generic metric with polynomial exponent (6.40) does not give rise to exact
results so that instead one needs to recur to perturbation theory, we employ the Moyal
product method to some solvable models closely related to HSSLR(x, p). For example,
HS1 = ∆a
†a+ ıga†(a+ a†)a+ ıλa†(a− a†)a (6.87)
is obtained from HSSLR by adding a complementary potential which differs from the
original one by a relative sign,
HSSSR = ∆a
†a+ ıλa†(a− a†)a. (6.88)
This new Hamiltonian is equivalent to
HS1(x, p) =
∆
2
(
p2 + x2 − 1)+ λ¯ (p3 + px2 − 2p)+ ıg¯ (x3 + p2x− 2x) , (6.89)
where g¯ = g√
2
and λ¯ = λ√
2
, falling in one of the categories studied before, with parameters
satisfying constraints (6.42). An exact solution for the scalar metric function can then be
identified as
ρ(x, p) = e
g¯
λ¯
(x2+p2). (6.90)
Considering the imaginary part in (6.87) as a perturbation of a real-valued Hamil-
tonian, this system exhibits an interesting strong-weak symmetry, in the sense that it is
invariant under the following set of transformations:
{a→ −a, a† → a†,∆ → −∆, g¯ → −λ¯, λ¯→ −g¯}. (6.91)
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A further example of a solvable model of the type (6.37) related to a single site
Reggeon model is HSSLR(xˆ, pˆ)− ıg¯xˆ3,
HS2(x, p) =
∆
2
(
p2 + x2 − 1)+ ıg¯ (p2x− 2x) . (6.92)
This is identical to Hc in (6.58) for certain values of the parameters, in a way that an
exact solution is given by
ρ(x, p) = e−
g¯
3∆
(p3−6p). (6.93)
In fact, this model can be matched with the transformed version of the −z4-potential,
for which the exact metric was constructed [71],
H4(z, pz) =
1
2
p2z −
g
32
z4 −→ H4(x, px) = 1
2
p2x +
1
4
px +
g
2
x2 − g
2
− ıgx, (6.94)
with z specified in (2.35). The transformed −z4-Hamiltonian itself is exactly solved for
being of the form (6.58).
A similar situation is found when constructing Hamiltonians with a space-time sym-
metry transformation between de-Sitter and anti-de-Sitter space of the type xµ −→ ıxµ:
dS −→ adS : x −→ ıx , p −→ −ıp . (6.95)
This transformation, introduced in [219], is interesting for relating vacuum solutions
with positive cosmological constant to those with negative cosmological constant, so that
it can only be a symmetry of the vacuum state if the cosmological constant is vanishing.
The transformation from real coordinates into imaginary counterparts is likely to break
the Hermiticity properties of the operators describing such a theory and the boundary
conditions of the physical wavefunctions must be re-analyzed. For example, taking the
PT -symmetric Hamiltonian proposed in by Jackiw and investigated in [219]
HJ(z) = λ0p
2
z + λ1z
6 + λ2z
2, (6.96)
one notices the dS → adS map (6.95) takes HJ → −HJ . As was noted in [219, 221], for
λ0 =
1
2 , λ1 = 2, λ2 = −3, the ground state wavefunction is simply ψ0 = exp
(
− z42
)
and HJ
factorizes in a way that allows it to be interpreted as a bosonic part of a supersymmetric
pair of Hamiltonians.
As discussed in [9, 221] the complexification of the coordinates can lead to the contin-
uation of the Schro¨dinger equation away from the real axis. Assuming an exponential fall
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off of the wavefunctions at infinity, one may choose any parametrization which remains
asymptotically inside the wedges
WL =
{
θ| − 7
8
π < θ < −5
8
π
}
and WR =
{
θ| − 3
8
π < θ < −1
8
π
}
. (6.97)
In fact, we can employ the same transformation (2.35) as the one which was used
successfully for the −z4-potential in [71], which has the desired asymptotic behaviour as
z ∼ e−ıπ4 ∈ WR and z ∼ e−ı 3π4 ∈ WL. This transformation maps HJ(z) into
HJ(x) =
λ0
2
p2−λ0
4
p+192λ1x
2−(6λ1+4λ2)+ı
(
λ0
2
xp2 − (4λ2 + 192λ1)x+ 64x3
)
, (6.98)
which allows us to interpret it as a perturbation of the exactly solvable model H4(x, px)
in (6.94)
HJ(x)|λ0=1,λ1= g384 ,λ2= g8 = H4(x, px) + ı
g
6
x3 − g
6
. (6.99)
We can also relate it to an exactly solvable model (6.58),
HJ(x)|λ0=1,λ1=2,λ2=−3 = H(6.58)(x, px) + 128ıx3. (6.100)
In principle the purely linear Hamiltonian considered in [2] and discussed in section
5.3 of the previous chapter fits into the class of general PT -symmetric Hamiltonians, when
the constants therein are identified as α3 = −κ+, α4 = −κ−, α6 = −(n+1)κ0/2, α8 = κ0,
α10 = −(n+ 1)κ+ and all remaining constants are taken to be zero.
However, none of the exactly solvable models obtained in there matches with HJ˜ .
Furthermore, relaxing the condition η = η† as in the ansatz (5.9) allows to construct an
exact Hermitian isospectral counterpart as we can see now.
6.5 Limitations of the method
Because the order of differential equation for ρ(x, p) in (6.26) depend on the degree of
the polynomial H(x, p), the method just presented is not best suited for potentials written
as expansions. Even simple sinusoidal potentials will generate, in principle differential
equations of infinite order. Also if the Hamiltonian has any negative power term the
derivatives will never truncate and again we will have a differential equation of infinite
order for the metric function. This problem is overcome, however, if we use an ansatz for
the form of the metric, just as we have done in the systems studied in this chapter.
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For example, considering a PT -symmetric Hamiltonian of the form
H = p2 + λ cosx+ ıg sinx, (6.101)
one can easily see that whereas a metric of the form ρ(x, p) = exp
(
βppp
2 + βxxx
2 + βpp+ βxx
)
will not provide a solution to the problem, a possible metric for this system has the form
ρ(x, p) = exp
(
cosx
p
)
, whose positivity is not in general guaranteed. If the Hamiltonian is
H = p2 + λ
1
x2
+ ıg
1
x
+ ık
1
x3
, (6.102)
then a good ansatz would have log x, 1x ,
1
x2
, ... in the exponent. In fact, a simple calculation
shows that a solution of (6.26) in this situation is ρ(x, p) = exp
(
− log xp + k2gpx2
)
. Then,
it becomes clear that although in principle the method is more appropriate to polynomial
potentials of finite degree and non-negative powers, certain choices for the metric can allow
one to construct solutions for these more complicated Hamiltonians.
Besides the different ways of determining the metric we have discussed, namely the
spectral method, the Lie-algebraic approach and the use of Moyal products, there are other
methods. For instance, in [222] Mostafazadeh considers a Hamiltonian H = pˆ
2
2m +V (xˆ, pˆ )
in the pseudo-Hermiticity relation H†ρ = ρ H together with the representation of the
metric ρ(x, y) ≡ 〈x|ρ|y〉 to obtain a Klein-Gordon equation with variable mass for the
metric: [
−∂2x + ∂2y + 2m
(
V
(
x,
d
dx
)∗
− V
(
y,
d
dy
))]
ρ(x, y) = 0. (6.103)
This equation is very general but may also be very complicated to solve. Moreover,
boundedness and invertibility are not a priori guaranteed by this method, so the solution
calculated may not represent a meaningful metric, unfortunately.
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7 Integrable PT -symmetric
deformations of classical models
7.1 PT -symmetry in classical theories
So far in our journey through non-Hermitian Hamiltonian in Physics we have seen that
PT -symmetry, being an anti-linear operator, serves as a good guiding principle in order to
select potential candidates to describe physical theories. We have in the previous chapters
explored intrinsically quantum systems but noted that field equations appear naturally,
which makes one wonder: is PT -symmetry a concept interesting only at the quantum
level or can it be useful when examining classical theories? In fact, it is nowadays very
well understood that classical mechanics emerges simply as a macroscopic limit of the
more fundamental quantum theory. Thus, it becomes paramount that the role of PT -
symmetry in classical systems is investigated as well. A quick look at the literature attests
the importance of it in classical physics, e.g. [223, 224, 225, 30, 31, 226].
The virtue of PT -symmetry, i.e. invariance under a simultaneous parity transformation
P : x→ −x and time reversal T : t→ −t, ı→ −ı, as mentioned, for a classical Hamiltonian
is that it guarantees the reality of the energy due to its anti-linear nature [31]. When
quantizing H one also needs to ensure PT -symmetry of the corresponding wavefunctions
in order to obtain real spectra as discussed in the first chapters.
There are various different ways to deform classical systems in a PT -symmetric way.
Given a PT -symmetric PDE as a starting point, we adopt the deformation principle
of [30, 31] to define new PT -symmetric extensions of this model by replacing ordinary
derivatives of PT -symmetric functions by their deformed counterparts
∂xf(x) → −ı(ıfx)ε =: fx;ε with ε ∈ R. (7.1)
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Clearly the original PT -symmetry is preserved. In general the deformations will
continue real derivatives into the complex plane, unless ε = 2n− 1 with n ∈ Z. We do not
make use here of the possibility to deform also the higher derivatives via the deformation
(??), i.e. replacing for instance ∂2xf(x) by the composition fx;ε ◦ fx;ε, but simply define
them as successive action of ordinary derivatives on one deformation only
∂nxf(x) → ıε−1∂n−1x (fx)ε = ∂n−1x fx;ε =: fnx;ε. (7.2)
This deformation preserves the order of the PDE and we can now employ this prescription
to introduce new PT -symmetric models. One could also include deformations of the term
involving the time derivative. The same substitution as in (7.1) can be implemented for
the supersymmetric KdV equation, originally defined in [227],
Φt + αD
6Φ− λD2(ΦDΦ) + 2(β + λ)DΦD2Φ = 0, (7.3)
with α, β, λ real constants, Φ(x, ψ) a fermionic superfield,
Φ(x, θ) = ξ(x) + ψu(x), (7.4)
and D denoting a superderivative defined by
D = ψ∂x + ∂ψ. (7.5)
Note that ξ(x) are fermionic anti-commuting fields, ψ is an anti-commuting superspace
variable and u(x) is the usual bosonic commuting KdV field. Therefore, the equation (7.3)
is equivalent to
ut + αuxxx + 2βuux − λξξxx = 0, (7.6)
ξt + αξxxx + (2β − λ)uξx − λξux = 0, (7.7)
so that when λ = 0 or ξ = 0 equations (7.6) recovers the original KdV equation. Amongst
the new families of PT -symmetric extensions [228], some preserve supersymmetric invari-
ance admit a Hamiltonian formulation.
The freedom of choice when implementing these extensions becomes evident if one
observes two examples of deformations of the KdV equation found in [30] and [31]. The
latter has proved to be more interesting for being a Hamiltonian system with the first
conserved charges constructed in a more straightforward way. However, the existence of a
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few quantities being preserved during the evolution of the system is not enough evidence
of its integrability.
Here we will focus on the question of whether deformations preserving integrability
are accomplishable. In other words, do integrable PT -symmetric models allow for defor-
mations which do not destroy the integrability? A positive answer to this question will
naturally lead to new integrable models. We focus on two prototype models of integrable
systems, the Burgers and the Korteweg-deVries (KdV) equation.
The formal construction of an infinite set of conserved charges can be guaranteed if
one can associate the original problem to a linearized version in terms of Lax operators,
but this task is far from trivial. Alternatively, there is an easily implemented procedure
which can be used to rule out a large number of equations that cannot be integrable. This
method is known as the Paineleve´ test and it leaves one with the few candidates which
are likely to present integrability.
7.2 Integrability and the Painleve´ test
There is clearly no doubt that integrability is an extremely desirable property to have in
a physical system, as it usually leads to exact solvability rather than to mere perturbative
results.
Classically the definitions of integrability are much more varied and non-uniform. In
the general theory of differential systems there is Frobenius theorem for integrability re-
garding over-determined systems. In Hamiltonian dynamical systems, a common notion is
the so-called Liouville integrability, which assumes for a system with n degrees of freedom
(and 2n canonical coordinates) the existence of n analytic single valued global integrals
of motion in involution, usually referred to as action-angle variables. The equations of
motion are then separable and exact solutions can be obtained, at least in principle. A
system of differential equations is said to be integrable when, given a sufficient amount
of initial data, they are solvable via an associated linear problem. Other formulations of
integrability have been presented previously, including those relying on hidden symmetric
structures.
The problem with these definitions is that one does not know a priori whether a system
is integrable or not without having computed all integrals of motion, mapped the problem
to a linear one or actually solved the equations of motion. Integrability of a dynamical
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system is a rare and usually delicate feature which is all but trivial to identify. A general
method to identify integrable models before this, often very difficult, task is completed
does not exist. The closest one may get to such a method is to check whether the system
possesses the Painleve´ property.
The first step to check the presence of the Painleve´ property in the system consists of
assuming that near a movable singularity z = z0 the dominant behaviour of the solution is
of the form u(z) = λ0(z− z0)θ, for some negative integer θ. The possible values for such a
negative power can be determined by the substitution of u(z) into the differential equation.
Besides, the parameter λ0 is consequently specified. If a dominant term proposed in this
way is allowed then one may proceed to impose a whole Laurent expansion starting at the
power θ just obtained:
u(z) =
∞∑
k=0
λk(z − z0)k+θ. (7.8)
As we replace (7.8) in the equation of motion equations for each power in (z − z0)
are constructed allowing us to determine all coefficients in the expansion order by order.
Remembering that the position of the pole is in principle free, a small displacement,
z0 → z0 + ǫ, will generate a leading contribution at order θ − 1 because λ0(z − z0 − ǫ)θ ≃
λ0(z − z0)θ + θλ0(z − z0)θ−1ǫ, so that r = −1 is always a resonance, denoted as universal
and it is associated to the freedom in the choice of initial conditions. Coming from an n-th
order differential equation, we expect the system of algebraic equations for λk to enclose
n − 1 free parameters. Whenever an arbitrary λr occur, a resonance r ∈ N is said to
have been found. All other negative resonances should be ignored because they violate
the hypothesis that θ is the leading power. Non-integer resonances must not be present
either because they indicate the presence of branch points in the solution expansion, so
that it becomes multi-valued.12
If for each leading behaviour, that is to say for all possible α, one finds less than n− 1
resonances then the solutions are not generic in the sense that not all initial conditions
are allowed, indicating the ansatz misses an essential part of the solution. This is most
probably due to a leading singularity undetected by this method. On the other hand, if all
these conditions analyzed are observed with all necessary degrees of freedom are present
we may have a suitable convergent Laurent expansion. This process is called Painleve´
12Rational resonances might be allowed if the weak Paileve´ property is checked, but this shall not be
considered here. These cases could in principle be dealt with by rescaling the field so that only integer
powers occur and the Painleve´ test can be carried out in the usual sense.
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test. When the radius of convergence of the series is uniformly bounded below, so that the
poles of any solution cannot coalesce to form a more complicated singularity elsewhere,
the equation actually possesses the Painleve´ property and integrability is conjectured.
Nonetheless, this scheme simply provides a necessary condition for the absence of movable
algebraic or logarithmic branch points, but movable essential singularities are not directly
detected by the method.
Long after Kowalesvki’s observations it was conjectured by Ablowitz, Ramani and
Segur (ARS) [164] that a nonlinear ODE has the Painleve´ property if it can be exactly
reduced from a nonlinear PDE which is solvable by the inverse scattering method. To this
day this conjecture has not been proven rigorously, but is supported by a huge amount
of evidence. On one hand one has verified this property for almost all known integrable
PDEs [32, 229, 230, 231] and in turn, which is more impressive, one has also used it to
identify new integrable ODEs [232, 233].
For nonlinear PDEs, the situation is somewhat less structured but extrapolating the
previous notions one defines: A PDE whose solutions have no movable critical singularities
near any noncharacteric13 manifold is said to possess the Painleve´ property. In general
this is difficult to establish, however, there exists a more applicable necessary, albeit not
sufficient, condition for a PDE to possess the Painleve´ property, which was developed
by Weiss, Tabor and Carnevale [32]. They used the ARS algorithm for the occurrence
of the Paileve´ property to introduce a systematic procedure to detect possible integrable
equations without referring to ODEs. It consists of formally expanding all solutions of
a PDE in a power series around an arbitrary singularity manifold given by φ(x, t) = 0.
Without loss of generality [159] this manifold can be taken to be φ(x, t) = x− ζ(t). Thus,
one starts with an expansion
u(x, t) =
∞∑
k=0
λk(x, t)φ(x, t)
k+θ, (7.9)
and checks the existence of enough resonances to accommodate the initial conditions in
an analogous fashion as was done for ODEs. But because this algorithm presented is
insensitive to the existence of essential singularities, the Painleve´ test is a necessary but
not a sufficient condition for integrability. If an equation satisfies the Painleve´ property,
then it is a prime candidate for being completely integrable. Once it is established that a
13On a characteristic manifold we can not apply Cauchy’s existence theorem and therefore we do not
have a unique solution for a given initial condition.
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PDE passes the Painleve´ test one needs to be cautious about the conclusions one can draw
as it is only a necessary but not sufficient condition for the Painleve´ property. In case one
can also guarantee the convergence of the series the PDE possess the Painleve´ property,
which is taken as very strong evidence for the equation to be integrable. This step has only
been carried out rigorously in very rare cases, e.g. in [234, 235]. We will adopt here the
logic that a PDE which passes the Painleve´ test and whose Painleve´ expansion converges
also possess the Painleve´ property. We take this as a very good indication that the system
is integrable.
7.3 PT -symmetrically deformed Burgers’ equation
Burgers’ equation is extensively studied in fluid dynamics and integrable systems, as
it constitutes the simplest PDE involving a nonlinear as well as a dispersion term. Its
general form is
ut +
[
αux + βu
2
]
x
= 0, (7.10)
but introducing σ ≡ − α2β and a time scaling t→ 2βt, it gives rise to
ut + uux = σuxx. (7.11)
Burgers’ equation is an integrable model and as such it possesses infinitely many sym-
metries, found with the Cole-Hopf transformation or with a Lax representation. Nonethe-
less it has only one local conserved density, clearly observed when written it in the form
of a continuity equation (7.10).
Obviously equation (7.11) remains invariant under the transformation t→ −t, x→ −x,
u → u and σ → −σ. Taking the constant σ to be purely imaginary, i.e. σ ∈ iR,
this invariance can be interpreted as a PT -symmetry, which was also noted recently by
Yan [236]. A similar complex, albeit not PT -symmetric, version of Burgers’ equations
plays an important role in the study of two-dimensional Yang-Mills theory with an SU(N)
gauge group [237, 238]. The models considered there become PT -symmetric after a Wick
rotation, i.e t→ ıt.
Let us now consider the PT -symmetrically deformed Burgers’ equation
ut + uux;ε = iκuxx;µ with κ, ε, µ ∈ R, (7.12)
or more explicitly,
ut − ıu(ıux)ε = ıκµ(ıux)µ−1uxx, (7.13)
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where for the time being we allow two different deformation parameters ε and µ.
Our first objective is to test whether this set of equations passes the Painleve´ test and
this was accomplished in [4]. Following the method proposed in [32], we therefore assume
that the solution of (7.12) acquires the general form of the Painleve´ expansion
u(x, t) =
∞∑
k=0
λk(x, t)φ(x, t)
k+θ. (7.14)
Here θ ∈ Z− is the leading order singularity in the limit φ(x, t) = (ϕ(x, t)− ϕ0) → 0,
with ϕ(x, t) being an arbitrary analytic function characterizing the singular manifold,
ϕ0 being an arbitrary complex constant which can be utilized to move the singularity
mimicking the initial condition and the λk(x, t) are analytic functions, which have to be
computed recursively.
Leading order terms
As a starting point we need to determine all possible values for α by substituting the
first term of the expansion (7.14), that is
u(x, t) → λ0(x, t)φ(x, t)θ as φ(x, t) → 0, (7.15)
into (7.12) and reading off the leading orders. For the three terms in (7.12) they are
ut ∼ φθ−1 , uux;ε ∼ φθ+θε−ε and uxx;µ ∼ φθµ−µ−1. (7.16)
In order for a non-trivial solution to exist the last two terms have to match each other
in powers of φ, which immediately yields
θ =
ε− µ− 1
ε− µ+ 1 ∈ Z−. (7.17)
Thus θ = −1 and ε = µ is the only possible solution provided ε and µ are integers.
Based on the leading order analysis the possibility of rational values for ε and µ can not
be excluded as they might also produce negative integer values for θ, e.g. ε = 1/3 and
µ = 2/3 will produce θ = −2. However, the deformation principle (??) for the function u
in the form (7.14) or its derivatives will always lead to expressions which involve taking
the root of an infinite sum. Consequently the Painleve´ test in the spirit of [32] can not be
performed. For integer values of ε and µ, this means we observe from the very onset of
the procedure that only the models in which all x-derivatives are deformed with the same
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deformation parameter have a chance to pass the Painleve´ test. For that assumption we
can therefore conclude already at this stage that one of the deformations of (7.11) studied
in [236], i.e. ε = 1 and µ generic, can not pass the Painleve´ test in the usual sense. Hence
they do not possess the Painleve´ property and are therefore not integrable for µ being
integer. The case of non-integer values of µ remains inconclusive.
Recurrence relations
Substituting next the Painleve´ expansion (7.14) for u(x, t) with θ = −1 into (7.12)
with ε = µ gives rise to the recursion relations for the λk by identifying powers in φ(x, t).
We find
at order − (2ε+ 1): λ0 + 2ıεκφx = 0,
at order − 2ε: φtδε,1 + λ1φx − ıκεφxx = 0,
at order − (2ε− 1): ∂x(φtδε,1 + λ1φx − ıκεφxx) = 0,
(7.18)
such that
λ0 = −2ıεκφx, λ1 = (ıεκφxx − φtδε,1)/φx and λ2 is arbitrary. (7.19)
This means the number of free parameters, i.e. ϕ0 and λ2, at our disposal equals
the order of the PDE, such that (7.12) passes the Painleve´ test provided the series (7.14)
makes sense and we can determine all λj with j > 2. To compute the remaining λj we
need to isolate them on one side of the equation and those involving λk with k < j on the
other side. We expect to find some recursion relations of the form
g(j, φt, φx, φxx, . . .)λj = f(λj−1, λj−2, . . . , λ1, λ0, φt, φx, φxx, . . .), (7.20)
with g and f being some functions characteristic for the system under consideration. We
will not present here these recursion relations for generic values of ε as they are rather
cumbersome and we shall only present the first non-trivial deformation, that is the case
ε = 2.
Resonances
For some particular values of j, say j = r1, . . . , rℓ, we might encounter that the function
g in (7.20) vanishes. Clearly this leads to an inconsistency and a failure of the Painleve´
test unless f also vanishes. When this scenario occurs, it implies that the recursion
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relation (7.20) does not fix λj and the compatibility conditions g = f = 0 lead to ℓ so-
called resonances λri for i = 1, . . . ℓ. When ℓ + 1 is equal to the order of the differential
equation we can in principle produce a general solution which allows for all possible initial
values, with the extra necessary degree of freedom coming from the specification of the
pole. It might turn out that some missing free parameters are located before the start
of the expansion (7.14), i.e. at j < 0, so-called negative resonances which can be treated
following arguments developed in [239]. When not enough additional free parameters exist
to match the order of the differential equation, the series is still of Painleve´ type and is
called defective.
It is straightforward to determine all possible resonances by following a standard ar-
gument. The coefficient of the leading order term has already been determined and is
followed by an infinite number of terms in the series solution proposed. But if one is
only interested in the resonances it is enough to search for the coefficients λr which are
arbitrary. As we substitute
ur(x, t) = λ0(x, t)φ(x, t)
θ + λr(x, t)φ(x, t)
r+θ (7.21)
into (7.12), using the expression for λ0 from (7.19) and θ = −1, we observe that the
highest order terms in the equation behave as φ−2ε−1+r. The need that the coefficient of
this term should vanish provides us with the condition
2ε−1εεκεφ2εx λr(r + 1)(r − 2) = 0, (7.22)
from which is clear to see that if (r + 1)(r − 2) = 0 then λr is allowed to assume any
value. This necessary condition for a resonance to exist yields precisely two resonances,
one at r = 2, corresponding to the third equation in (7.18), and the so-called universal
resonance at r = −1. This means that are two coefficients whose equations might be
neglected and we cease to have an over-determined system, so that at higher order we can
not encounter any inconsistencies or possible breakdowns of the Painleve´ test for any value
of the deformation parameter ε. Note that the introduction of k terms with 0 < k < r in
the expansion is unnecessary because the leading order equations would not depend on the
λr we are looking for and the following order equations would give the recursive relations
between λr and λk themselves, i.e., the complete solution in principle. Thus, in order to
determine the resonances the ansatz (7.21) is all one needs.
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The ε = 2 deformation
As already mentioned, the details of the recursion relation for generic values of ε are
rather lengthy and we shall therefore only present the case ε = 2 explicitly. In that case
the deformed Burgers’ equation (7.12) becomes
ut + ıuu
2
x + 2κuxuxx = 0. (7.23)
The substitution of the Painleve´ expansion (7.14) into (7.23) and the subsequent
matching of equal powers in φ then yields the recursion relation
ıλ0φ
2
x {λj [(2j − 3)λ0 − 2ı((j − 5)j + 4)κφx] + 2λ0 (λ0 + 2ıκφx) δ0,j} = (7.24)
+
j∑
n,m=1
{λj−m−n−2λm,xλn;x + (m− 1)λmφx [(n− 1)λj−m−nλnφx + 2λj−m−n−1λn;x]}
+
j−1∑
n=1
{2λ0,x [(n− 1)λj−n−1λnφx + λj−n−2λn;x]− 2λ0φx [(n− 1)λj−nλnφx + λj−n−1λn;x]
−2ıκ{λj−n,x [λn−3;xx + (n− 3) ((n− 2)λn−1φ2x + 2λn−2,xφx + λn−2φxx)]
+ (j − n− 1)λj−nφx
[
λn−2;xx + (n− 2)
(
(n− 1)λnφ2x + 2λn−1,xφx + λn−1φxx
)]}}
+ 2λ0,x [(j − 5)j + 6]κλj−1φ2x + λj−2 [2(j − 3)κφxx + iλ0,x]
− 2λ0φx {λj−1 [(j − 2)κφxx + iλ0;x] + κ [λj−2;xx + 2(j − 2)φxλj−1;x]}
+ (j − 4)λj−3φt + λj−4;t + 2κλ0,x [λj−3;xx + 2(j − 3)φxλj−2;x] ,
which is indeed of the general form (7.20). Having brought all λj with j > k to the
left hand side of (7.24), we may now successively determine the λj to any desired order.
Starting with the lowest value j = 0 the equation (7.24) reduces to
λ20φ
2
x (λ0 + 4ıκφx) = 0. (7.25)
This leads to λ0 = −4ıκφx and thus simply reproduces the expression in (7.19) for
ε = 2. For j = 1 the equation (7.24) simplifies to
−λ20λ1φ2x = 2λ0φx [ıκλ0φxx + (λ0 + 4ıκφx)λ0;x] , (7.26)
such that λ1 = 2ıκφxx/φx, which coincides with (7.19) for ε = 2. When j = 2 the equation
acquires the form
λ0λ2φ
2
x (λ0 + 4σφx) = 2φxλ1;xλ
2
0 − λ20;xλ0 + 2λ1φxλ0;x − 2ıκφxxλ0;x − 4ıκφxλ20;x
−2ıκφx (λ0,xx − 2φxλ1;x)λ0. (7.27)
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It is evident that the left hand side vanishes identically and upon substitution of the
values for λ0 and λ1. We can verify that this also holds for the right hand side of (7.27),
thus leading to the first resonance at level 2 and therefore to an arbitrary parameter λ2.
One may now continue in this fashion to compute the expansion to any finite order, but
before we embark on this task we make a few further simplification.
As the singularity has to be a noncharacteristic analytic movable singularity manifold,
we employ the implicit function theorem and make a further assumption about the specific
form of λk(x, t) = λk(t) and φ(x, t) = x−ξ(t), with ξ(t) being an arbitrary function. Then
the equation (7.24) simplifies to a much more transparent form
8κ2 (8κδ0,j + ı(j − 2)(j + 1)λj(t)) =
j∑
n,m=1
ı(1−m)(n− 1)λm(t)λj−m−n(t)λn(t) (7.28)
+
j−1∑
n=1
[
2κ(n− 1) (n2 − n− j(n− 2) + 2)λj−n(t)λn(t)]+ (j − 4)λj−3(t)ξ′(t)− λ′j−4(t).
Solving this equation recursively leads to the Painleve´ expansion
u(x, t) = −4ıκ
φ
+ λ2φ+
ξ′
8κ
φ2 − ıλ
2
2
20κ
φ3 − ıλ2ξ
′
96κ2
φ4 +O(φ5). (7.29)
Clearly we can use (7.28) to extend this expansion to any desired order. For the
ordinary Burgers equation, i.e. ε = 1, there exist a simple choice for the free parameters,
which terminates the expansion, such that one may generate Ba¨cklund and Cole-Hopf
transformations in a very natural way. Unfortunately (7.29) does not allow an obvious
choice of this form. Taking for instance λ2 = 0 yields the expansion
u(x, t) = −4iκ
φ
+
ξ′φ2
23κ
− iξ
′2φ5
7× 28κ3 +
iξ′′φ6
5× 29κ3 −
ξ′3φ8
35× 213κ5 −
23ξ′ξ′′φ9
385× 213κ5 −
ξ(3)φ10
135× 214κ5
+
19iξ′4φ11
3185× 218κ7 −
51iξ′2ξ′′φ12
385× 219κ7 −
i
(
43641ξ′′2 + 16460ξ′ξ(3)
)
φ13
779625× 220κ7 +O(φ
14). (7.30)
Being even more specific and assuming a solitary wave solution, the general form of
the movable singularity is ξ(t) = ωt, which gives
u(x, t) = −4iκ
φ
+
ωφ2
23κ
− iω
2φ5
7× 28κ3 −
ω3φ8
35× 213κ5 +
19iω4φ11
3185× 218κ7 +
ω5φ14
3185× 221κ9
− 561iω
6φ17
2118025× 228κ11 −
93ω7φ20
3328325× 232κ13 +
625011iω8φ23
53003575625× 238κ15
+
32971ω9φ26
53003575625× 241κ17 −
1509727iω10φ29
11501775910625× 246κ19 +O(φ
30). (7.31)
Clearly we can carry on with this procedure to any desired order in φ.
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Convergence of the Painleve´ expansion Having established that the deformed Burg-
ers equations pass the Painleve´ test for any value of the deformation parameter ε, let us
now see whether the obtained series converges so that we can determine if these equations
also posses the Painleve´ property. It suffices to demonstrate this for some specific cases.
Taking for this purpose λ2 = 0, we can express the expansion (7.30) in the general form
u(x, t) = −4iκ
φ
+ φ
∞∑
n=1
αnφ
n (7.32)
and employ Cauchy’s root test, i.e.
∑∞
n=1 γn converges if and only if limn→∞ |γn|1/n ≤ 1,
to establish the convergence of the series. We can easily find an upper bound for the real
and imaginary parts of αn
|Reα3n−ν | ≤ |Rep3n−ν(ξ
′, ξ′′, ξ′′′, . . .)|
23n+4−νΓ(3n−ν2 ) |κ|2n−1
for ν = 0, 1, 2, (7.33)
where the pn(ξ
′, ξ′′, ξ′′′, . . .) are polynomials of finite order in t, that is
∑ℓ
n=0 ω
ntn with
ℓ < ∞ and ω ∈ C. The same expression holds when we the replace real part by the
imaginary part on both sides of the inequality. We should also comment that this point of
the proof is not entirely rigorous in the strict mathematical sense as we have only verified
the estimate (7.33) up to order thirty and did not provide generic arguments for the
validity of (7.33). Approximating now the gamma function in (7.33) by Stirling’s formula
as n→∞
Γ
(n
2
)
∼
√
2πe−n/2
(n
2
)n−1
2
(7.34)
we obtain
lim
n→∞ |Reα3n−ν |
1
2 ∼ |Rep3n−ν |
1/n
23+
4−ν
n (2π)
1
2n e−
1
2 (3n−ν2 )
1
2
− 1
2n |κ|2− 1n
= 0. (7.35)
The same argument holds for the imaginary part, such that the series (7.32) converges
for any value of κ and choices for ξ(t) leading to finite polynomials pn(ξ
′, ξ′′, ξ′′′, . . .). It is
straightforward to repeat the same argument for λ2 6= 0.
Alternatively we can identify the leading order term in (7.23) and integrate the de-
formed Burgers equation twice. In this way we change the ODE into an integral equation
u(x, t) = 2κ
{
g(t) +
∫ x
x1
dxˆ
[
ı
2
+
1
u2(xˆ, t)
(
f(t) +
∫ xˆ
x0
dx˜
ut(x˜, t)
ux˜(x˜, t)
)]}−1
, (7.36)
where g(t), f(t) are some functions of integration. When discretizing this equation, i.e.
taking the left hand side to be un+1(x, t) and replacing all the u(x, t) on the right hand side
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of this equation by un(x, t), we may iterate (7.36) with −4ıκ/[x− ξ(t)] as initial condition
and recover precisely the expansion (7.29). Exploiting the Banach fixed point theorem
one may also use (7.36) as a starting point to establish the convergence of the iterative
procedure and therefore the Painleve´ expansion, similarly as was carried out for instance
in [234, 235].
Reduction from PDE to ODE Making further assumptions on the dependence of
u(x, t) on x and t we can reduce the PDE to an ODE, and attempt to solve the resulting
equation by integration. A common assumption is to require the solution to be of the
form of a solitary wave u(x, t) = ζ(z) = ζ(x− vt) with v being constant. When v is taken
to be real, even solutions will be invariant under the original PT -symmetry. With this
ansatz the deformed Burgers’ equation for ε = 2 (7.23) acquires the form
−vζz + iζζ2z + 2κζzζzz = 0. (7.37)
When ζz 6= 0 we can re-write this equation as
d
dz
(
c− vz + i
2
ζ2 + 2κζz
)
= 0, (7.38)
which can be integrated to
ζ(z) = eiπ5/3(2vκ)1/3
c˜ Ai′(χ) +Bi′(χ)
c˜ Ai(χ) +Bi(χ)
(7.39)
with c, c˜ being constants, χ = eiπ/6(vz − c)(2vκ)−2/3 and Ai(χ), Bi(χ) denoting Airy
functions.
We should point out that most of our arguments will still hold when we start in (7.12)
with the usual Burgers equation, which has broken PT -symmetry, i.e. with σ = ıκ ∈ R.
However, when embarking on the computation of charges and in particular energies we
expect to find a severe difference as then the PT -symmetry has a bearing on the reality
of the eigenvalues of the charges.
7.4 PT -symmetrically deformed KdV equation
After presenting the Painleve´ analysis for a PT -symmetrically deformed Burgers’ equa-
tion and establishing that the deformations introduced do not necessarily destroy the
integrability of the system, we turn our attention to the KdV equation,
ut +
[
αuxx + βu
2
]
x
= 0, (7.40)
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already PT -symmetric, being the first equation for which ǫ-deformations have been studied
[30, 31]. Here we investigate the PT -symmetrically deformed version of the KdV-equation
with two different deformation parameters ε and µ
ut − 6uux;ε + uxxx;µ = 0 with ε, µ ∈ R, (7.41)
where it has been specified that 2βα = 6 and the time re-scaling t→ αt has been used, so
that
ut + ıµ(µ− 1)(ıux)µ−2u2xx + µ(ıux)µ−1uxxx + 6ıu(ıux)ε = 0. (7.42)
The case µ = 1 and ε generic was considered in [30] and the case ε = 1 and µ generic
was studied in [31].
Leading order terms
As in the previous section we substitute u(x, t) → λ0(x, t)φ(x, t)θ into (7.41) in order
to determine the leading order term. From
ut ∼ φθ−1 , uux;ε ∼ φθ+θε−ε and uxxx;µ ∼ φθµ−µ−2 (7.43)
we deduce
θ =
ε− µ− 2
ε− µ+ 1 ∈ Z−, (7.44)
so that the only solution is θ = −2 with ε = µ provided ε and µ are integers. This means
neither the case µ = 1 and ε generic nor the case ε = 1 and µ generic can pass the Painleve´
test, but the hitherto uninvestigated deformation with ε = µ has at this point still a chance
to pass it. The possibility of ε and µ being non-integer values remains inconclusive for the
same reasons mentioned in the previous section.
Recurrence relations
Substituting the Painleve´ expansion (7.14) for u(x, t) with θ = −2 into (7.41) with
ε = µ gives rise to the recursion relations for the λk by identifying powers in φ(x, t). We
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find at
order − (3ε+ 2): λ0 = 12ε(3ε+ 1)φ2x,
order − (3ε+ 1): λ1 = −12ε(3ε+ 1)φxx,
order − 3ε: λ2 = ε(3ε+1)24
(
4φxφxxx−3φ2xx
φ2x
)
+ δε,1
φt
6φx
,
order − (3ε− 1): λ3 = ε(3ε+1)24
(
4φxφxxφxxx−3φ3xx−φ2xφ4x
φ4x
)
+ δε,1
φtφxx−φxφxt
6φ3x
,
order − (3ε− 2): λ4 = ε(3ε+1)24
(
6φxφ2xxφxxx− 154 φ4xx− 32φ2xφxxφ4x
φ6x
+ φxφ5x−5φ
2
xxx
5φ4x
)
.
(7.45)
Therefore the relation at order −(3ε − 2) becomes an identity only for ε = 1, which
makes us suspect that also at higher order we will not encounter compatibility conditions
and therefore will not have enough parameters equaling the order of the differential equa-
tion. To test whether new compatibility conditions arise at higher levels we can use the
same general argument as in subsection 7.3.
Resonances
We try once again to match the first term in the expansion (7.14) with some term of
unknown power. Using the expression for λ0 in (7.45) and making the ansatz
ur(x, t) = λ0(x, t)φ(x, t)
θ + λr(x, t)φ(x, t)
r+θ, (7.46)
with θ = −2, we compute all possible values of r for which λr becomes a free parameter.
Substituting u˜(x, t) into (7.41) and reading off the terms of the highest order, i.e. φ−3ε−2+r,
we find the necessary condition
εε(−i)ε−1(3ε+ 1)ε−1φ3εx (r + 1)
[
6(1 + 3ε)− 2(2 + 3ε)r + r2]λr = 0, (7.47)
for a resonance to exist. Besides the presence of the expected universal resonance at
r = −1, the bracket containing the quadratic term in r can be factorized as (r−r−)(r−r+)
with r± = −(2 + 3ε)±
√
9ε2 − 6ε− 2, such that r± ∈ Z for 9ε2 − 6ε− 2 = n2 with n ∈ N.
For the solution of this equation ε± = (1±
√
n2 + 3)/3 to be an integer we need to solve a
diophantine equation 3 + n2 = m2 with n,m ∈ N, which only admits n = 1 and m = 2 as
solution. Thus the bracket only factorizes in the case ε = 1 into (r−6)(r−4). Hence, only
in that case the system can fully pass the Painleve´ test. Nonetheless, we may still be able to
obtain a defective series if all remaining coefficients λj may be computed recursively. This
is indeed the case as we demonstrate in detail for one particular choice of the deformation
parameter.
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ε = 2 deformation
For ε = µ = 2 the deformed KdV equation (7.41) acquires the form
ut − 6iuu2x + 2iu2xx + 2iuxuxxx = 0, (7.48)
Since the expression become rather lengthy for generic values in the expansion we
will present here only the case λk(x, t) = λk(t) and φ(x, t) = x− ξ(t), with ξ(t) being an
arbitrary function. We find a recursion relation of the form (7.20)
−28ı(1 + j)(j2 − 16j + 42)λj(t) = −6ı
j∑
n=1
j−n−1∑
m=1
{(m− 2)(n− 2)λm(t)λn(t)λj−m−n(t)}
+2ı
j−1∑
n=1
{
[(7− k)n3 + (k − 4)kn2 + (18− 5k)kn+ 6k(5 + k)− 28(6 + n)]λj−n(t)λn(t)
}
+λ′j−6(t) + (j − 7)λ′j−5(t). (7.49)
The recursive solution of this equation leads to the expansion
u(x, t) =
7
φ2
+
iξ′φ3
156
+
(ξ′)2φ8
192192
− ξ
′′φ9
681408
+
i(ξ′)3φ13
73081008
− 725iξ
′ξ′′φ14
216449705472
+
iξ′′′φ15
20262348288
− 340915(ξ
′)4φ18
23989859332927488
+
1867(ξ′)2ξ′′φ19
758331543121152
+O(φ20). (7.50)
Thus we have obtained a solution of Painleve´ type for the deformed KdV equation,
albeit without enough free parameters, i.e. without the possibility to accommodate all
possible initial values. This means we have a so-called defective series. As in the case
of the deformed Burgers equation it is instructive to consider the series for solitary wave
solutions, i.e. taking ξ(t) = ωt, which yields
u(x, t) =
7
φ2
+
iωφ3
156
+
ω2φ8
192192
+
iω3φ13
73081008
− 340915ω
4φ18
23989859332927488
+
391907iω5φ23
56760007181706436608
− 38892808841ω
6φ28
507260097462393341102260224
+O(φ33).(7.51)
We find a similar behaviour for other values of ε.
For the KdV equation our findings suggest that its PT -symmetric deformations are
not integrable, albeit they allow for the construction of a defective series, as opposed to
the deformation of the Burgers equation - when deforming both terms involving space
derivatives, we found that the deformations of the Burgers equation pass the test. In
specific cases we have also established the convergence of the series, such that the ǫ-
Burgers equations have in addition the Painleve´ property. Based on the conjecture by
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Ablowitz, Ramani and Segur we take this as very strong evidence that these equations
are integrable. Regarding these models as new integrable systems leads immediately to a
sequence of interesting new problems related to features of integrability.
It is likely that these systems admit soliton solutions and it should be possible to
compute the higher charges by means of Lax pairs, Dunkl operators or other methods.
We should point out that most of our arguments will still hold when we start in (7.12)
with the usual Burgers equation, which has broken PT -symmetry, i.e. with σ = ıκ ∈ R.
However, when embarking on the computation of charges and in particular energies we
expect to find a severe difference as then the PT -symmetry has a bearing on the reality
of the eigenvalues of the charges.
7.5 PT -symmetrically generalized KdV Hamiltonian: Hl,m,p
It would clearly be very interesting to investigate other PT -symmetrically integrable
systems in the manner described above in order to establish their integrability. Particularly
interesting are models presenting compactons (see e.g. [173, 174, 175, 176]) since it is nor
clear how the existence of these solutions depend on integrability properties. For this
reason we choose to analyze the model presented in the present section. The Hamiltonian
density
Hl,m,p = − 2βu
l
l(l − 1) −
ımα
2(m− 1)u
p(iux)
m (7.52)
generalises the KdV equation (7.40), which is recovered when m = 2, p = 0, l = 3. It was
introduced in [185] where it was considered α = 2 g ım and β = 12 .
The density Hl,2,p reduces to a modification of a Hamiltonian description [174, 175]
of generalized KdV-equations [173] which are known to admit compacton solutions. For
l = 3, p = 0 and m = ε + 1 one obtains a re-scaled version of the PT -symmetrically
deformed KdV-equation (ε = 1) introduced in [31],
ut + uux + ıε(ε− 1)(ıux)ε−2u2xx + ε(ıux)ε−1uxxx = 0. (7.53)
The first PT -symmetric extensions of the KdV-equation proposed in [30] cannot be
obtained from (7.52) as they correspond to non-Hamiltonian systems. The equation of
motion resulting from the variational principle
ut =
(
δ
∫ Hdx
δu
)
x
=
∞∑
n=0
(−1)n
(
dn
dxn
∂H
∂unx
)
x
, (7.54)
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for the Hamiltonian density Hl,m,p in (7.52) is
ut + u
l−2ux = −gımup−2um−3x × (7.55)
× [(m− 2)mu2u2xx + 2mpuu2xuxx+mu2uxuxxx + (p− 1)pu4x] .
The most natural way to implement PT -symmetry in (7.52) is to keep the interpre-
tation from the standard KdV-equation and view the field u as a velocity, such that it
transforms as u → u. Then Hl,m,p is PT -symmetric for real coupling constant g and all
possible real values of l,m, p. Alternatively, we could also allow a purely complex cou-
pling constant, i.e. g ∈ iR, by transforming the field as u → −u, such that Hl,m,p is
PT -symmetric when l is even and p+m odd.
Because these PT -symmetric models have been shown to posses compacton solutions
one might wonder about the coexistence with solitons, which would be possible if inte-
grability is present. Our goal here is to investigate whether this equation admits soliton
solutions for some specific choices of the parameters l,m, p, and consequently determine
whether it is possible to find solitons and compactons in the same model (7.55). We will
repeat the steps carried out in the previous subsection and perform the Painleve´ test as
presented in [5]. A positive result of the latter, as discussed before, indicates integrability,
which allows for the construction of solitons. The approach adopted here has the advan-
tage of being considerably easier to implement than constructing explicitly the soliton
solutions or the conserved charges, usually a formidable task.
For the matter of implementing the Painleve´ test we assume the solutions can be ex-
panded in a Laurent series of the form (7.14). We know one further demands that in
the limit φ(x, t) → 0, the function u(x, t) is meromorphic, such that the leading order
singularity θ is a negative integer and the λk(x, t) are analytic functions. The general pro-
cedure of the Painleve´ test consists in substituting the expansion (7.14) into the equation
of motion, (7.55) for the case at hand, and determining the functions λk(x, t) recursively,
with enough free parameters to match the order of the differential equation.
We compute λ0 by substituting the first term in the expansion (7.14), i.e. u(x, t) →
λ0(x, t)φ(x, t)
θ, into (7.55) and evaluating the values for all possible leading order singu-
larities θ. The individual terms have the following leading order behaviour
ut ∼ φαθ−1 , ul−2ux ∼ φθ(l−1)−1 and all remaining ∼ φθ(m+p−1)−m−1. (7.56)
Therefore the leading order terms may only be canceled if any of the following three
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conditions hold:
i) θ − 1 = θ(l − 1)− 1 ≤ θ(m+ p− 1)−m− 1,
which results from assuming that ut and u
l−2ux constitute the leading order terms.
In this case we obtain l = 2 and the inequality θ(2−m− p) ≤ −m. Thus θ remains
undetermined.
ii) θ − 1 = θ(m+ p− 1)−m− 1 ≤ θ(l − 1)− 1,
which corresponds to the assumption that ul−2ux is the least singular term and
matching the leading orders of all the remaining ones. Then we conclude that l ≤ 2
and θ is fixed to θ = m(m+p−2) .
iii) θ(l − 1)− 1 = θ(m+ p− 1)−m− 1 ≤ θ − 1.
which is the consequence of ut being least singular term and the matching of the
remaining ones. This means the leading order singularity of u(x, t) is of the order
θ =
m
p+m− l ∈ Z
− and l ≥ 2. (7.57)
Canceling the leading order terms then yields
λ
(n)
0 = e
2πınθ
m [gl(l − 1)]− θm (ıθφx)−θ, (7.58)
where 1 ≤ n ≤ p+m− l indicates the different roots of the determining equation.
In principle we could also envisage a scenario in which ut and u
l−2ux are the least
dominant terms and the leading order singularity is canceled by all the remaining terms.
However, all these terms only differ by an overall numerical factor, such that λ0 turns out
to be zero in this case and we can therefore discard this case.
A key feature of the Painleve´ test is the occurrence of so-called resonances, which arise
whenever the coefficient in front of a specific λr in the recurrence relations becomes zero.
This implies that λr can not be determined recursively. When in this case the remaining
part of the recurrence relation becomes an identity, the λr becomes a free parameter,
otherwise the Painleve´ test fails. The possible values for r can be found by substituting
ur(x, t) = λ0(x, t)φ(x, t)
θ + λr(x, t)φ(x, t)
r+θ, (7.59)
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into (7.55) and computing all possible values of r for which λr becomes a free parameter.
Considering the case iii) for integer values l,m, p the coefficients of the leading order
φr+θ(l−1)−1 is proportional to
gθ
(2−l)
m φθ(2−l)+1x λr(r + 1)(r + θl)[r + θ(l − 1)]. (7.60)
This means that besides the so-called fundamental resonance at r = 1, we also find
two more resonances at r = −θl, θ(1− l). Since the differential equation (7.55) is of order
three all these models fully pass the Painleve´ test provided λ−θl and λθ(1−l) can indeed be
chosen freely.
The standard procedure to verify this would be now to derive the recursive equation
resulting from combining (7.14) and (7.55). Clearly for generic values of l,m, p this will be
extremely lengthy, but even for specific choices it is fairly complicated. It suffices, however,
to compute the λk up to k > −θl. We will present these values for various examples for
several choices of the parameters l,m, p corresponding to scenarios leading to solutions
with qualitatively different kinds of behaviour.
7.5.1 Generalized KdV-equation: m=2
Cooper, Khare and Saxena [240] found that in the generalized KdV equation, i.e.
m = 2, a necessary condition for compactons to be stable is to consider models with
2 < l < p+ 6. This means none of the conditions i) or ii) for the leading order singularity
to cancel can be satisfied. The special choice l = p + 2, 0 < p ≤ 2 guarantees that the
compacton solutions have in addition a width which is independent of their amplitude
[174]. For that particular case also the condition iii) admits no solution, such that the
Painleve´ test fails.
However, for models which admit stable compacton solutions having a width depending
on the amplitude we can find solutions to the condition iii) and proceed with the Painleve´
test. For instance, m = 2, p = 1, l = 5 is such a choice. In this case we find from (7.57)
that α = −1 and the leading order singularity of the corresponding differential equation
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is φ−5. Computing now order by order the functions λk we find the two solutions
λ±0 = ±2i
√
5gφx, λ
±
1 = ∓i
√
5g
φxx
φx
,
λ±2 = ∓i
√
5g
6
(
3φ2xx − 2φxφxxx
)
φ3x
, (7.61)
λ±3 =
3φtφ
2
x ∓ 4i
√
5g3
(
6φ3xx − 6φxφ3xφxx + φ2xφ4x
)
48gφ5x
.
Crucially we observe next that λ±4 and λ
±
5 can be chosen arbitrarily. The remaining
λ±k for k > 5 can all be computed, but the expressions are all extremely cumbersome
and we will therefore not report them here. Making, however, the further assumption on
φ to be a travelling wave, i.e. φ(x, t) = x − ωt, simplifies the expressions considerably.
Choosing λ±4 = λ
±
5 = 0 the two solutions for that scenario reduce to
λ±3κ+1 = λ
±
3κ+2 = 0 for κ = 0, 1, 2, . . .
λ±0 = ±2i
√
5g, λ±3 = −
ω
16g
,
λ±6 = ∓
3iω2
3584
√
5g5/2
, λ±9 =
ω3
573440g4
, (7.62)
λ±12 = ±
33iω4
1669857280
√
5g11/2
,
λ±15 = −
3ω5
66794291200g7
, . . .
We conclude that the Painleve´ test is passed for this choices of parameters, which
means that besides stable compacton solutions, whose width depends on their amplitude,
we also find genuine solitons in these models and, provided the series (7.14) converges,
they are therefore integrable.
In the unstable compacton regime, i.e. l ≤ 2 or l ≥ p+6, the condition iii) can not be
satisfied. Consequently we do not expect to find genuine soliton solutions. We have also
verified this type of behaviour for other representative examples which we do not present
here.
7.5.2 PT -symmetric generalized KdV-equation
For the PT -symmetric extensions of the generalized KdV-equation (7.55) the necessary
condition for compactons to be stable was extended by Bender et al [185] to 2 < l < p+3m.
Thus also for generic values of m none of the conditions i) or ii) for the leading order
singularity to cancel can be satisfied. Furthermore, the requirement for stable compacton
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solutions to possess also a width which is independent of their amplitude was generalized
in [185] to l = p + m. As for the special case m = 2 this value coincides with the leading
order singularity resulting from the condition iii) tending to infinity and therefore the
Painleve´ test fails.
As in the previous case, for models which have stable compacton solutions whose
width is a function of their amplitude the Painleve´ test has a chance to pass, as one can
find a value for the leading order singularity and potentially has the correct amount of
resonances. We verify this for the example m=3,p=1,l=7, for which we obtain θ = −1
and φ−7 as the leading order singularity in (7.55). Since −θ/m = 1/3 in this case, we
find now three non-equivalent solutions related to the different roots for the λ
(n)
k with
n = 1, 2, 3, of which the first terms are
λ
(n)
0 = −ie2πin/3(42g)1/3φx,
λ
(n)
1 =
ie2πin/3(21g)1/3φxx
22/3φx
, (7.63)
λ
(n)
2 =
ie2πin/3(7g)1/3
(
3φ2xx − 2φxφxxx
)
2(6)2/3φ3x
,
λ
(n)
3 =
ie2πin/3(7g)1/3
(
6φ3xx − 6φxφxxxφxx + φ2xφxxxx
)
4(6)2/3φ5x
.
From (7.60) we know that we should encounter resonances at the level 6 and 7, which
is indeed the case as we find that λ
(n)
6 and λ
(n)
7 can be chosen freely. The remaining λ
(n)
k
for k > 7 can all be computed iteratively and the Painleve´ test is passed for this example.
For a travelling wave ansatz φ(x, t) = x − ωt with the choice λ(n)6 = λ(n)7 = 0 the
expressions simplify to
λ
(n)
5κ+1 = λ
(n)
5κ+2 = λ
(n)
5κ+3 = λ
(n)
5κ+4 = 0, for κ = 0, 1, . . .
λ
(n)
0 = −ie2πin/3(42g)1/3, λ(n)5 =
e4πin/3ω
36(42)1/3g4/3
, (7.64)
λ
(n)
10 =
17iω2
598752g3
,
λ
(n)
15 = −
53e
2inπ
3 ω3
21555072(42)2/3g14/3
,. . .
Thus we observe no qualitative difference in the PT -symmetric extensions in compar-
ison to the case m = 2 and find that also in this one may have stable compacton solutions,
whose width depends on their amplitude and genuine solitons at the same time.
In the unstable compacton regime, that is l ≤ 2 or l ≥ p + 3m, the condition iii) can
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not be satisfied and the Painleve´ test fails. Once again we do not represent here other
representative examples for which we obtained the same type of behaviour.
7.5.3 Deformations of Burgers equation: m = 1, p = 1, l = 3
Considering m = 1, p = 1, l = 3 in the equation of motion (7.55) is a very simple
example leading to a Painleve´ expansion for u(x, t), which can even be truncated after
the second term. As this type of behaviour is reminiscent of Ba¨cklund transformation
generating solutions found in other models [32], we present this case briefly. For this
choice (7.55) reduces to
ut + uux − 2iguxx + igu
u2x
(
u2xx − uxuxxx
)
= 0, (7.65)
which can be viewed as a deformation of Burgers equation corresponding to the first three
terms. Proceeding as in the previous sections, we find the solution
u(x, t) =
−6igφx
φ
+
6igφxx − 3φt
2φx
, (7.66)
provided that φ satisfies the equation
φ2xφtt + φ
2
tφxx = 2φtxφtφx. (7.67)
A travelling wave φ(x, t) = x − ωt is for instance a solution of (7.67), such that we
obtain the simple expression
u(x, t) =
6ig
ωt− x +
3
2
ω (7.68)
for the solution of (8.49). Incidentally, the travelling wave solution for Burger’s equation
[32] conicides with (7.68).
7.5.4 Coexistence of solitons and compactons
In previous investigations [174, 175, 240] various criteria have been found, which sep-
arate the models Hl,m,p into three distinct classes exhibiting qualitatively diffferent types
of compacton solutions, unstable compactons and stable compactons, which have either
dependent or freely selectable width A and amplitude β. We have carried out the Painleve´
test for various examples for each of these classes and found that all models which allow
stable compactons for which the width cannot be chosen independently from their am-
plitude pass the Painleve´ test. Assuming that the Painleve´ expansion (7.14) converges
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these models possess the Painleve´ property [241] and allow therefore for genuine soliton
solutions and are thus integrable. We found that the generalized KdV equation resulting
from Hl,2,p and their PT -symmetric extensions Hl,m,p have the same qualitative behaviour
in the three different regimes. Remarkably the original compacton model [173], which is
non-Hamiltonian and whose equation of motion differs from Hl,2,p only by some constants,
was found not to possess the Painleve´ property [242]. For convenience we summarize the
different qualitative behaviours in the following table:
Hl,m,p compactons solitons
l = p+m stable, independent A, β no
2 < l < p+ 3m stable, dependent A, β yes
l ≤ 2 or l ≥ p+ 3m unstable no
Table 7.1: The models Hl,m,p and their solutions.
Clearly our investigations do not constitute a complete mathematical proof as we based
our findings on various representative examples for the different classes and it would be very
interesting to settle this issue more rigorously with a generic argumentation not relying on
case-by-case studies. At the same time such a treatment would probably provide a deeper
understanding about the separation of the different models. Nonetheless, our findings
provide enough evidence to make it worthwhile to investigate the models which pass the
test with other techniques developed in the field of integrable models, whereas models
which do not pass the test may be excluded from such investigations.
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8 PT -symmetric
fields and particles
8.1 PT -symmetric constraints on real fields
The fact that unbroken PT -symmetry will allow for a consistent quantum mechanical
description evidences that symmetric systems constitute well defined models which have
been overlooked up to now. This idea has been adapted to classical systems as well and
has been used to formulate various complex extensions of nonlinear wave equations. In the
previous chapter we have explored PT -symmetric extensions of some dynamical systems,
such as Burgers and KdV equations, and we showed that some deformations preserve
integrability, allowing for the existence of solitons and compacton solutions. Nonetheless,
so far any such proposal lacks a direct physical meaning and the complexifications are
generally introduced in a rather ad hoc manner.
Here we shall explore PT -symmetry in a context where the complex extensions or
deformations do not need to be imposed artificially, but instead we investigate whether
this symmetry is already naturally present in the system, albeit hidden. We introduce
another possibility to accomplish a PT -symmetric extension consisting of restricting the
motion to PT -symmetric invariant submanifolds rather than deforming the equations
themselves. This novel procedure could in principle be used in different situations but
we shall work specifically with the emergence of complex multi-particle Calogero particles
emerging from real nonlinear field equations, thus providing a well defined physical origin
for these systems. After exploring these connections we are naturally led to complex
PT -symmetric Calogero systems.
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8.2 Calogero models
The Calogero problem is possibly the first to be understood at the quantum level
before the corresponding advances were obtained classically. It was originally proposed
[243] as a one-dimensional problem of three particles interacting in pairs according an
inverse squared distance potential together with a possible quadratic confining well,
− 3∑
i=1
∂2
∂x2i
+
3∑
i 6=j
g
(xi − xj)2 +
3∑
i6=j
ω2(xi − xj)2

ψ = Eψ with g, ω ∈ R. (8.1)
It was noticed a reformulation of this problem in terms of a different set of coordinates
allows for an exact solution based on separation of variables. The configuration is better
described in terms of the centre of mass and polar Jacobi coordinates,
R =
1
3
(x1 + x2 + x3) , (8.2)
r =
1√
3
√
(x1 − x2)2 + (x2 − x3)2 + (x3 − x1)2, (8.3)
φ = arctan
[ √
3(x1 − x2)
(x1 − x3) + (x2 − x3)
]
, (8.4)
and consequently,
x1,2 = R +
r cosφ√
6
± r sinφ√
2
and x3 = R−
√
2
3
r cosφ. (8.5)
The associated Schro¨dinger equation becomes simply[
−1
3
d2
dR2
− d
2
dr2
− 1
r
d
dr
− 1
r2
(
d2
dφ2
− 9g
2 sin2 φ
)
+ 3ω2r2
]
ψ(R, r, φ) = Eψ(R, r, φ), (8.6)
from which we see there are three quantum numbers emerging and the centre of mass
energy can be absorbed by a simple re-scaling of the energy levels. If one is interested in
scattering properties rather than bound states, there is a slight simplification: as ω → 0,
the Laguerre polynomials characterizing the radial part of the solution reduce to Bessel
functions. Practically at the same time, Calogero examined the N -particle generalization
of this problem [244] and managed to obtain general results for its ground state.
Only after the completion of this work Marchioro [245, 246] successfully constructed
the classical trajectories of a system of three particles interacting in pairs by inverse-
cube forces in the presence of harmonic forces, using conservation of both energy and the
analogous of the angular quantity B,
1
2
mr˙2 +
B2
r2
= E and
1
2
mr4φ˙2 +
9g
2 sin2 3φ
= B2. (8.7)
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Figure 8.1: Classical scattering of three particles under pairwise inverse-square interaction.
The integrability of the classical N -particle Calogero scattering problem,
HC =
1
2
N∑
i=1
p2i +
1
2
N∑
i6=j
g
(xi − xj)2 , (8.8)
was established later by Moser [247], using a Lax pair consisting of matrices L,M , with
entries
Lij = piδij +
ı
√
g
xi − xj (1− δij), (8.9)
Mij =
N∑
k 6=i
ı
√
g
(xi − xk)2 δij −
ı
√
g
(xi − xj)2 (1− δij), (8.10)
constructed in such a manner that the Lax equation
dL
dt
+ [M,L] = 0, (8.11)
becomes equivalent to the Calogero equations of motion,
xi =
∂HC
∂pi
and pi = −∂HC
∂xi
=⇒ x¨i =
N∑
j 6=i
2g
(xi − xj)3 . (8.12)
Integrability follows in the standard fashion by noting that all quantities of the form
In = tr(L
n)/n are integrals of motion and conserved in time by construction.
The classical solutions of a two-particle Calogero problem are given by
x1,2(t) = 2R(t)±
√
g
E
+ 4E(t− t0)2, (8.13)
with E, t0 being initial conditions and R˙(t) = 0 the centre of mass velocity. Relaxing this
condition by allowing boosts will only shift the energy scale since the total momentum
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is conserved. Depending therefore on the initial conditions we may have either real or
complex solutions.
The three particle model, i.e. taking N = 3 in (8.8), is slightly more complicated. Mar-
chioro [245] found the general solution by expressing the dynamical variables in terms of
Jacobi relative coordinates R, X, Y in polar form via the transformations R(t) = (x1(t)+
x2(t) + x3(t))/3, X(t) = r(t) sinφ(t) = (x1(t) − x2(t))/
√
2 and Y (t) = r(t) cosφ(t) =
(x1(t) + x2(t)− 2x3(t))/
√
6. The variables may then be separated and the resulting equa-
tions are solved by
x1,2(t) = R(t) +
1√
6
r(t) cosφ(t)± 1√
2
r(t) sinφ(t), (8.14)
x3(t) = R(t)− 2√
6
r(t) cosφ(t), (8.15)
where
R(t) = R0 + V0 t, (8.16)
r(t) =
√
B2
E
+ 2E(t− t0)2, (8.17)
φ(t) =
1
3
cos−1
{
ϕ0 sin
[
sin−1 (ϕ0 cos 3φ0)− 3 tan−1
(√
2E
B
(t− t0)
)]}
. (8.18)
The solutions involve 7 free parameters: The total energy E, the angular momentum type
constant of motion B, the integration constants t0, φ0, R0, V0 and the coupling constant
g, with the abbreviation ϕ0 =
√
1− 9g/2B2. We note that, depending on the choice of
these parameters, both real and complex solutions are admissible, a feature which might
not hold for the Calogero system restricted to an invariant submanifold.
Calogero systems have become very important in theoretical physics, having been
explored in various contexts ranging from condensed matter physics to cosmology, e.g.
[248, 249, 250, 251]. An intriguing property of this sort of interacting models is that they
appear very naturally in the study of nonlinear systems as the ones we have examined
in the previous chapter, such as KdV or Boussinesq equations. This indicates that PT -
symmetric deformations carried out directly on equations of motion might not be the only
interesting procedure to generate families of PT -invariant waves. The main focus of our
interest here are the complex extensions which have been studied recently in connection
with PT -symmetric models [252, 253, 254, 255, 256, 257].
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8.3 Poles of nonlinear waves as interacting particles
The assumption of rational real valued functions as multi-soliton solutions of nonlinear
wave equations was studied more than three decades ago by various authors, see e.g. [258].
We take some of these findings as a setting for the problem at hand. In order to illustrate
the key idea we present what is probably the simplest scenario in which corpuscular objects
emerge as poles of nonlinear waves, namely in the Burgers equation
ut + αuxx + β(u
2)x = 0. (8.19)
Assuming that this equation admits rational solutions of the form
u(x, t) =
2α
β
N∑
i=1
1
x− xi(t) , (8.20)
it is straightforward to see that surprisingly the N poles interact with each other through
a Coulombic inverse square force
x¨i(t) = −2α
N∑
j 6=i
1
[xi(t)− xj(t)]2 . (8.21)
This pole structure survives even after making modifications in the ansatz for the
wave equation, although the nature of the interaction may change. By acting on the
second derivative in Burgers equation with a Hilbert transform
Hˆu(x) =
1
π
PV
∫ +∞
−∞
dz
u(z)
z − x, (8.22)
with PV standing for the principle value of the integral, we obtain the Benjamin-Ono
equation [259, 260]
ut + αHˆuxx + β(u
2)x = 0. (8.23)
As shown in [261], the ansatz proposed for the equation above which will allow for
similar conclusions has a slightly different form,
u(x, t) =
α
β
N∑
k=1
(
ı
x− zk(t) −
ı
x− z∗k(t)
)
, (8.24)
being, however, still a real valued solution with the only restriction that the complex poles
satisfy complex Calogero equations of motion
z¨k(t) = 8α
2
N∑
k 6=j
1
(zk(t)− zj(t))3 . (8.25)
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Note that there is a difference in the power laws appearing in (8.21) and (8.25), but
more importantly that equation (8.20) has real poles, whereas (8.24) has complex ones.
We stress once more that the field u(x, t) is real in both cases. Hence, this viewpoint
provides a nontrivial mechanism which leads to particle systems defined in the complex
plane.
Interesting observations of this kind can be made for other nonlinear equations as well,
but not always will the ansatz work directly, that is without any further requirements as in
the previous cases. In some situations additional conditions might be necessary. Examples
of nonlinear integrable wave equations for which such type of constraints occur are the
KdV and the Boussinesq equations,
ut +
(
αuxx + βu
2
)
x
= 0 and utt +
(
αuxx + βu
2 − γu)
xx
= 0, (8.26)
respectively. For both of these equations one can have “N -soliton” solutions14 of the form
u(x, t) = −6α
β
N∑
k=1
1
(x− xk(t))2 , (8.27)
as long as in each case two sets of constraints are satisfied
x˙k(t) = −12α
N∑
j 6=k
(xk(t)− xj(t))−2 , 0 =
N∑
j 6=k
(xk(t)− xj(t))−3, (8.28)
and
x¨k(t) = −24α
N∑
j 6=k
(xk(t)− xj(t))−3 , x˙k(t)2 = 12α
N∑
j 6=k
(xk(t)− xj(t))−2 + γ, (8.29)
respectively. Naturally these constraints might be incompatible or admit no solution at
all, in which case (8.27) would of course not constitute a solution for the wave equations
(8.26). Notice that if the xk(t) are real or come in complex conjugate pairs the solution
(8.27) for the corresponding wave equations is still real.
Airault, McKean and Moser provided a general criterion, which allows us to view these
equations from an entirely different perspective, namely to regard them as constrained
multi-particle systems [258]:
Given a multi-particle Hamiltonian H(x1, ..., xN , x˙1, ..., x˙N ) with flow xi =
∂H
∂x˙i
and
x˙i = − ∂H∂xi together with conserved charges In in involution with H, i.e. vanishing Poisson
14Soliton is to be understood here in a very loose sense in analogy to the Painleve´ type ideology of
indestructible poles. In the strict sense not all solution possess the N -soliton solution characteristic, that
is moving with a preserved shape and regaining it after scattering though each other.
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brackets {H, In} = 0 , then the locus of grad(In) = 0 is invariant with respect to time
evolution. Thus it is permitted to restrict the flow to that locus provided it is not empty.
Taking the Hamiltonian to be the Calogero Hamiltonian HC it is well known that
one may construct the corresponding conserved quantities from the Calogero Lax oper-
ator (8.9) as mentioned from In = tr(L
n)/n. The first of these charges is just the total
momentum, the next is the Hamiltonian followed by non trivial ones
I1 =
N∑
i=1
pi , (8.30)
I2 =
1
2
N∑
i=1
p2i + g
N∑
i 6=j
1
(xi − xj)2 , (8.31)
I3 =
1
3
N∑
i=1
p3i + g
N∑
i 6=j
pi + pj
(xi − xj)2 , (8.32)
...
According to the above mentioned criterium we may therefore consider an I3-flow
restricted to the locus defined by grad(I2) = 0 or an I2-flow subject to the constraint
grad(I3 − γI1) = 0. Remarkably it turns out that the former viewpoint corresponds
exactly to the set of equations (8.28), whereas the latter to (8.29) when we identify the
coupling constant as g = −12α. Thus the solutions of the Boussinesq equation are related
to the constrained Calogero Hamiltonian flow, whereas the KdV soliton solutions arise
from an I3-flow subject to constraining equations derived from the Calogero Hamiltonian.
As our main focus is on the Calogero Hamiltonian flow and its possible complexifi-
cations we shall concentrate on possible solutions of the systems (8.29) and investigate
whether these type of equations allow for nontrivial solutions or whether they are empty.
It will be instructive to commence by looking first at the unconstrained system. Let us now
elaborate further on the connection between the field equations and the particle system
and restrict the general solution (8.14)-(8.16) by switching on the additional constraints
in (8.29) and subsequently study the effect on the soliton solutions of the nonlinear wave
equation. Notice that the second constraint in (8.29) can be viewed as setting the differ-
ence between the kinetic and potential energy of each particle to a constant. Adding all
of these equations we obtain HC = Nγ/2, which provides a direct interpretation of the
constant γ in the Boussinesq equation as being proportional to the total energy of the
Calogero model.
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8.4 The motion of Boussinesq singularities
The two particle system, i.e. N = 2, is evidently the simplest I2-Calogero flow con-
strained with grad(I3 − γI1) = 0 as specified in (8.29). The solution for this system was
already provided in [258],
x1,2(t) = κ±
√
γ(t− κ˜)2 − 3α/γ, (8.33)
with κ, κ˜ taken to be real constants. In fact this solution is not very different from the
unconstrained motion shown in the previous section (8.13). The restricted one may be
obtained via an identification between the coupling constant and the parameter in the
Boussinesq equation as κ = 2R(t), E = γ/4, κ˜ = t0 and g = −3α/4. The two soliton
solution for the Boussinesq equation (8.27) then acquires the form
u(x, t) = −12α
β
γ
γ(x− κ)2 + γ2(t− κ˜)2 − 3α
[γ(x− κ)2 − γ2(t− κ˜)2 + 3α]2 , (8.34)
which, in principle, is still real-valued when keeping the constants to be real. When
inspecting (8.34) it is easy to see that the two singularities repel each other on the x-axis
as time evolves, thus mimicking a repulsive scattering process. However, we may change
the overall behaviour substantially when we allow the integration constants to be complex,
such that the singularities become regularized. In that case we observe a typical solitonic
scattering behaviour, i.e. two wave packets keeping their overall shape while evolving
in time and when passing though each other regaining their shape when the scattering
process is finished, albeit with complex amplitude. A special type of complexification
occurs when we take the integration constants κ, κ˜ to be purely imaginary, in which case
(8.34) becomes a solution for the PT -symmetrically constrained Boussinesq equation, with
PT : x → −x, t → −t, u → u. We depict the described behaviour in figure 1 for some
special choices of the parameters.
For larger numbers of particles the solutions have not been investigated and it is not
even clear whether the locus of interest is empty or not. Let us therefore embark on
solving this problem systematically. Unfortunately we can not simply imitate Marchioro’s
method of separating variables as the additional constraints will destroy this possibility.
However, we notice that (8.29) can be represented in a different way more suited for our
purposes. Differentiating the second set of equations in (8.29) and making use of the first
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one, we arrive at the set of expressions
N∑
k 6=j
(x˙k(t) + x˙j(t))
(xk(t)− xj(t))3 = 0, (8.35)
which are therefore consistency equations of the other two.
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Figure 8.2: Time evolution of the real and imaginary parts of the constraint Boussinesq
two soliton solution (8.34) with κ = −ı, κ¯ = 2ı, α = −β = γ = 1.
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We now focus on the case N = 3. Inspired by the general solution of the unconstrained
three particle solution (8.14) and (8.15), we adopt an ansatz of the general form
x1,2(t) = A0(t) +A1(t)±A2(t), (8.36)
x3(t) = A0(t) + λA1(t), (8.37)
with Ai(t), i = 0, 1, 2 being some unknown functions and λ a free constant parameter.
We note that λ 6= 1, since otherwise the three coordinates could be expressed in terms of
only two linearly independent functions, A0(t) + A1(t) and A2(t), and we would not able
to express the normal mode like functions Ai(t) in terms of the original coordinates xi(t).
Calogero’s choice, λ = −2, in equation (8.15), allows an elegant map of Cartesian coordi-
nates into Jacobi’s relative coordinates, but other possibilities might be more convenient
in the present situation. Here we keep λ to be free for the time being.
Substituting this ansatz for the xi(t) into the second set of equations in (8.29) and
using the compatibility equation (8.35), we are led to six coupled first order differential
equations for the unknown functions A0(t), A1(t), A2(t)
(A˙0(t) + λA˙1(t))
2 − γ
2g
+
1
2A+(t)2
+
1
2A−(t)2
= 0, (8.38)
(A˙0(t) + A˙1(t)± A˙2(t))2 − γ
2g
+
1
8A2(t)2
+
1
2A∓(t)2
= 0, (8.39)
2A˙0(t) + (λ+ 1)A˙1(t) + A˙2(t)
A−(t)3
− 2A˙0(t) + (λ+ 1)A˙1(t)− A˙2(t)
A+(t)3
= 0, (8.40)
A˙0(t) + A˙1(t)
4A2(t)3
+
2A˙0(t) + (λ+ 1)A˙1(t)± A˙2(t)
A∓(t)3
= 0. (8.41)
For convenience we made the identifications A±(t) = A2(t)± (λ− 1)A1(t).
From the latter set of equations above, (8.40) and (8.41), we can now eliminate two
of the first derivatives together with the use of the conservation of momentum. Depend-
ing on the choice, the remaining A˙i(t) are eliminated with the help of the first three
equations (8.38) and (8.39). The two equations left then become multiples of each other
depending only on A1(t) and A2(t). Subsequently we can express A2(t), and consequently
A˙0(t), A˙1(t), in terms of A1(t) as the only unknown quantity. In this manner we arrive at
A2(t) =
√−g − 4γ(λ− 1)2A1(t)2
2
√
3γ
, (8.42)
A˙0(t) =
√
γ +
3g
√
γ(2 + λ)
(λ− 1)[g + 16γ(λ− 1)2A1(t)2] , (8.43)
A˙1(t) =
9g
√
γ
(1− λ)[g + 16γ(λ− 1)2A1(t)2] , (8.44)
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with g = −12α. This means that once we have solved the differential equation (8.44) for
A1(t) the complete solution is determined up to the integration of A˙0(t) in (8.43) and a
simple substitution in (8.42). In other words we have reduced the problem to solve the
set of coupled nonlinear equations (8.29) to solving one first order nonlinear equation.
Let us now make a comment on the number of free parameters, that is integration
constants, occurring in this solution. In the original formulation of the problem we have
started with 3 second order differential equations, so that we expect to have 6 integration
constants for the determination of x1, x2 and x3. However, together with the additional 3
constraining equations this number is reduced to 3 free parameters. Finally we can invoke
the conservation of total momentum from (8.30), which yields 3A¨0(t) + (λ + 2)A¨1(t) = 0
and we are left with only 2 free parameters. We choose them here to be the two arbitrary
constants attributed to the integration of A˙0(t) in (8.43) and A˙1(t) in (8.44), respectively.
In turn this also means that, without loss of generality, we may freely choose the
constant λ introduced in (8.37). Indeed, keeping it generic we observe that the solutions
for the Ai(t) do not depend on it despite its explicit presence in the equations (8.42), (8.43)
and (8.44). The most convenient choice is to take λ = −2 as in that case the equations
simplify considerably.
Let us now solve (8.42), (8.43) and (8.44) and substitute the result into the original
expressions (8.36) and (8.37) in order to see how the particles behave. We find
x1,2(t) = c0 +
√
γt+
1
12
(
g
ξ(t)
− ξ(t)
γ
)
± ı
4
√
3
(
g
ξ(t)
+
ξ(t)
γ
)
, (8.45)
x3(t) = c0 +
√
γt− 1
6
(
g
ξ(t)
− ξ(t)
γ
)
, (8.46)
where for convenience we introduced the abbreviation
ξ(t) =
[
−54γ2(√γgt+ c1) +
√
g3γ3 + [54γ2(
√
γgt+ c1)]2
] 1
3
. (8.47)
The above mentioned two freely chosen constants of integration are denoted by c0 and
c1. As in the two particle case, we may once again compare this solution with the
unconstrained one in (8.14), (8.15) when considering the Jacobi relative coordinates
R(t) = c0 + t
√
γ, r2(t) = − g
6γ
and tanφ(t) = i
gγ + ξ2(t)
gγ − ξ2(t) . (8.48)
We observe that the solution is now constrained to a circle in the XY -plane with real
radius when gγ ∈ R−. The values for φ(t) lead to the most dramatic consequence, namely
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Figure 8.3: Time evolution of the real and imaginary parts of the constraint Boussinesq
three soliton solution (8.49) with c0 = c1 = ı, α = −β = γ = 1.
that the particles are now forced to move in the complex plane, unlike as in unconstrained
Calogero system or the N = 2 case where all options are open.
Interestingly, despite the poles being complex, we may still have real wave solutions
for the Boussinesq equation. Provided that ξ(t), γ, g, c0, c1 ∈ R the pole x3(t) is obviously
real whereas x1(t) and x2(t) are complex conjugate to each other, such that the ansatz
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(8.27) yields a real solution
u(x, t) = −6α
β
1(
ϕ− 16
(
g
ξ(t) − ξ(t)γ
))2 + (8.49)
+
216α
β
γ2ξ(t)2
[
g2γ2 − 12gγ2ϕξ(t)− 4γ(18γϕ2 − g)ξ(t)2 + 12γϕξ(t)3 + ξ(t)4
(g2γ2 + 6gγ2ϕξ(t) + γ(36γϕ2 + g)ξ(t)2 − 6γϕξ(t)3 + ξ(t)4)2
]
with ϕ ≡ c0 +√γt− x.
Due to the non-meromorphic form of ξ(t) it is not straightforward to determine how
the solutions transforms under a PT -transformation. Nonetheless, the symmetry of the
relevant combinations appearing in (8.45) and (8.46) can be analyzed well for c0, c1 ∈ iR
and γ > 0 . In that case the time reversal acts as T :
(
g
ξ(t) ± ξ(t)γ
)
→ ±
(
g
ξ(t) ± ξ(t)γ
)
,
which implies PT : xi(t) → −xi(t) for i = 1, 2, 3. Thus, the solutions to the constrained
problem are not only complex, but in addition they can also be PT -symmetric for certain
choices of the constants involved.
8.5 Different constraints in nonlinear wave equations
It is clear from the above that the class of complex (PT -symmetric) multi-particle
systems which might arise from nonlinear wave equations could be much larger. We
shall demonstrate this by investigating one further simple example which was previously
studied in [262] and also refer to the literature [263] for additional examples. One very
easy nonlinear wave equation which, because of its simplicity, serves as a very instructive
toy model is
ut + ux + u
2 = 0. (8.50)
We may now proceed as above and seek for a suitable ansatz to solve this equation, possibly
leading to some constraining equations in form a multi-particle systems. Making therefore
a similar ansatz for u(x, t) as in (8.24) or (8.27) we take
u(x, t) =
N∑
i=1
1− z˙i(t)
x− zi(t) . (8.51)
It is then easy to verify that this solves the nonlinear equation (8.50) provided the zi(t)
obey the constraints
z¨i(t) = 2
N∑
j 6=i
(1− z˙i(t))(1− z˙j(t))
zi(t)− zj(t) . (8.52)
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We could now proceed as in the previous section and try to solve this differential equation,
but in this case we may appeal to the general solution already provided in [262], where it
was found that
u(x, t) =
f(x− t)
1 + tf(x− t) , (8.53)
solves (8.50) for any arbitrary function f(x) with initial condition u(x, 0) = f(x). Com-
paring (8.53) and (8.51) it is clear that the zi(t) can be interpreted as the poles in (8.53),
which becomes singular when x→ zi(t) = t+ f−1i (−1/t), with i ∈ {1, N} labeling the dif-
ferent branches which could result when assuming that f is invertible but not necessarily
injectively. Making now the concrete choice for f to be rational of the form
f(x) =
N∑
i=1
ai
αi − x, with αi, ai ∈ C, (8.54)
we can determine the poles concretely by inverting this function. First of all we obtain
from the initial condition that
zi(0) = αi, z˙i(0) = 1 + ai and z¨i(0) =
N∑
j 6=i
2aiaj
αi − αj . (8.55)
The first two conditions simply follow from the comparison of (8.53) and (8.51), but also
follow, as so does the latter, from taking the appropriate limit in (8.54). We note that the
total momentum is conserved for this system
∑N
i=1 z˙i(t) = N +
∑N
i=1 ai.
Let us now see how to obtain explicit expressions for the poles. Inverting (8.54) for
N = 2 it is easy to find that for generic values of t the poles take on the form
z1,2(t) = t+
α¯12
2
+
a¯12
2
t± 1
2
√
α212 + 2α12a12t+ a¯
2
12t
2, (8.56)
where we introduced the notation αij = αi−αj , α¯ij = αi+αj and analogously for α→ a.
We note that in the case N = 2 the constraint (8.52) can be changed into two-particle
Calogero systems constraint with the identification g = a1a2α
2
12.
Next we consider the case N = 3 for which we obtain the solution
z1(t) = t− a(t)
3
+ s+(t) + s−(t), (8.57)
z2,3(t) = t− a(t)
3
− 1
2
[s+(t) + s−(t)]± ı
√
3
2
[s+(t)− s−(t)] , (8.58)
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where we abbreviated
s±(t) =
[
r(t)±
√
r2(t) + q3(t)
]1/3
, (8.59)
r(t) =
9a(t)b(t)− 27c(t)− 2a3(t)
54
, q(t) =
3b(t)− a2(t)
9
, (8.60)
a(t) = −a1 − α2 − α3 − t(a1 + a2 + a3), (8.61)
b(t) = α1α2 + α2α3 + α1α3 + t[a1α¯23 + a2α¯31 + a3α¯21], (8.62)
c(t) = −t(a1α2α3 + a2α3α1 + a3α1α2)− α1α2α3. (8.63)
In terms of Jacobi’s relative coordinates this becomes
R(t) = t− 1
3
a(t), r2(t) = 6s+(t)s−(t) and tanφ(t) = i
s−(t)− s+(t)
s−(t) + s+(t)
, (8.64)
which makes a direct comparison with the constrained Calogero system (8.48) straight-
forward. As the system (8.57), (8.58) involves more free parameters than the constrained
Calogero system (8.48), we expect to observe some relations between the parameters αi, ai
to produce the right number of free parameters. Indeed, we find that for
ai = −g
2
∏
j 6=i
(αi − αj)−2 (8.65)
and the additional constraints
c0 =
1
3
3∑
i=1
αi, c1 =
2
27
∏
1≤j<k≤3
j,k 6=l
(αj + αk − 2αl), g = 4
3∑
i=1
i<j
αiαj − α2i , γ = 1. (8.66)
the two systems become identical. Thus we have obtained an identical singularity structure
for two quite different nonlinear wave equations.
8.6 Complex Calogero systems and PT -symmetric deforma-
tions
As we have seen in section 8.4 the solution of the constrained Calogero models studied
has intrinsically complex nature, so that the emergence of particles in PT -symmetric wave
equations in connection with these systems enforces the need to analyse other complex
extensions of Calogero models which have appeared in the literature. In order to do so we
use the fact that the Calogero Hamiltonian presented in (8.8) can be expressed in terms
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of a standard (n+1)-dimensional representation of the roots α in the An Lie algebra root
system ∆,
HC =
1
2
N∑
i=1
p2i +
N∑
i6=j
V (qi − qj) = 1
2
N∑
i=1
p2i +
∑
α∈∆
V (α · q). (8.67)
For the A2 algebra the standard three-dimensional representation of the roots is given
by
α1 = (1,−1, 0) , α2 = (0, 1,−1) , α3 = α1 + α2 , (8.68)
which implies the coordinate vector is also three-dimensional, q = (q1(t), q2(t), q3(t)) with
each of the components representing a different particle, so that the three-body problem
analyzed is reproduced exactly.
The simplest PT -deformation of any model is obtained just by adding a PT -invariant
term to the original Hamiltonian. For a many-body situation, this was proposed for the
first time in the framework of An Calogero models by introducing the Hamiltonian [252]
H(q, p) = HC(q, p) +
N∑
i 6=j
ıg˜pi
(xi − xj)2 . (8.69)
where g˜,∈ R and q, p ∈ Rℓ. The representation-independent formulation of (8.69) was
achieved in [255] and takes the form:
Hµ =
1
2
p2 +
∑
α∈∆
gαV (α · q) + ıµ · p (8.70)
=
1
2
(p+ ıµ)2 +
∑
α∈∆
gˆαV (α · q) + ıµ · p,
with the definition of the new vector µ = 12
∑
α∈∆ g˜αf(α · q)α, where f(x) = 1x , V (x) =
f(x)2 and new effective coupling constants re-expressed in terms of short and long roots
∆s and ∆l:
gˆα =

 gs + αsg˜s , α ∈ ∆s,gl + αlg˜l , α ∈ ∆l. (8.71)
The deformation just described has the advantage of (i) allowing, without difficulties,
the construction of a Hermitian counterpart of the non-Hermitian PT -symmetric Hamil-
tonian (8.70) through a similarity transformation Hµ = η
−1HC η with η = e−q·µ; and
(ii) establishing the integrability of the system by the introduction of a new Lax pair
Lµ(p) = LC(p + ıµ) and Mµ = MC . Thus it was shown that this simply corresponds to
shifting the momenta in the standard Calogero Hamiltonian together with a re-definition
of the coupling constant.
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The second type of deformation [256] consists of replacing directly the set of ℓ-dynamical
variables q = {q1, . . . , qℓ} and their conjugate momenta p = {p1, . . . , pℓ} by means of a
deformation map (q, p) → (q˜, p˜), whereby the map is constructed in such a way that
the original invariance under the Weyl group W is replaced by an invariance under a
PT -symmetrically deformed version of the Weyl group WPT .
In terms of roots the map is defined by replacing each root α by a deformed counterpart
α˜, α→ α˜, whereby the precise form of the deformation ensures the invariance under WPT
as specified in [256]. Expanding the momenta in terms of the roots as p =
∑
i κiαi, with
κi ∈ R, the Hamiltonian becomes
HC(q, p) → HPT (q˜, p˜) = 1
2
∑
i,j
κiκjα˜iα˜j +
1
2
∑
α˜∈∆˜
g
(α˜ · q)2 . (8.72)
Before continuing we need to specify the root deformations and although there are
various possibilities to complexify Calogero systems we shall focus on those which preserve
not only PT -symmetry but also the algebraic symmetry underlying these Hamiltonians.
In [256] the invariance of Calogero models under Weyl reflections of the root system was
used to introduce PT -symmetric reflections WPT which leave the deformed Calogero
Hamiltonians invariant, imposing that the new roots will be mapped onto its negative by
the PT -extended Weyl reflections, σ¯i ≡ σiT , with σi given by (4.10). The root extension
is obtained by introducing an imaginary part to the roots in terms of a combination of the
fundamental weights λi associated to the root system in such a way that it is orthogonal
to the real part,
αi → α˜i = R(ε)αi + ıI(ε)
∑
j 6=i
ςjλj , (8.73)
and we recover the original undeformed roots αi in the limit where the deformation param-
eter vanishes ǫ→ 0: limǫ→0 R(ǫ) = 1, limǫ→0 I(ǫ) = 0. It is easy to see that σ˜i (α˜i) = −α˜i,
as desired. In order to find the concrete forms for q˜ and p˜ we need to be more specific
about the algebras involved. Let us therefore examine the models based on the rank 2
algebras A2, B2 and G2. Depending on the dimensionality of the representation for the
simple roots, we obtain either a two or a three particle systems and may therefore com-
pare with the solutions found in the previous sections. In all cases the deformations of the
simple roots α1 and α2 take on the general form
α˜1(ε) = R(ε)α1 + ıI(ε)K12λ2, and α˜2(ε) = R(ε)α2 − ıI(ε)K21λ1, (8.74)
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with λ1, λ2 being fundamental weights obeying
2λi·αj
α2j
= δij , the functions R(ε), I(ε) sat-
isfying limε→0 R(ǫ) = 1, limε→0 I(ǫ) = 0 and Kij =
2αi·αj
α2j
are the entries of the associated
Cartan matrix. Let us now take the following two dimensional representations for the
simple roots and fundamental weights
A2 : α1 = (1,−
√
3), α2 = (1,
√
3), λ1 =
2
3α1 +
1
3α2, λ2 =
1
3α1 +
2
3α2,
B2 : α1 = (1,−1), α2 = (0, 1), λ1 = α1 + α2, λ2 = 12α1 + α2,
G2 : α1 = −(32 ,
√
3
2 ), α2 = (1, 0), λ1 = 2α1 + 3α2, λ2 = α1 + 2α2.
(8.75)
We easily verify that this reproduces the correct entries for the Cartan matrices
KA2 =

 2 −1
−1 2

 , KB2 =

 2 −2
−1 2

 , KG2 =

 2 −3
−1 2

 . (8.76)
Having constructed the deformed roots we compute next the deformed conjugate
momenta and coordinates. In the representations (8.75) the kinetic energy term changes
just by an overall factor as
p˜2 =
[
R(ε)2 − ν2
g
I(ε)2
]
p2 with νA2 =
1√
3
, νB2 = 1 , νG2 = −
√
3. (8.77)
The specific choice R(ε) = cosh ε and I(ε) = ν−1
g
sinh ε, used in [256], keeps the kinetic
energy term completely invariant, in the sense that the original and deformed momenta are
identical. This deformation is equivalent to a complexification directly at the coordinates
level, so that the dual canonical coordinates q˜ are computed from
α˜ · q = q˜ · α, α, q ∈ R, α˜, q˜ ∈ R⊕ ıR. (8.78)
We find
q˜1 = R(ε)q1 − ı|νg|I(ε)q2, and q˜2 = R(ε)q2 + ı|νg|I(ε)q1. (8.79)
We will now argue that (8.79) is always different from the constrained two particle
solution of the Calogero model (8.33). In order to see this we recall first of all that for the
solution to be PT -symmetric we require κ, κ˜ ∈ iR. Equating now the sums x1+x2 = q˜1+q˜2
we conclude that
q1(t) = −q2(t) = −||κ||νg
I(ε)
= const. (8.80)
Next we compute (x1 − x2)2, which yields
γ(t− κ˜)2 − 3α
γ
= (2R(ε)q1(t))
2 . (8.81)
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This equation is inconsistent as the right had side is real and time independent, a
condition which can not be achieved for the left hand side. This proves our statement that
the deformation method suggested here is genuinely different from the proposal in [256]
in the two particle case.
But the Calogero An pairwise interaction is only mimicked if the dimension of the
roots is n+1. Keeping the deformed roots to be of the form (8.74), the three dimensional
representations for the simple roots
A2 : α1 = (1,−1, 0), α2 = (0, 1,−1), G2 : α1 = (−2, 1, 1), α2 = (1,−1, 0), (8.82)
yield the same result for the kinetic energy term (8.77), but obviously have to produce
different dual canonical coordinates q˜. In this case we obtain
q˜1 = R(ε)q1 − ıζgI(ε)(q2 − q3), (8.83)
q˜2 = R(ε)q2 − ıζgI(ε)(q3 − q1), (8.84)
q˜3 = R(ε)q3 − ıζgI(ε)(q1 − q2), (8.85)
where ζA2 = 1/3 and ζG2 = 1. Equating these solutions with (8.45), (8.46) and solving
the resulting equations for the qi with i = 1, 2, 3, it is easy to argue that the qi can not
be made real, which establishes the claim that the solutions are also intrinsically different
for the three particle model. In fact, there are no three-dimensional pairs of roots new
β1, β2 such that βi · q = αi · x with x = (x1(t), x2(t), x3(t)). This occurs because we
have a problem of mapping three complex functions, x1(t), x2(t), x3(t), into the three real
coordinates, q1(t), q2(t), q3(t), appearing in the original Calogero problem.
Before the publication of [6] there had been two different types of procedures to com-
plexify Calogero models. As explained in section 8.5 one may either add PT -symmetric
terms to the original Hamiltonian [252], which have turned out to be simple shifts in the
momenta [255] or one may directly deform the root system on which the formulation of the
model is based [256]. In all these approaches the deformation is introduced in a rather ad
hoc fashion. In this paper we have provided a novel mechanism, which has real solutions
of physically motivated nonlinear wave equations as the starting point. The constrained
motion of some solitonic solutions of these models then led to complex Calogero models,
some of them being PT -symmetric.
There are some obvious open problems left. For instance it would naturally be very
interesting to study systems involving larger numbers of particles, which would correspond
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to higher soliton solutions for the nonlinear wave equations. Clearly the study of different
types of wave equations, such as the KdV etc and their PT -symmetrically deformed
versions would complete the understanding.
Our analysis is schematically summarized in the figure below.
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Figure 8.4: Schematic representation of the results obtained in [6].
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9 Concluding remarks
In this thesis we have searched for exact results for theories described by non-Hermitian
Hamiltonian operators in Quantum Physics and complex Hamiltonian functions in Classi-
cal Physics. Although it is widely believed that such systems can only be used to describe
effective models, we have argued that they have achieved a more fundamental status in
recent years. Motivated by the novel developments in PT -symmetric Quantum Mechan-
ics, due to the seminal work of Bender et al, we explore various aspects of non-Hermitian
systems, from simpler formulations in finite dimensional Hilbert spaces to more elabo-
rate systems of infinite dimension. The applicability of non-Hermitian Hamiltonians in
the description of fundamental theories is achieved as isospectral transformations relating
them to Hermitian counterparts are obtained. Such a process is usually followed by the
construction of a new scalar product for the Hilbert space. We then use this freedom of
choosing the metric defining the underlying quantum formalism in order to investigate the
equivalence of certain Hamiltonian systems.
We have presented different possible approaches, for instance of unbrokenPT -symmetry,
which is the invariance of both the Hamiltonian and its wavefunctions under simultaneous
parity and time reversal transformation, and of quasi-pseudo-Hermiticity, when a positive
definite metric can be used to construct an isospectral Hermitian counterpart. However,
for either of the procedures, we have seen through examples in the thesis that establishing
a non-Hermitian system as an acceptable physical theory involves considerable effort and
exact results remain a small fraction of the cases studied so far.
Examples of problems for which the construction of a physical metric operator can
be accomplished exactly are given by models which can be described in terms of Lie
algebra generators. The underlying symmetry provided by the algebraic structure allows
one to compute calculations involving noncommutative operators. We have considered
Hamiltonians of sl2(R)-Lie algebraic type and for some specific cases we constructed a
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similarity transformation together with isospectral Hermitian counterparts. We indicated
the difficulty these types of Hamiltonians pose with regard to the outlined programme,
mainly due to the feature that the Hermitian conjugation does not close within the set
of sl2(R)-generators. Nonetheless, for specific realisations of the algebra the outlined
programme may be carried out explicitly.
Instead, considering Hamiltonians of su(1, 1)-Lie algebraic type, which generalize the
Swanson model to some extent, circumvents these issues. We were able to construct
systematically exact solutions for metric operators, which are of exponential form with ar-
guments linear in the su(1, 1)-generators. Our solutions fall into various subcases and are
characterized by the constraints on the coupling constants in the model. In several cases
we used the square root of the metric operator to construct the corresponding similarity
transformation and its Hermitian counterparts. Alternatively we constructed the energy
spectrum together with their corresponding eigenfunctions by means of generalized Bo-
goliubov transformations, which map the original Hamiltonians onto harmonic oscillator
type Hamiltonians. The comparison between these two approaches exhibits agreement in
some cases, but the overlap is not complete and we can obtain models which cannot be
mapped to a harmonic oscillator type Hamiltonian by means of generalized Bogoliubov
transformations and vice versa. On one hand this is probably due to our restrictive ansatz
for the metric operator η by demanding it to be Hermitian and in addition assuming it
to be of exponential form with arguments linear in the su(1, 1)-generators. On the other
hand we could of course also make a more general ansatz for the “target Hamiltonian” in
the generalized Bogoliubov transformation approach.
In order to describe other models which cannot be formulated in terms of only sl2(R)
or su(1, 1) algebra generators we have used other techniques to avoid solving more compli-
cated operator equations. We have demonstrated that exploiting the isomorphism between
operator and Moyal-like products allows one to convert the operator identities into man-
ageable differential equations. This method was employed for the most generic cubic PT -
symmetric non-Hermitian Hamiltonians in the coordinate and momentum operators xˆ, pˆ or
equivalently the creation and annihilation operators a, a†. We systematically constructed
various exact solutions for the metric operator of exponential form with PT -symmetric,
real and cubic argument. With these operators we were able to determine the corre-
sponding similarity transformation and the corresponding Hermitian counterparts. Our
solutions are characterised by various constraints on the ten parameters characterizing
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the problem. Several of the quasi-solvable models may be reduced to previously studied
systems, but some correspond to entirely new examples for quasi-solvable models.
Even when no obvious exact solution exists, perturbation theory can be carried out on
the level of the differential equation to almost any desired order, but it usually remains
unclear whether the perturbative series converges. There are obvious limitations for the
Moyal bracket method as it works well only for potentials of polynomial form, as otherwise
the differential equations will be of infinite order. In addition even for the differential
equations of finite order the solutions have not been properly classified and one has to
make various assumptions. A particularly important premise concerns the form of the
ansatz for the metric. Some classes of solution are expected to be missed for an ansatz
of a purely exponential form, as we have seen. The special cases considered, namely the
single site lattice Reggeon model as well as the Jackiw model are both not quasi-exactly
solvable within our framework. However, both of them may be understood as quasi-
exactly solvable models perturbed by some complex cubic potential. Generalizations of
the presented analysis to Hamiltonians of higher powers present no further complications
and specifically interesting would be the study of a generic quartic Hamiltonian so that a
precise comparison with the Lie-algebraic method could be carried out.
The mappings determined so far have presented considerable efforts. Even for sit-
uations where the mathematical structure can be considerably simpler, as is the case of
two-level systems, so that calculations become more manageable, the effects of introducing
non-Hermitian Hamiltonians as a fundamental description of nature are far from trivial.
The quantum brachistochrone problem exemplifies well such a statement. The passage
time needed for the evolution between two specified states has a lower bound τ , deter-
mined by the transition frequency between the corresponding energy levels, when the
problem is formulated in terms of a Hermitian evolution generator. Nonetheless, when
a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian is suitably coupled to the system the passage time can be
made tunable. This means fast quantum transitions could be possible in an effect analo-
gous to a wormhole phenomenon in the Hilbert space, with remarkable consequences from
a practical point of view. Because this occurrence was first observed in PT -symmetric
models, PT -symmetry was attributed to be the responsible feature for it.
However, we have demonstrated that similar effects can be reproduced also for systems
in which the aforementioned symmetry is manifestly broken, i.e. dissipative systems. The
fast evolutions obtained are clearly an effect of the coupling of a Hermitian with a non-
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Hermitian system, which raises the question of how to combine various Hilbert spaces.
Further developments regarding this problem have been intensively reported. Besides geo-
metric analysis establishing, as expected, the equivalence between a completely Hermitian
formulation and a completely non-Hermitian formulation, more recent results indicate that
the quantum brachistochrone can be realized as subsystem of a larger Hermitian system
living in a higher-dimensional Hilbert space. This is an example where theoretical ad-
vances come before those accomplished by experiments so that more direct evidences to
clarify this problem still need to be obtained.
Because the elaboration of PT -symmetric concepts originated in quantum mechanics,
progress in this area has been achieved in a reverse fashion with respect to the usual
advances of science, normally starting at a classical level. The use of PT -symmetry
ideas in classical theories have proven to be very fruitful, though. With special interest
in integrable classical systems we have explored how such models can be deformed in a
way so that PT -symmetry is present. Furthermore, the search for the subclasses which
still preserve integrability was pursued. As a consequence we have determined models of
potential physical interest. Although integrability is usually established after an infinite
number of conserved charges is computed or when a Lax pair is constructed, we opted for a
more systematic approach capable of separating feasible candidates which are most likely
integrable. With this purpose, we have carried out the Painleve´ test for PT -symmetric
deformations of the Burgers equation and the KdV equation. When deforming both terms
involving space derivatives, we found that the deformations of the Burgers equation pass
the test. In specific cases we have also established the convergence of the series, such
that these equations have in addition the Painleve´ property. Based on the conjecture by
Ablowitz, Ramani and Segur we take this as very strong evidence that these equations
are integrable. Regarding these models as new integrable systems leads immediately to a
sequence of interesting new problems related to features of integrability. It is very likely
that these systems admit soliton solutions and it should be possible to compute the higher
charges by means of other methods.
For the KdV equation our findings suggest that their PT -symmetric deformations
are not integrable, albeit they allow for the construction of a defective series. It would
clearly be very interesting to investigate other PT -symmetrically integrable systems in
the described manner in order to establish their integrability. Nonetheless, we have shown
that a different PT -symmetric generalization of the KdV equation includes a family of
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models possessing the Painleve´ property. Remarkably the strong evidence of integrability
in these systems are closely related to the existence of compacton solutions found in
previous investigations. There, various criteria had been found, which separate the models
into three distinct classes exhibiting qualitatively different types of compacton solutions:
unstable compactons and stable compactons, which have either independent or dependent
width and amplitude. We have demonstrated that the coexistence of solitons, present in
integrable theories, and compactons can only happen in the latter situation.
Finally, we provided a novel method capable of generating complex PT -symmetric
many-body interacting systems. Rather than explicitly extending models to the complex
plane, we have explored the possibilities of complex systems arising naturally from inte-
grable nonlinear field equations. Because in some situations the poles in the wave solutions
behave as interacting particles whose motion is constrained to a certain invariant subman-
ifold with complex trajectories, PT -symmetry might not have to be imposed but may
emanate more naturally from real fields. This was accomplished as we investigated the
pole structure of the Boussinesq equation and established that they behave as complex
particles governed by constrained Calogero equations of motion. This observation was
analyzed more closely for two and three particle systems, although more bodies could be
investigated potentially through the systematic method developed. Solitonic solutions of
the Boussinesq equation were obtained and the complex Calogero motion was shown to be
inequivalent to previous complex deformations of Calogero systems found in the literature.
In conclusion this work confirmed the potential importance of studying non-Hermitian
Hamiltonians, motivated by the recent interest in PT -symmetric theories. The scope
of such models is immense, covering possibly all fields of theoretical physics, with some
illustrations presented here. We have no doubts investigations carried out by us, schemat-
ically presented in Figure 9.1, are of relevance to the community and hope they can inspire
further developments.
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Figure 9.1: Graphic representation of our contributions to the field, both at quantum and
classical levels.
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